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By PEGGIE ROWAND 
Yet another bid to rescind the 
Town of Sidney’s expropriation 
of land at Sanscha failed Monday 
night. Aid. Jim Lang charged 
council should not be spending 
money on land appraisal, 
lawyers, or interest on money 
borrowed to meet the request of 
costs for land expropriated and 
said he was prepared “to suggest 
all actions stop at this moment so 
taxpayers would not be faced 
with an enormous bill.”
Mayor Sealey countered by 
saying the appraisal was already 
underway and council would 
have to foot the bill even if it 
were stopped.
She argued council had agreed 
to the appraisal and reminded 
Lang he had “urged us to get on 
and negotiate and settle with 
Sanscha” and added “tapes 
indicate that at virtually every 
meeting council was told it 
should be moving on it.” ^ /
Lang admitted he “had said 
that” but said he had now found i
Bob Wright’s: proposal jto 
bxpand by 350 berths his North 
Saanich Marina in Blue Heron
to public hearing July 5 .
The meeting will be held in 
Parkland school, 10640 
McDonald Park Road at 7:30
p.m.
The Wright expansion was 
approved by the North Saanich 
environmental advisory cbm- 
mittee and received approval in 
principle from council. The 
project will be aired at the public 
meeting so council can 
public response.
out “what was going on”, 
referring to a complaint by Aid. 
Loyd Burdon and himself that 
council had not been informed 
there were difficulties with the 
registration of the expropriated 
land.
Burdon said the town’s ad­
ministrator Geoff Logan had 
been told of the technical hitch 
April 29 by the town’s lawyer, 
Chris Lott, and asked Logan why 
council had not been informed.
Logan said he didn’t think 
“everyone had been in 
ignorance” and added he had 
discussed the holdup in 
registration with some members 
of council.
Lang moved expropriation be 
rescinded but Aid. Ben Ethier 
argued the motion was redundant 
because action had already been 
taken on a previous motion: 
Sealey, however, put the motion 
to council saiying “we have to go 
through this every few weeks: I 
regard it as an exericse.” Only 
Burdon voted in favor of Lang’s 
motion.
The town has expropriated ? 
land adjacent to Sanscha Hall to| 
make way for the proposed one­
way traffic couplet. Sidney- 
• North Saanich Community Hall 
Association (SANSCHA) v/as 
previously reported to be asking 
$484,000 for the land, although 
Lang charged the request had 
risen to $711,00... However,
: Eogah said; Tuesda 
man’s- claim cahimt be sub- 
s t a n t i a t ed f r o m d o c u m e n t s 
council has.
The administrator said the 
latest claim from SANSCHA lists 
values arid costs y/hich now total 
$494,383 arid says in addition 
SANSCHA lawyers list 
“damages attributed to the 
reduction in functional utility of 
; the remaining site plus interest at 
6 per cent.” But Logan said even 
with interest, costs wouldn’t 
come to $71 i ,000.
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A Sidney man had 16 trees 
belonging to the Town of Sidney 
cut down in error when he 
assumed, they were on. his,.. 
property — and the bill for, 
replacement comes to $12,000.
But Walter Dietiker, 10181 
Wildflower Place will likely not 
have to foot the bill. Instead 
Sidney council Monday night 
indicated; if: might be satisfied; ' 
with replacement " trees and 
- Dietiker: must meet with com­
mittee B and parks superin­
tendent J ames M a rsh to: wo r k o ut 
compensation.
used on city streets and 
boulevards and as a screen.
Dietiker told council he felt 
badly- about taking dovvn the 
town trees but argued he thought 
they were on his property and 
they were rotting, diseased and 
constituted a hazard through 
falling branches which fell bn his 
property side and not the public- 
access side of the trees.
March told council that 
although the Monterey Cyprus 
trees were not fine specimens 
they were not diseased and could 
have been cleaned up by pruning 
and had a life expectancy of 15- 
20 years. He said the trees were
Trees of that size cannot be 
replaced and the price tag was 
$12,000, he said.
Aid. Loyd Burdon said he 
thought Dietiker acted in good 
ufaith and“possibly saved : us 
:mbney”y if : the frees: w : 
;di seased, - but Aid . John Calder:: 
said he’s inspected what was left:
; of them and saw no sign of rot.; 
Mayor Norma Sealey said ; 
there was some concern that 
unless a substahtial penalty was 
imposed the town would be open 
to similar incidents. Calder said 
he thought Dietiker should be 
held responsible and the town 
should be compensated for 
: 'replaCemehL'y-;.,
In other council news;
•Reporting on a recent meeting 
MP Don Munro called oh the 
proposed Sidney breakwater, 
Sealey told council little new was 
discussed. She charged federal 
small craft harbors regional 
director Warren Parkinson 
“seemed to be hedging — I think 
that’s as polite as it could be pul” 
and said after an attempt to pin 
him down as to what he inight
consider, Parkinson referred to a 
breakwater proposal made years 
ago and said it might be more 
acceptable. Sealey added she had
details of “what would be ac­
ceptable.”
•Council approved in principle 
a request from Sidney Lions to 
use land in the north east portion 
of Tulista Park for a BMX track
for Sidney youngsters arid“give i 
the youhg people a chance to not 
only compete but learn all about 
'riding moto-x bikes.”
Council welcomed the 
suggestion but Sealey said un­
fortunately the land Lions 
wanted to use was owned by the 
ministry of transport and the club 
would first have to make . Upr 
plication to the MOT. :
five Sidney youngsters attending Sf. Michael *s University
Dr* Howard fetch, prestdent\of University of Victoria, to 
mark their success in nationwide fERMAT mathematics 
contest for grades 10 and Jl student^ Students finished in 
top 25 per cent among thousands writing test. Pictured with 
fetch,yiboyei back'ihW,: lcftfto^fighU Eymarf
, Chan, Bill. Creenw.ei!,...i /jfiut/.;witir/i: nt', ■ and Mod 
Pieasance, who scored highest mark in ll.C, in the test* Front 
row, left to rights John Ihitm and Ear! Pieasance,
ByGRANIALITWIN
' blorth Saariich commi11ee wi 11 
recpmrnend approval in principal 
Id rezbne 21(3 acres bn Cloakc 
; Hill from minimiint lot size; bf i 
five acres to miriirnum one-acre 
’■residential,'.,
Bui a decision to rezone 5.7 
acres behind the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills road to 
allow for a non-permanent trailer 
park will be held in abeyance.
The first application was 
described Monday by Aid , David 
Terrell as a “very well prepared 
presentation" about which he 
had no problems in principle.
Committee discussed with 
deye 10pmcn t ; sbpbesman 
Geoffrey Calvert Itis concerns; 
with schools, utilities, potential 
increased drainage and surt'ace 
water now, and downside ef­
fluent problems.
Ciilvtil ichpoiidcd' lliul till, 
school district found the billy 
area unsuitable for a kchool and 
it.s necessary playgrounds but 
siteip were being considered bn 
"Waln'Road.'":
Concerning water flow and
septic field leakage, Culvert 
assured committee the necessary 
studies were underway detailing: 
culverts and necessity for ' 
;.eascmienls^:y''''
f I A prbpbsal by Dehnis BowCpit- 
to create a zone for a non- 
permanent trailer park was 
greeted with wary approval by 
committee members.
Aid, Richard Herlinveaux told 
the meeting that "as it is nowy 
Vpcoplc arc parking their campers 
illegally down at the racetrack.”
; Aid. Nell Horth said the 
proposal blnies on whether 
council wants to encourage ‘‘this 
sort of thing iiv North Saanich,
“If council feels therb is ivnccd 
we will iiavc to enact a; proper 
zoning bylaw to cover itt" she 
...said.’::,;,:
Aid. Alan Cornford pointed 
out there are few aUefnatives but 
to iuicicasiic the inuuieipahiy's tax 
base “if we wish to preserve the 
tone of the district and many of 
the things we have here."
Bowcott, who told ernhmittee 
he developed the KOA Karnp” 
ground and has been involved in
others, said he wants to get a ;
feeling of what council iwanls ahdb ; 
ispreparediodevelopacamp' 
gfoimd of a flexible riatiurc. : ' " ^ 
Committee will study the 
inattcr further and report ^ to 
"-council.':;:--;'
In other council news: ;
•Committee members needed 
only a fcwiminutes to decide if 
tlicy will recommend approval of 
a dozen mooring buoys in Deep
: Council was notified of the '
' application by the Canadian 
Coast Guard who examined the 
proposal under the Navigable 
Waters Proleciion Act, ;
Cpmmillee responded that the 
buoys and their suri'bunding 
scbp'c.''’(ihc"';;,d5anTicter'.,y of/, ,aica‘,' 
through which a boat would 
'swing) '''^could'-v/pose''-:''.avx 
navigntionnl hazard:”' '■
Committee will recbmmentl 
that in view of the implications
: on the municipal water lease and V
density of the proposed ipoorings 
tht: proposals would he uriac* 
ccpni
:'i
Deep Cove and Eastern 
Properly Owners’ Association 
passed a resolution June 8 calling 
for North Saanich council to take 
a poll of residents before a final 
decision Is taken on any marina 
expansion in Nfortli Saanich.'* 
Newly-elected association ■ 
president John Laphain ; said 
Monday a letter will be sent to 
council.
'f'he: associatiop’s,'; 34ihV'an'nual''y:'; 
gencraf meeting also iticluded 
discussion of Deep Cove 
Marina, As well, members eyed ?
' ■; f Ut u'r e ^ex pa ns i on ’o f:: the 
juiisdiciion of the association, 
t,aphom said . Which would take 
in other parts of North Saanich 
■■; whefc^ there':: were'':prohlems:;:or|y. 
^merest but he stressed no 
deci.sion has been taken.
Members'':; .'elected :,::tO;;;'/the,':;';: 
'Executive''/for,'/lhe'/f982/83/:ycar:;;:; 
inchide I npham as president,
; An'ne'; i Cfbftbn',;: Naricy: 'prakc,' 
John Marko, Oil Montgomery, 
Haiti Garhier, Edgar Farthing, 
BettyPowell,//''"f-x;';:
■ *■■■
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FAMILY KESTAUKANT 
Comer Beacon ^ve.
& 2ih1 Street, Sidney
: '0FEN:7 DAYS A WEEK': 
From 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
(Fri & Sat. tiil 1 A.^.)
SBEAKFASt-LUNCH-DINNER
Featuring:
Italian, Ukmnian and Western Cuisine 
Pizzas, Cabbage rolls^ Perogies 
and much more,.




9816- 4th ST., SIDNEY 
“Chicken *Ribs “Burgers 
.•Soft Ice Cream .
MON. - FRI.11 - 8 
Sat.11:30-8 Sun. 12-
. RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food
■ ' y 'OPEN Mon. .-Thurs. 4:30'• Midnight , 
Fri.-Sal, 4:30-1:30am Sun.,4:30-8:30 pm
. , Delivery with minimum order - : ;
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
LAB’S RESTAURAMT
7855 East Saanich Rd. 
SAANICHTON PLAZA 
Chinese & Western Food!
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT - FREE DELIVERY 
Irom 5 p.m. within 4 miles, with min. older. '
' ■ OPEN Monday to Saturday 11 am - 9 pm 






First Ciass Meals - Fast Service
2230 Beacon 856-1176}
■^canbia
Open lor Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday 
(closed lor Lunch Tuesday)
W^nesday Srrisrgasbord Dinner and 





Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
, Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1;30
7172 Brenhuooil Drive 652-2413
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 
^Sat. 9 am-10:pnt v :' Sun}9 am-9pm
656-4il5 2359 Beacon five.
f’- Cuisine ftan^oise v
Evening Dining from 5 p.m, 
(Closed Tuesdays)
West Saanich Rd , by 
4} " Royal Oak Shopping Centre 
ReseTvations;479-2123
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
Joan & George
OPEN DAILY Tuos. thru Saturday 
11:30 a m. - 7:30 p.m.
9807.4th St , Sidney
SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD & STEAK" 
' (Sorry “- ho crabs lor 2 monilis)
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & DINNER 
(Closed Tuesday)




Enjoy our 24-llom Salad Bar
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 BeacoH'^YB. Sid noy
•":K:4t4656-4«22:::44:4
SEA BREEZE CAFE
(Biihinii Itid Pu« Ollici 4 '4 -i'"
mmumoiH
-V"T}4FISH'&chips -4.: “ ■
4 BREAKFAST VLUNCH -DINNER
Open Dally 8;00 a.m: • 7:30 pvm, 
Closoil Sunday: & Holidays •








' ' Wtiir-tlijirf; 1 jiTV "I? imdiiiyiir ;'
^ "'".S.'' !‘'4'L:fri"(t'BAt'"H '»m4 iTm- 
S«n,;4 -.'lO um',r
'44.' ''':''':4r»liV Oull mwi
■Stl'
Silver Dragon Restaurant
Chinese Food at 
Reasonable Prices
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
: : PICK UP & TAKE OUT 44
2470,Boacpii:';,4::/4;656-1812»'
FAMILY RESTAURANT
: ; OPEN DAILY'11 AM for : 
Fine Canadian A Chinese Food
TDINE IN OUR TAKE OUT 1 
812 Verdier Av«., Brentwood Bay
'"'652.3622''''':'’'''"'"^""''
GOODFORTUNE
l|MiCli(lriii| k CMWM • WttiWR Ntd
LUNCH: Mon to Tfi 11:30 tt.m, * S p.m, 
oiNNirniMon loWhii. 4:30p.m. vop.m,
' Thi«. 4,30 pm,'10 p.m '
Fri, to 8(11. 4laO-MldnipM " : '
, 4 .4„ SyiKjay f.30 p.m',-,'9 p.m,,
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OFF 
1838.3r(t St. Sidney 656-5112
'4^.,
:\4:4?P
Don’t just run it up 
the flagpole.
Run it around the block.
smon^aP3/ntap cuone (D
BUYING or SELLING?
For Professional service 
with years of experiences.
Call Now — IVIarten Holst
Bloclt Bros. Realty Ltd.




Ltslings in Ihis directory ; s ‘>T .-ioed (ree oJ charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service ol the Sidney
Review/, 666*1151
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Pastor Mel Hoskyn. Greenglade School. 2151 Lannon Way ,.
ANGLICAN
652-9572
•St. Andrew’s — Rev. David Fuller ......... .....................................
9682- 3td SI,, Sidney ........... :
•SI. Mary's — 1934 Cultra Ave,, Saanichton





•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay...........




•Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison .... .........
PORQMillcRri Sifinpy ..................... ............ .
.656-7359
.856-5012
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kratolil. Stelly's Cross Rd. ,
•Sluggott Memorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd.. Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrorri 





•Our Lady of the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd.
•SI. Eliaabelh’s Church — 10030 Third SI.. Sidney...... . .i ............ ........... .656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastor Tom Gardner, ......... .......




•Beracah Bible Church — Pastor Foy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamsierly Rd............. — .474-1545
LUTHERAN^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J.'Paap, 2295 Weiier Ave., . 656-2721,656-7484
PENTECOSTAL^^^ ^ ^
•Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel D. Nettlelon. 5506 Oldiield Road (P.A.O.C.) .,. .




4 *81. Andrews — Rev: B.J. Moiloy. Nonh.Saanich Portable. White Birch Rd. . ...........
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
. 656-2895
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd. .,)...
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
; 656-4730
, Pastor M.A. Atwood, 10469 Resthaven Dr.. Sidney .,.., :. , .4...... , ,, 656-7970.656-2225
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh WayCSidney .:,. ..0:, .:4 ■ - r-v - : > • .v
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
.656-6623
- _ •St. John's — Rev. HoriPratt............,.:
4 10990 WestGaanich Rd;. .444..'.':'.4:'\:.;'4'.4:.. 4:444. ■444:4,4;',4.4 ,
":;4':>SL'Paurs 44,4; , .-'44;.;4\4.';.4;','''.'.4 :'',.v.4-.;.:.:;.4.44;44.44::',
4'''.'2410Malaview —Rev. Hori'Pratl'4. ■.,::.'44.: .4. ::4;
. •Shady Creak —7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev.Melvin H. Adams
'4:4. •Brentwood■.■iv'', 4.V; 444 L'!' v’i;
,4 : 7162 West Saanich Rd. — Rev. Melvin H Adams . . .
; 656-1930 





SUPPO^ THE CHUHCH OF YOUH CHOICE •
...
Sidney Days Festival Society has taken a different tack to the July 1 
celebrations this year, with the emphasis on entertainment — they’ll 
be three stages at different locations — and the “Beacon Avenue 
Mall”, stalls on the sidewalk outside stores with all roads closed off 
between 3rd and 5th Streets.
The day kicks off with a Kiwanis pancake breakfast at Safeway 
parking lot followed by the annual parade at 11 a.m. starting at 
Sidney elementary school, down 7th to James White Boulevard, 
Resthaven Drive, then onto Beacon, turning off on 3rd Street, then 
Henry and back to the school. The judge’s reviewing stand will be at 
the post office.
New addition to this year’s parade is the Canadian Scottish 
Highlanders Band from Victoria. Sooke Pipe Band leads, says society, 
president Phil Osbourne, followed by the usual colorful entries.
The beer garden — run by Saanich Peninsula chamber of commerce
— is at Sanscha Hall and opens at noon. There’s a stage inside the 
beer garden for entertainment and another at 4th Street and Beacon 
and a third located in the south end of Sanscha Hall grounds.
Entertainment will include vocalists, bands — dixie, rock and more
— dance and comics.
During the day there will be a variety of activities for all ages — 
bingo in Sanscha Hall, a dance from 2:30 - 5:30 p.m. in the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall, Mills Road; a tea garden on Beacon Ave. near 
Sidney Pharmacy; food concessions; beat-a-car; a dunk tank operated 
by Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG); a tug o’ war between Sidney 
and North Sanich firefighters and, hopefully, donkey rides for 
youngsters.
Also scheduled — a vintage car display and a boat show at parking 
lot. . ,
Society vice-president Gordie Manchester says North Saanich 
Mayor Jan, Rangel has agreed to be the parade’s honorary grand 
marshall and he may if they can find one — be riding a large white 
horse." ■
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey is expected to head up a VIP reception 
at 9:30 a m. in the town hall. Invitations have gone out to MP Don 
Munro, Saanich and the Islands MLA Hugh Curtis, and other 
4dignitaries. :4''
Key organizers Osbourne and Manchester praise three groups of 
youth who, they say, are making a fine contribution to the July i 
celebrations — the “Key Kids” from Kiwanis, STAG and Job’s 
Daughters. And the' Army, Navy and Airforce Veterans, Sidney 
branch, and members of the Royal Canadian Legion have been most 
helpful, as well as many ther local groups, they say.
The two men predict a fine, fun-filled day for all bn July 1.
4}:4^
4 Sidney fire chief Mel Baldwin 
announced that4 effective im- : 
mediately 4: and ■ urilil^^^f f^ ; 
notice, all 4 burning includihg 
domestic and commercial in­
cinerators, within the bouridafief 4 




North Saanich *■ ■ council is 
looking at revising and up-dating 
the community plan which has 
been in place since 1977. The ; 
matter will have its first intensive 
scrutiny today with a number of 
committee; and 4 professional 
planner meetings to follow.
Committee chair^
Alan Cornford told council 
Monday key areas of concern are 
, zoning and major servicing 
;■ networks.
“VVe also want to discuss 
whether to preserve the 
4foreshore, 4 parkland areas and 
Agricultural Land Reserve and if 
so, decide what municipal tools 
we will need to enforce them.”
Cornford pointed but the task 
of revision will involve two to 
three vveeks of staff time as well 
as professional planning services 
for which the municipality has 
applied for a granl. 4
Since the approval of the grant 
has not been announced the 
committee felt it’should begin the 
revision and at least get some 
precise outlines developed so 
that, according to Cornford, 
even a geography student fromv 
the UniverMiy bf Victoria could^} 
undertake part of the task.
Cornford also noted another 
key “pressure pointv would be 
areas where tlie district verges (in 
■' Fat'Bay,: Highway.';
, .■4.
A five-storey building of storeys 
and apartmems planned for the 
foot of Beacon Avenue will yield 
one commercial floor, 3,6 
residential stiites and un­
derground parking.
'The development, by George 
Strieker, of Island View Marina, 
also 4includes expansitin of 
existing marina facilities, and was 
approved by SidiWy council 
Monday night. ,4" '.:h ' '■,'4'’}"';'
Building inspccior Dick 
Knmikawaji said Tneidwy details 
ofi Strieker’s marina expansion 
htwe yet to be worked out. Town 
stuff have advised couhcll it 
: "Mio'uld en,eoutagte 'il'ie''dcvelopet 
to provide for public use along 
the shoreline.
t'. 4:4^
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at
Air BC aircraft in photo shows rescue attempt, with injured being extricated from supposedly crashed aircraft.
Twenty-three separate agencies 
were involved in responding to 
the simulated airliner crash in 
Patricia Bay Tuesday afternoon, 
but they kept out of each other’s 
way successfully enough to 
complete rescue operations faster 
than organizers had anticipated.
The major problem identified, 
according to the Brian 
McMahon, chairman of the 
planning committee, was one of 
communications. RCMP, 
Transport Canada, the 
Provincial Emergency Program, 
the ambulance service and fire 
departments all have different 
frequencies.
Result, he said, was that the 
command centre on the beach 
could not communicate directly 
with everyone, although the 
communications centre at the
Continued on Page A6
RCMP officers, airport rescue teams, and staff from Ocean Sciences Institute manned rescue boats during 
Operation Pegasus. Photo taken as diver prepares to enter waters of Pat Bay to rescue floating survivors.
T©m Cronk
;Fh©t©S
Rescue squad remove student who posed as victim of imaginary plane, 
crash. '
. A/-
Parkland youth prior to yirescite'ffrom crashed aircraft.
Burn on face is actually excellent makeup applied to Kelly Bull of 
Parkland, one of many students involved in operation.
Jeffery Zennon Zahodnick, 17, 
10145-3rd St., pleaded guilty in 
Sidney provincial court Tuesday 
to four counts of breaking and 
entering.
He had previously been 
convicted of one count of 
breaking and eiitering. Judge 
G.S. Denroche gave him con­
current suspended sentences and J 
18 months probation with i; 
conditions.
Roy Alfred Byers, Valhalla 
Road, Ganges, was fined $750 ■; 
for impaired driving. Larrie 
Steven Justinen, 10205 - 3rd St., 
Sidney^ was. fined $350 for ini-^ ^ 
paired driving, and Frederick . 
Charles Borland, 2680 Dowler 
Place, Victoria, was fined $500 ; 
for driving with a bloodjalcohot v 
level over .08 per cent.
V
' - ■
We've markeef down all your dad's lavoirite Btems to let 






Ah application to^^^ 
expand moorage at Deep Gove j 
Marina vvas 1 tabled by North 
Saanich committee Monday night ' 
pending legal advice from 
municipal solicitors.^ ^
, Problems in acceptance of the" 
proposal centred around the 
cornbipation of residential and 
cpmniercial zones on the 






. : BOAR BRISTLE' :
*3.95







GOOD SElicTlONSHAVING ::BAG::::B: OF‘‘A00IS»'
,;:."vF0R'THAVEL HAIRBRUSHES
*8.99




GRANDPA BEAR (buck doorsi
USE YOUR 1
.'■(I'"'
“We will have to seek a formal 
legal opinion on whether \ve can 
add on to the two commercial 
lot.s and leave the third (where a 
house^^^^ tton*
conrorining,” said Aid. Alaii 
Cornfqrd.V,.'
Cornford noted that a 21 -name 
fretition in shpport of the 
proposal ‘ihowed a "substantia!
':j cohcti'rrencc^.. of.'neighhoursV: Ibut'^ 
that the matter would be taken 
to Ol public in format iotJ hearing 
; ■ neverihcless,;., / ^
A (lata for the public meeting 
'dins yet .to be'set."''
■
*663.







Hours: 9 * 6 p.m. Monday> Saturday 656416&
■
j,'".,4,. ■■
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The NDP appears to be trying to make a good deal more out 
of revelations of profligate spending by provincial cabinet 
ministers than the facts will support.
Inside the echo chamber of the legislature, the premier charg­
ing the taxpayers for two bottles of Scotch for the press gallery 
may seem like a very important matter, but any politician who 
expects the general public to get upset about it is making a 
'mistake.
In general, the carefully staged series seems to be following a 
downward trend, with each succeeding revelation having less 
importance than the last, and there is a definite prospect of the 
voters becoming bored with the whole performance.
It will be a great pity if that happens, because there is 
something of importance involved.
People holding high public office are like everyone else, they 
■ quickly become accustomed to the circumstances in which they 
L;.-find; .themselvesA";;
had to scratch hard before they were elected, 
but piut them in a position \yhere they draw a fat salary, enjoy
have secretaries and assistants at 
5 ^ feel that they have been entitled to
this sort of thing all their lives.
What is more, they find themselves dealing with, and often 
being courted by, important people in the business world who 
have a lot of money and are accustomed to spending it on 
themselves.
For official occasions society provides the means for its 
political leaders to keep up with that kind of company, and it is 
1 a bit difficult to draw the line (especially perhaps, on Broadway) 
between official pomp and ceremony and just putting on the 
dog because it feels good.
To guard against this sort of thing there are rules drawn up 
from time to time, but within a ministry, just as in any other 
organization, it is a little difficult to make the rules apply to the 
. person at the top. .
j ‘ Of more significance is the character of the people involved.
All are subject to the same temptations, but most should realize 
what is happening and keep things under control.
When someone does break down and begin to think he is as 
important as the job he holds, or if, as with Peter Hyndman, it 
has thought that way from the beginning, then 
it is up to the premier to dispose of him and give the job to 
someone else.
Unfortunately, with a margin as slim as the present govern­
ment has, the premier may not be able to fire anyone. In that 
case there is no one but the voters to apply the corrective 
measures that are needed.
The danger is that the NDP, by seeking repeated petty trium­
phs, may boie the voters out of doing anything at all. >
1
60 YEARS AGO
From the June 22, 1922, issue of 
The Review
There was nothing of out­
standing importance before 
members of the Board of Trade 
at their regular monthly meeting 
last Tuesday.
The Deep Cove Social Club 
will start building their new hall 
next week. The debentures have 
been fully subscribed. The hall 
will be situated on West Saanich 
Road at the end of Horth’s Cross 
Road.
The Saanich Canning plant has 
completed the season’s work on 
clams, and everything is being 
put in readiness for the fruit 
canning season. The pack of 
clams was 10,000 cases, which 
represents some 20,000 sacks of 
clams.
Reluctantly, I must give Bob 
Wright full marks for public 
relations and media manoeuvers. 
He has the complete North 
Saanich council eating out of his 
hand, and a fledgling boating 
fraternity, acting as if concerned 
citizens opposition to a further 
water lease in a bird sanctuary is 
tantamount to banning 
motherhood. Brave Bob.
The need for a breakwater at 
the foot of Beacon Avenue has 
been known for 70 years: It 
would be the greatest boost to the 
peninsula’s lagging economy, 
and create a mecca for visiting 
boats and enough berths to 
satisfy rallv OurTTorseable 26th 
cerltury boating: needsij Every 
endeavourTto this date has met 
with government non- 
cooper atipn; and {a re luctance: to 
proceed and supply fiannees.
I suggest' a committee be 
yformed, seeking Mr. Wright’s: 
advice on “How it’s Done”, or 
better still, invite his par­
ticipation: He engineered a: fine 
break water at Oak^ Bay M ari na: ■
After years of proving that puf 
beautiful Tsehum Harbour has 
reached a saturation point in boat 
marina activities, a naive' or
letters
manoeuvered council gave 
agreement in principal to a 
proposed commercial marina 
water lease expansion, at first 
reading: this, after previous 
mayors and councils justly turned 
down such proposals. Nothing’s 
changed councillors and Mr. 
mayor, except perhaps your 
willingness to preserve our 
::':heritage.VT
Montgomery' 
i;:T860'SwartZ;Bay Rd; j'-, 
R.R. 3 Sidney, B.C.
I A strange quiet has fallen over 
/the present North Saanich 
council. For over five-years now 
since Bob Wright started pushing 
for a marina expahsipn in the last^ 
of the mudflats/of the Tsehum: 
Harbour /bird' sanctuary, there 
has been hot/ and/often bitter 
epntroversy;/;/' /./t' //' '/
NOwiall are agreeing in unison 
with Bob Wright’s plans. Tike the 
old elitist Family Compact.
Except the mayor, and he must 
feel all alone, with the rest of the 
council out there on a waterbed 
with Bob Wright lisening to his 
promises if council will just agree 
to his kiss of death to the bird 
sanctuary by dredging and to the 
whole natural beauty and ecology 
of Tsehum Harbour and Blue 
Heron Basin by a breakwater.
Mother Nature has sacrificed 
heavily for every dollar Wright 
has made, for he finds her special 
coastal inlets, from Victoria to 
Ucluelet, especially lucrative. 
Now, instead of sOme kind of a 
“reforestation” program he is 
demanding the ultimate sacrifice: 
a bird sanctuary and its environs/
The quiet in North Saanich 
council is not vvholesome. 
“There’s something rotten in 
Denmark,” a member of the 
Deep Cove and Eastern District 
Ratepayers’ Associatioii stated at 
the June 8 meeting; The meeting 
agreed that only a poll of the 
people would save Tsehum 
; Hafboui/ now; and that is whaf 
they asked for, not only to 
/ protect Tsehum tidelands/but the 
remaining foreshores./
'.G.Xawrie,;
10255 West Saanich Rd.
50 YEARS AGO
From the June 15, 1932, issue of 
The Review
A Great War! A Great 
Pestilence! A Great Depression! 
All within 20 years. Could there 
be a more gruelling test? Yet life 
insurance stands invincible. 
During that \yhole period it paid 
every obligation promptly and 
fully — Sun Life Assurance Co. 
advertisement.
Residents are asked to keep in 
mind the band concert that will 
be held at Memorial Park on 
Sunday.^
40 YEARS AG0;:;;L//:-';///:
From the June 17, 1942, issue of
-TheReview/'':/;/'"::''
7 Of interest to rnany in North 
Saanich is / the marriage in/ 
Brighton, England; of Valerie 
Foadley, eldest daughter of 
Major Geheral/Fbadley fm 
since Battle of /Crete) to/ Lance 
Corporal- Kenneth Tutte, 
P.PiC.L.L, son of Mr. and Mrs. , 
E. Tiitte, Mills Road.
/ ; Of 23 stories bn the front page 








: It’s, an inevitable qucstion , 
whenever I give a talk to a group 
/ of people, “Wltat do you think 
about gold?” People seem to be 
fascinated at the possibility of 
/ buying or holding gold: There is a 
/ magi<2^al faith in the yellow stuff 
/ which, of w gives it value.
There is no logical rca.son for 
gold to be the universal symbol of; 1 
wealth; it/is not a particularly 
/ uscfiil metal. iHowevcr, / lor 
centuries it bas been the metal 
tnost readily accepted as a 
lucdittm of e.xchaugc. Con­
sequently, when all else fails, you 
can alway.s trade gold.
It is this Iasi statement which is 
’ the utlicrent reason for holding 
gold; it is lui international in­
surance policy against I’inancial 
// disaster. Wheii you can no longer 
trade dollars or yen, lira or 
sbekel,s, fflteep or timber, fish or 
: ; anibniobiles; paintings or 
/ popjchtih, you will probably still 
be able to trade gold.
And iliai' is precisely the reason 
lor holdiitg it/ If w'c have a 
Tlnancial collnp.sexwhen inllaiion 
is cotnpletely out of control and 
(he dollar 1;- a.v. \alriiihlc as rhe 
Reniettrhairk, \vhen stocks are 
wonhless. / collectrfh 1 es are 
^ arfd/land cannot be
/ given away, then thii;rc is still a 
reason able cbaiice t hat you eoul d 
/'/v.tradcgqid. /:/“/■;■::''/////;/;■; /'■ /:/:• 
/,■::/■' Irf:hfariy’coubtries//-Trance; 
''/ '.for cknmple'"-''wherhTt isTllegal'' 
■:/to ''‘'Trade ■/■8b!d^;'’'’eiiTTn^ 
::-'Vniattage::::Tq//hotifd;:'/he^'/''Tnetal;' 
because-they-Tend- not: loTtave
complete faith in their govern- 
:ment.;,- ■ ■■
T5o, for those who wish to hold 
the tnelal my advice is to not 
invest more than a maximum of 
10 per cent of your assets in gold./ 
The best form in which to hold it ’ 
is one ounce gold coins such as 
the South African krugerrand or 
the Canadian Maple Leaf, These 
coins can be purchased at certain 
banks A and at coin dealers, 
although if purchased in, B;Ci 
pjcy are subject tq the 6 per ccnf 
sales tax: (If purchased irvAlberta 
; ihcfc is ribsalc/tax).
Anything larger than coins 
tends to be rather bulky and 
;Woukl not be very practical if it 
''■;had4obe///',;;/- :;,;/:
For those who would like to 
participate in any fulu|rc upward 
moves in the price of gold, but 
Aybo do not want to physically 
hold the metal, gold certificates 
can be purchased thibugh banks 
/ and investment : dealers. These 
ccrUficatcs/(which do nol/ncur 
sales lax) entitle the holder to a 
claim oil bunion in the vaults of, 
bullion dealers such as Johnson 
I'TIaiiltcy.//;/'//.;/
/Xnd finally, for thuse who 
cannot afford thc cost of coinVnr
certificates but would like to 
participate; in moves in the price 
of gold, there : is / always the 
I>osMbiliiy of buying shares in 
goUf mining conipaniek such as
/'Campbell ^ed !.,nke.■ ‘
■■'/IKtephwTwylur'Iii'hn "Investment 
/ dealer wltli Fllftcld Maekt|i{y Ross 
'TJmUcdrVlcliirlab-
Tn recent years, Mary Renault 
has shared with Robert Graves a 
spectacular ability to bring the 
ancient classical world alive in the 
novel. She has consistently 
delighted every kind of reader 
with her fast-moving recon/ 
•struclions of major events and 
persons in history. \n Funeral 
Games she gives further 
testimony to her immeit / skill in 
conjuringup the pr/ ;
Funeral Games .oncerned 
with the disintegration of order in / 
the civilized world. It begins with 
the death of Alexander the Great 
in 323 BC and cnd s, a ftef 1 he 
exicrminalion of the last of his
possible successorsV in 286 BC
with a discussion about the
meaning of Alexander’s place in
./history.' ;:;"//'
However,/ the book is not 
chiefly concerned with 
Alexander, but with the scramble 
to fill the power vacuum that 
exists after his death. Men, 
women and children; slaves and 
freemen; generals and common 
soldiers are all drawn into a vast 
web of plot and counterplot 
woven to catch supreme power.
Each character alternately 
plays the role of spider and of fly, 
and the spiders in this game are 
exceptionally cruel. Only death, 
and preferably death of the most/ 
grotesque and painful kind, will 
serve to eliminate enemies and 
suTCeted enemies in this world 
that Alexander has lel't without 
/an heir.'//',':: ' /'.■/':;/
The seiges / and battles, the 
stabbings and stonings are 
described with/greal verve as all 
order crurribles into ruins as 
massively impressive as the 
abandoned ziggurat which opens 
the novel,
The book is a study of what, 
happens when followers are left 
without a compelling leader. As 
the sanest of the gamesters sadly 
rellects; “ When Alexander was 
alive, they pulled together. . . 
And when he died, they bolted 
like cliariot-phorse.s when the 
driver falls/ And broke Their 
backs like horses;tod.” / /
ITi n e r a 1 ’ Ci a 1 n c s i s n o w 
available through cither the 
Sidney-Noi'th Saanich or 
Brentwood branch of the 
: regional libraiY;/.
;30YEARS Ago''■'..'//:.'>A/
From the June 18, 1952, issue of 
, The Review/'
Edythe/ Smart, of Sidney, 
became the first woman to toll 
the bell in Canterbury Cathedral 
as a page of the Book of 
Remembrance was turned. A 
.sailor is traditionally invited to 
ring the bell; and when Miss 
Srnart was there none stepped 
forward. A friend then suggested
that a Canadian “wren”was
present.
CCF candidates were ahead in 
both Saanich and Nanaimo and 
the Islands after first choices 
were counted iri the provincial 
election/ North and 
Saanich had a clo.se four-way 
race, with 857 for i he G.G.F., 798 
for the liberal. 744 for the 
Conservative/ and 600 (or the 
Social Credit candidate. /
TOYEARS AGO/''/;r 
From llic June 13, 1962, Issue of 
TheUevIcw
Many i Sidney/ Itomc owners; 
were riihhiiig their hands When 
(hcyfeceived their tax hotieCs this 
week, with /icduciions in the 
ciirreih dWiiands fanging from $6 
to $10. / Average reduction is 
approxjihatelyeigin percent.
Banking in days g^nc by—l. 
secure, sedate, stajd. Remember 
the high towering ceilings and the 
tellers who reluctantly released 
: money frqm wrought iron eages.
Today, hanks arc modern 
/ coinpet it ivc companies vying 
v4(h trust companies and Credit 
unionifor your money business.
This new competition has real 
advantages / to the/ consumer. 
Banks areeonstanlly thinking of 
/ /'heW ;5CTy5Cc“o'a:ittaci''i.usioinws'.' 
Sleuthing the altcrnativm is n part 
of (he detective work done by
’ grind cnnsiimhrs In rnrili(*r«r of
'///rnahey/:://:/.' ■///'/' ////:'/::'//^/,
/..'The- T'lank■ ;elo|csi /'is 1 'a''"good 
'//:'placc'/T.O''/ita»T',//',Discuss/your 
/ l)ei“)ual haukii»g need!> with the 
/ inanagef and collect ahW'iMfhl 
brochures. Persibnal contact such
as/this may be a good meilipd 
vvhen the practicaj choices arc 
limited. For a bioader choice. 
The /Vancouver Sun publishes a 
i comparison chart of all firms 
every six week S/Check your local 
Tihrary for ihe last publication of 
',thiscltarl,May 3'!.,1:982.'/':"//
Ifthc banks giveth, in the form 
A'A of::.' pew::: service ::dincka'ges; /'"i hey'.
also takcih away some flexibility 
',/,and, /willingness./“,. ..fake. risks.
Tough economic times hit hanks 
I'/iSurprisi'riglyr/'/'liard./,///Whe'n,' 
' ‘ hfVnkr'iipfi'ies " lire ‘ ‘nti’' the 'i|p/' 
financial companies get h imor 
return on thir dollars of credit 
extended- They become eaulunrs, 
foi exatnide, . altqui cashing 
cheques which involve/ higher 
"’'risks;
There is a Tnistaken idea that 
banks are public institutions and 
must cash cheques. Even for 
csi abl is bed c usi omers i h e ban k s 
may not extend cashing of High 
risk cheques to their other 
branclies; Theft of govcrhihcnt 
cheques has reached sucli a level 
that banks arc not willing to take 
the risk of hising the amount of; 
the cheque if it has been stolen.
Conservative encumbetu 
George Ghatterton / told an 
election meeting at Brentwood 
Hay W.I, hall tlrai Canadians are 
in a better position to compete on 
overseas markets now that the 
dollar has been devalued to 92H 
''Cents/,'/::",'
', In , „Canad“., ih,c .:Buiik, Act, 
defines tire operation/ of banks, 
Wir It i li t his framewor k however
die indivldunl hanks rni pnlh'iCE'
and offer: alternatives to attract 
hew customers --: with Tl|cir 
dollars of ^ cqurse. A future 
eolunin will explore funher, 
consumerism in the fintlinciai 
.'world.'"
,10, YEARS AGO,
From (lie June 14. l972/1ssiie of 
TIic'Rcvlew,//''■
/Saanich Pghinsula/ABricultural 
and Recreational .^ssociatton 
: ahnouheed',.ir)a'!,',:':a:':,house /and, 
business canvass had raised 
$41.000 I owards the cost of a 
|■eereal^onn^m^^pl(*v/"'"
Sidney council heard com­
plaints that Sidney AValeivvork.s 
Baard had impoffed/Tklicuipus*/ 
sprinkling resirlclifons /without
warning. .i!'
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By PEGGIE ROWAND 
OUR GO-AHEAD
CHAMBER — which seems to 
have had new life breathed into it 
this past few months — is 
working hard to develop an 
economic development com­
mission. Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce manager 
Peter Tredgett says a large group 
of people — representing in­
dustry, the retail section, 
councils, construction, the school 
board. Hydro and many others 
— is currently being put together. 
Idea is to stimulate economic 
growth and research and “even 
poke our nose into such things as 
the proposed breakwater,” 
Tredgett adds.
He’s keen to put to rest the 
idea the chamber does nothing 
but look after retailers on Beacon 
Avenue. And the manager has 
some good ideas of his own. He’d 
like to see a seal pool— perhaps 
a mini-Sealand — here in Sidney 
and he thinks it’s time there was a 
ferry boat available to take 
people from the waterfront at 
Beacon Avenue to Sidney Spit.
NORTH SAANICH MAYOR 
Jay Rangel leaves June 22 on the 
HMCS Yukon to meet visitors 
from Japan’s navy. Co-ordinator 
of the event, Rangel will be 
aboard as the Canadian vessel 
meets up with the Japanese ship 
at the mouth of Juan de Fuca 
Straits and escorts it into Royal 
Roads, then later into Vancouver 
harbour. The visiting ship will 
return to Esquimalt and stay over 
".■„,.':;Uhtil July.2;.Ty,;
THE SQUEAKY WHEEL 
got the grease and the result is a 
full back page photo of a Sidney
marina in the Beautiful British 
Columbia magazine’s August 
issue. It all began when a North 
Saanich woman, who prefers to 
be nameless, wrote the magazine 
complaining she never saw or 
read anything about Sidney in it.
The lady’s sold on the 
publication and sends copies all 
over the world to friends and 
relatives. She says it’s better than 
a Christmas card, a fantastic gift 
for friends and a nice way to say 
hello. But she was choked 
because she thought Sidney had 
been neglected and said she 
would cancer her subscription.
Magazine staff took up the 
challenge and acting associate 
editor Bryan McGill promised to 
have a photo of the Sidney area 
in thd next issue. He asked 
photographer Ken Staniforth to 
get a shot for the front or back 
cover and told the North Saanich 
woman “he understands we must 
both take a drink of hemlock if 
he fails.”
With the photo due on the 
stands Aug. 10 there’s no need 
for McGill and Staniforth to take 
such drastic action — and our 
local defender of Sidney’s charms 
isdelighted.
ERIC SHERWOOD says Wain 
Park is the probable location for 
the July 4 annual Sidney-North 
Saanich cricket match. It’s just a 
matter of getting the grounds up 
to scratch — the 22-yard batting 
area needs flattening and the 
wicket area well rolled. If the 
works crew can get it lip to snuff 
for batting and, bowling, that’s 
the location Eric says^ And this 
year There’s a special treat for 
cricketers, wives, kids and fans.
■ A group; of ladies wilt be
providing tea and cucumber 
sandwiches. Sherwood captains 
the North Saanich team, Derek 
James heads Sidney cricketers. 
The challenge cup is being put up 
by The Review.
IF YOU ENJOY the fresh 
tomatoes and letuce served in 
Gwen’s Health Food store at 
6002 West Saanich Road you’ll 
have some sympathy for 
Derrick Mallard, Gwen’s 
husband. The federal inspecter 
from consumer and corporate 
affairs who recently cracked 
down on the sale of ungraded 
farm eggs in health food stores 
also told Mallard he couldn’t use 
the lettuce and tomatoes he grows 
in Gwen’s cafe. Instead, food 
used in preparing meals should 
come through the marketing 
board, he said.
Mallard’s reply: “I’ll continue 
to use the food 1 grow and they’ll 
have to physically stop me from 
doing so.”
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
ITEM from chamber manager 
Peter Tredgett, who says the 
Pythian Sisters move into Sidney 
for a big shindig May 11 - 13, 
1983. They’ll be 300 delegates
Ruth adds to diplomas
Ruth V. Chudley, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Lew King, Har­
bour VRoadiSidrieyvT^ceiyedja^^^^ 
degree of Bachelor of Education 
yyith distinction at the recent 
convocation at the University of 
Victoria, majoring in creative 
drama and language arts.
Ruth was a former student at 
North Saanich schools. Her 
achievements include a diploma 
as a registered nurse and a 
diploma from the London School
of Mu5sic in speech arts. The UVic 
graduate has also taught; school 
in Saanich school district.
A white Boston Whaler 
runabout with a 25-horsepower 
Mercury outboard was stolen 
from Van Isle Marina Overnght 
on June 1 and 2 and had not been 
located at press’ time. It was 
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Siorvlng the neuftls of Peninsula 
people for over a decatle
HOURS; TUES. > SAT. 9:30 • 5 p.m.
3633 24590UC0HmNEXT TO BANK OF MONTREAL .
ongagod, going on 
holiday; or;^'’
just folurnod from a trip? Of 
liave i/bu had visitors staying 
with you? It you would like 
your social hows printed troo 
; under the Poninsula Fsople 




and their families needing ac­
commodation and — hopefully 
— Sidney can provide it.
IT RAISED SOME HOPES 
and excitement when Tory MP 
Don Munro called a meeting 
June 8 on the Sidney breakwater 
proposal but reports indicate it 
flopped. Munro invited Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey, foreshore 
property owner George Strieker 
chamber president Dennis 
Paquette and breakwater 
committee representatives At 
Storey and Ben Ethier. Warren 
Parkinson was there for federal 
small craft harbors and Helen 
Perodeau stood in for MLA 
Hugh Curetis. One person 
disappointly labelled the V/2- 
hour meeting “inconsequential” 
and a rehash of the situation.
BEST WISHES for a complete 
recovery to Jim Wakefield, 9932- 
3rd Street, Sidney, who is in the 
burn unit in Victoria General 
Hospital suffering from first and 
second degree burns. Jim, 85, 
was burning leaves in his garden 
Thursday evening when the 
bottled gasoline he was using 
flared back over him, burning his 
chest, neck and face.
SiDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd street 656-7535









•Chicken Loaf •Well Aged New York
•Mac & Cheese Loaf & Boneless Sirloin Steaks 






VICTORIA — HONOLULU 
WARDAIR ~ NON STOP! 
STARTS IN JULY!
FARES FROM return plus tax
VICTORIA — TORONTO 
AIR CANADA — NON STOP! 
STARTS JUNE 21st — ENDS SEPT. 11/82




WARDAIR *343. RETURN PLUS TAX (JUNE 19-SEPT. 7/82) 
OR *249. RETURN PLUS TAX (AFTER SEPT. 8/82)
Weedeater
YES, SOME THINGS HAVE 1RSPR0VED 
FOR VICTORIA TRAVELLERS.






Yoy Gay eyter tlie Gompyter age yow witli 
©yr moyey-saviyg sale
Prove to .yburself; h pw ed ucationai a nd entertai n-^ 
ing computers can be with our sale-priced • e 
4K Colour Computer. It’s so easy. Use our lpw-cp£i 
Program Pak- soft-ware to play games; teach your 
children, or keep track of yoiir finanpes. Or follow 
our incredibly easy manual and learn to pfogram: ; 
it yourself; You'll be surprised jiist,how enjoyable; 
computing is.'You get eight vivid colours you 
display on your colour TV, and up; to-255 
musical tones for accompaniment,
WJk
:june'2o;






Liven your summer fun by locating coinsi 
rings, or refics under sand, soil, wood.; , f 
Lightweight rnetal detector uses water- 
resistant coil and Faraday Shield to 
nulify false readings. Uses 6 "AA'' cells*; j
;Bat!rjr|D5 not Included
IlMI
' |l ' ' I I j(-
Get set for a summer 
full of stereo fun
portable stereo music sm
system plays prerecorded tapes, 
\M/FMtunes A /  stereo, or records^ 
off-tho-nir or 'Tive";with 
perfect volume. ''Stereo-Wide"; 
adds an extra dimension to 
stereo, Uses 6 "D" colls* or AC, 
T’Fiiilteiies nol inciiidwl) ' ; '
40t95-''
Accurate quahz LCD 
vvristwatch ;;(SP«a;;;
Multi-function electronic stopwatch. with lap timing, 
digital alarm; Month, day, Sot alarm as a romindrsr tor 
and dale display, Use ns ' fippbinlments, With baltory.




TRG-421A CB for fun ai)^
Compact mobile CB Is fun 
for summer, but ii's n ^'
groat companion frjf year 
round travel, TRC 421 a
h In s' c loon C 0 rece pt i on 
on ail <10 channels. Add 
external Gpoakor (oi‘ PA 
a real bonus for boaters
21-1 sot)-.
Full-Function Teloph one A ns werer 
With Remote Control Playback
PUofONE:''^;;, TA[)«jlZ.>(irc(,'l't CtiHcis with yi'iuf ,m- 
;;;iKiuiic(?nit>ril^>;Ttybi,ir: dwii YtJitjrj,' 'it'ieiyTT'Liirbtr liieiij
';'()nlv;;r'!3Ur;a!l(d0iiljf'uiiiS:,a(iC,.ll\iiri'li,iiiy;;uj)^^








Your most cherished albums 
•deserve a qualitv touch
,82^951
; LAB»a95 has direct* 
drive for unwBvoring 
speed, front-moLinled ; 
contfola lor convo* 
niortco. S*shaped tone 
firm, damped cuo/pausa, 
• anil-skate, tidiu^iablD 
J stylus torciO tor gontio;
record handling. With 
•; $39.95 value barlriclgb ■
44Q95
Introduce your family to an exciting new hobby
Wt>;vfi',f()t |tia piiCft so pri) carrt'nioy'ii wniW o': i)e(lci()).iiiti; ■ •Play yolii' (rtvoimlt! itfooratiH.' 




<nvi<<L, niiwr. iiiiiiMikiiKin. imm liio wiicii . (mlviHiii i,i is(3,Hi|)i»)i(tjii,Jwn t nn!
^ tPnlfffS riQl'it mifi.yoyi>(?!», AniMtifi , vavinasT /OTi/O"' , .j,;:;
.tfsiliiirj-patked !()i Biisy ciptifaiK’iiv ,iwi riirtriiif/rt lir‘<;i,in;ntiriwl(;t1 tn f.iH.lirnutntalitins Wonti' '
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® 1 A mini Las Vegas Floor Show Spectacular!! FROM 7 p.m.
1 PLUS Comic Impressions of to 2 a.m. ,!©
,0 \ Super Star Performers Nightly^
% J
MiiflUW-
Bill Bamford runs Sidney’s 
Swap and Shop Sundays at the 
Travelodge’s parking lot on 
Beacon. It :runs 9 a^m. - 3 p.m. 
t through to August and draws big 
crowds^ Some 600 attended last 
Sunday, Bamford says. People 
who want to sell things they no 
longer want rent stalls, so if 
you’re interested call 656-5316 
for reservations.
Kiwanis Key Club is there 
every week selling hot^ d 
V hamburgers arid Sidney Teen 
/Vir A:ctivity Group sells soft drinks. 
Bamfordv says he; welcomes; 
grbups or iridividuals who want 
to get involved. Young lady 
serving at “Key” counter left is 
Kim Kosiwan. Above, potential 
customers browse around stall.
Tom Cronk Photos
7,8,5, 4,3, 2,1
th^next ten unit? at Edge\waro^
for Sidney Residents to get a quality home at
iH||
3fltt-B454
6 p mv «• 8 p.m M
JOHN F. COLWELL
4 p.m. Satr & Sunday
- 592-9828
Continued from Page A3
airport could. Also, the RCMP 
. system : worked flawlessly, but : 
.some of the others did not— and 
local P.E.P. personnel had to use 
walkie-talkies borrowed froni 
their provincial headquarters, 
which they would not have had iri 
a real cnicrgency. V
off the airport is an RCMP 
responsibility, and Sgt, Bob 
Bouclt, the niiin designated for 
I the positirin, had done the same: 
job at a real ? disaster at Cran- y 
brook airport a few years ago,' 
b : He conirriented afterward that 
ari exercise Is so'iriuch differcrnt 
from the real thing that he 
couldn't make cornparisons, but 
he felt it had been very valuable. 
He did not call out police from 
neighbouring areas, as would be 
done in a real crash.
of The exercise was 
j supposed to be kept secret, to test 
response; time, but this was 
marred somewhat by the early 
arrival of spare ambulances 
assigned to The exercise because 
Tegular units had to remain on 
i:call.:"
One similarity to a real crush is 
that There i,s .soine disagreement 
as Td The actual nrimber Of 
“victims**, but there were ap* 
.prc)Nimaic1y"^f) TarUaridsTchooI'' 
students made up for the role, 25 
of thern in the watcrin wet suits 
donated by Rimpac Divers, 25 in 
the plane, and the biriatice on the 
T', .beach.
Tho,sc in the water wet c
designated as cither dead or 
suffering from hyinjtlicitviia, all 
those on the beach liad simulaicd 
injuries, while those on The plane / 
were either dead or injured, 
i* " First boatS; iu .at;iion ,vvere iwo 
small landing craft from the 
Ocean Sciences Instiiutc. each 
with ait airport fireman and an ^ 
RCMP (ridlcer ()n Inrard as Avcll ;; 
as an o|tcraior froni the I nstituie; s 
They dtiltirinined that the aiiv 
crait, a: Twin Otter on 1 louts
donated,;by,;v\ir.;;.ll.C.,T.was';0'idtjA,;
' sinkirigrso they tui nedio piekuig 
up survivors Irom tire waict, as 
did; The RCMP boat: when it 
.;(arrjvedTTdm'Sttlrieyt ‘Z). ,,;
■T',;' ■Gnc'Tcsuli ,ol'a'he'exereise'wilt/;;:; 
be that airport personnel will be 
trained to operate the landing 
crtrl't in case institute stafi are not 
available.: ■
B.C, Lifeboat Society boats 
from Fender and Piers Islands 
were ihe first to go alongside the 
plailc, McMahon said he was ,, 
impressed with the conipcjtent ' 
manner in which volunieers 
hunUlcd the job of gcuitrg the 
injured people out and fiTiorc, 7
P.E.P. pcr.sonncl and firemen 
took pun in the land search for 
survivors, acted as stretcher 
bearers and gave first aid. A 
"casually clearing unit” at the 
airport has enongit riicdical 
supplies, stretchers arid blankets 3 
for 500 people, although on litis 
occasion equipment from a s 
(raining uni i was itscd i tistcad. f
A otriage” Teaiu from The 
emergency departments of the' 
iVtctpna hospiiais determined the 
Ol der , in I which viciiins were 
Tteaiedrind',setiiTo,liospUal.;;f 
Following the exercise a de- 
brieHrig' ^.sessionwas held that/ 
wept mi until l a.nir Wediiesday
at wiiich participants exchanged T 
commems and sorted things out.
The exercise, which Bouck said 
was the first he knew of involving 
;t ciitsli in the water, was planned 
over a period of fnomlts by a 
cormniiteei chosen from the ; 
agencies involved. It cortSisted of 
Bouck, McMahon, deputy 
airport mauager f)e,s Etislon and 
Major R.A;D. Arthur from 
Victoria Rescue Co-ordmittion 
.Centre,.; ' . .t;
v«
AAoyving yoor lawn 
is ufoi tiiedpei than 
joining a health club.
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To observe on the Far East (we 
British Columbians would well 
call it the “Near East”) it is often 
important to try and put things 
into historical perspective. So I 
hope readers will permit me some 
looks into the past and occasional 
reminiscences.
So much has been said about 
Pearl Harbour that 1 will resist 
trying to interpret or judge the 
attack and 1 will not speculate on 
whether it was entirely a Japanese 
“sneak attack” or a reprehen­
sible lack of basic military 
preparadness on the American 
part. (Recently, the intense 
research of 40 years indicates it 
was an incredibly complicated 
situation not easily subject to 
simplifications).
I can however, remember very 
clearly that grey winter day in 
Yokohama when a very small boy 
was kindly indulged by an older 
sister who took me from store to 
store looking for a pet turtle. She 
was humouring me as it occurs to 
me that they don’t sell turtles in 
December.
As we hurried down the 
crowded “Theater Street” (the
main shopping district) I 
remember struggling to avoid 
stepping on the “Union Jack” 
and “Stars and Stripes” painted 
on the pavement.
Shortly excitement filled the 
crisp cool air as word of the 
triumph in Hawaii spread. A 
bewildered little boy didn’t know 
whether he should be elated as 
everyone else was or be 
frightened to death (a little of 
both, as 1 recall, but more of the 
latter).
Instinctively we knew we had 
to hurry home and soon my 
bewilderment turned to sorrow as 
we passed the home of a good 
friend who was being taken away 
to internment by the police. He 
was elderly but a big man and the 
scene reminded me of a beetle 
surrounded by ants buzzing 
around as diminutive policemen 
in black uniforms surrounded 
Mr. Pearson who was never to 
return to his beloved gardens and 
beautiful home.
He died in the camp of a 
broken heart, unable to com­
prehend the terrible and shocking 
events of this awful day as he
loved Japan and the Japanese.
The tragedy of our neighbour, 
Mr. Pearson, reflects the reality 
of Japan in the 1930s and 1940s 
and the ascendancy of the 
strongly jingoistic expansionist 
elements led by the army was
By
Andrlos
taking control from more 
moderate, realistic groups.
When Japan was beginning its 
spectacular entry into the modern 
world from isolated feudalism in 
the 1860s, the new navy used as 
their model the Nelsonian 
traditions of the Royal Navy 
while the army used a French 
model originally, almost im­
mediately to be replaced by a 
Prussian one.
So we have a navy with British 
influence, sailing across the seas, 
exposing its members to a 
cosmopolitan, realistic view of 
the world while an insular army 
pattered on a German tradition 
sits at home convinced of their 
superiority in all respects over all 
lesser foreigners.
By the mid ‘30s, the moderate 
elements were being submerged 
by many circumstances, in­
cluding early and spectacular 
military successes in China, 
alienation and isolation from 
Britain and the U.Sv These 
reasonable voices, represented by 
some naval officers, diplomats 
and international businessmen 
were increasingly ignored by the 
government and grew steadily 
’"more'still.:;.;'
J There wa^ talk of war iri the 
Pacific ■ as the debate raged in 
Tokyo as to which direction 
Japanese advances would take; if 
she needed to advahcel at all.
More and more surrounded by 
hostile forces, the Japanese felt 
hemmed in on all sides and were 
denied the raw materials needed 
by a leading power. Energy poor 
then as now, she was dependant 
on overseas oil, coal and most 
metals and grew more desperate 
as access to these essentials were 
being denied.
Meanwhile in London a 
Japanese Admiral named 
Isoroku (meaning Fifty-six, as his 
poverty-stricken but proud cx- 
Samurai father was 56 years old 
when his son was born) 
Yamamoto led the Japanese 
delegation to the preliminary 
talks leading up to the London 
Naval Conference of 1935.
He came from northern Japan 
unlike most naval officers who 
traditionally hail from the south. 
He Was born less than 20 years 
after the restoration of the 
Emperor and the beginnings of 
modernization following the 
defeat of the feudal forces of the 
Shogun.
Yamamoto’s Samurai father 
fought on the wrong side in this 
civil war (Boshin war) and was 
certainly a disadvantaged and 
rather irrelevant remnant of 
glories past. He stood for the old 
order and along with the rest of 
feudal Japan, receded into 
I history as the modern miracle 
of; these great Island people 
'l^unfplded..'
His son, born in the sad 
twilight of the warrior’s life, was 
to make an impact on world 
> 'history.'
Admiral Yamamoto, the 
reluctant and dissenting hero of 
Pearl Harbour ; travelled ex- 
tehsiyely in Fhis ;; naval career 
' follov/ing the victory over Russia 
- in 1905 when as a sub-Heutenant, 
'he was seriously wounded at the 
Battle of Tsushima. It is 
significant that he served twice in
^ it ‘ ‘ ' .dtOBSik I.................. ' ^ ................................
: :i979 ¥0L¥CI
4 Boor wagOR. Top 
condition^ Only 41,000 miles
^ SUBSCRIPTION RATES ME ^
> ' , ') .iinnk.
' l< !, ' i‘i;
the United States.
Later, he was to say “I have 
seen the oil fields of Texas and 
the automobile plants of Detroit 
and fully appreciate America’s 
industrial and ultimately strategic 
capability”.
He visited Europe three times; 
on two occasions on the Japanese 
delegation to the many Naval 
Disarmament Conferences that 
took place between the Great 
Wars. We must recall that the 
main participants were Britain, 
the United States and Japan as 
the three most significant 
maritime powers of the day.
Yamamoto typified the enigma 
of Japan in many ways: his 
family reflected the history of 
19th century Japan and came 
from Samurai stock, and was 
finding it difficult to adjust to the 
new, modern Japan. Although 
the feudal institution of the 
Samurai faded into antiquity, 
their code (known as Bushido) 
was to be reborn in the modern 
army and navy and the admiral 
himself was to live up to its 
fatalistic precepts and die in 
action in a war he vehemently 
opposed.
During the seemingly in­
terminable series of conferences 
to limit naval armaments, he 
firmly supported the treaty as a 
reasonable and honourable way 
to (a) prevent a disastrous world 
war —r (he recognized the disaster 
would be particularly devastating 
to his beloved country); (b) 
provide a basis for limiting the 
drain on the Japanese economy 
that an unrestrained naval build 
up would cause and (cj permit 
Japan tO focus on its economy 
and attend to siocial progress at 
home.
The split in government and in 
'the navy was obvious and 
widening, however the “hawks” 
were gradually winning the, 
argument. The original 
■' agreement reached at the 
Washington Conference in 1921 
laid down the ratio of; 5:5:3 for 
new naval cons^truction, meaning 
Japan could build up; to 60 per 
vJeenf of the strength of either the 
Royal Navy: or the United States 
''■Navy.,, - 7;; 1:,, .
The hard liners in Japan 
considered this a humiliating 
imposition while the moderates, 
including Yamamoto were 
convinced that false p^ride aside, 
it was realistic and practical and 
ultimately beneficial: to Japan 
whose industrial capacity was 
Then limited.
He correctly reasoned that 
Japn should not be propelled into 
an economically damaging.
Continued on Page A9
MOW IS THE TIME TO START A SUBSCRIPTION , RENEW 
YOUR CURRENT ONE, OR PURCHASE A ONE YEAR
THE NEW RATE WILL BE $15.00 a year
‘*A’ny6nb older than the Review (l.e. 70 years or more) 
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CHINA: Relations between 
Washington and Beijing are 
clearly improving — from near 
crisis several weeks ago; in­
creased recognition of Chinese 
sensibilities, a firm statement of a 
single China, Vice-president 
Bush’s visit to Beijing, three 
letters from President Reagan 
have all combined to warm up a 
previously cooling situation. 
Reagan has reiterated that China 
has sovereignty over Taiwan and 
further implied a gradual 
reduction and eventual halt to US 
arms shipments to Taiwan.
TAIWAN: Meanwhile, the 
heirs of Chiang Kai-Shek are 
shocked and angry on their 
prosperous but isolated island 
fortress. For the first time, 
Ronald Reagan is being per­
sonally attacked in the press over 
his “concessions” to Beijing. 
There is a feeling of betrayal and 
abandonment on Taiwan but 
they remain defiant and deter­
mined. . .
INDONESIA: In the wake of a 
sweeping victory by the ruling 
government “coalition” Golkar 
in the Indonesian elections. 
President Suharto faces the 
dilemma of whether his sup­
porters will keep all govern­
mental power to themselves or try 
for the traditional “concensus 
approach” by inviting opposition 
politicians into cabinet. I bet he 
will let some of his erstwhile 
opponents participate in power, 
and perpetuate the 1 ndonesian 
concept of ‘“er petuan” or 
unity. ■
“After the election we are all 
one big happy family” said 
Foreign Minister Adam Malik — 
reflecting: the ;way Iridonesians 
like to be govemed and indeed to 
govern.
BURMA: In addition to 
continuing pressure against local 
warlord and drug Kitig Khun S& 
by Thai forces, the Burmese army 
has joined in for the first time on 
their side of the border. This 
prevents Sa and his mercenaries 
from melting across the Burmese 
border to escapeThai troops.
JAPAN: Leftist extremists 
claimed “credit” to a shocked 
Japanese public for fires set in ; 
the Imperial Palace compound 
and in three self-d“ence force 
': bases.',:,:;
CHINA; The long delayed 
12th Party congress of the 
Chinese Communist Party may 
well convene in August. This is, 
good news for strongman vice- 
president Deng Xiaoping as it 
wbhld be evidence that the 
moderate pragmastists have 
consolidated power in Beijing 
more quickly and smoothly than 
expected. If so, this would ensure 
continued stability domestically 
and reasonable cooperation in 
external relations.
:yiETNAM; Both Soviet and 
Vietnamese official news agencies 
are pouring out well-co-ordinated 
stories defending the new policy 
of “flop’ people (The shipping 
off to Russia and other .satellites 
of tens of ihousands of unwanted 
Vietnamese workers -- called 
“fioi” because they arc ferried 
: out of tlKir^^^^ 
planes of, the Soviet Airline 
Aeroflot. (Dcthils to follow — 1 
am trying to sort but charges and 
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By WENDY LAING
By the efforts of two young 
men, Parkland’s graduating class 
of 1982 has celebrated its year 
w'ith a certain flair. Instead of 
spray painting walls, Andreas 
Weichert and Brian Train spent 
8'/2 hours hiking and climbing 
spectacular Mount Baker. After 
their strenuous climb, equipped 
wth axes and ropes, they planted 
a Parkland “Grad 82“ flag in our 
school colours of blue and black, 
during the sunrise on June 9. As 
Andreas commented “It was a 
nice way to end the year off, and 
now we can look across the water 
and remember our graduation for 
years to come” .
•Parkland’s awards ceremony 
was held June 11, and was as 
tremendous as ever. Despite the 
intense heat, the band was superb 
and there were beautifully 
decorated flowers. Nothing 
though, came close to matching 
the delighted faces of the 
recipients and parents who were 
able to take part in such a joyous 
occasion. A special thank you to 
all involved and Suzanne Kiausen 
and Eric Chu for using their 
caligraphy talents on each scroll. 
Congratulations are of course, 
the order of the day!
•This year’s staff graduate 
banquet June 10 was another 
incredible ceremony of last week. 
The meal was delicious, and the 
memories of the past 12 years and 
especially those at Parkland, 
floated through the air like a 
summer breeze. Toasts were 
made and roasts (teasing the 
teachers) were directed by Gwen 
Rowley and John Reimer. Final 
farewells were made to grads by 
Mr. Sanford and a very powerful 
speech by Mr. Hay (a past 
Parkland teacher) to top off the 
fantastic and tearful evening.
•Congratulations Sto ' all
Silver
Threads BEWARE! COMPARE!
The Silver Threads centre at 
10030 Resthaven is open 9 a.m. - 
4 p.m. weekdays, 7-9 p.m. 
evenings and 1-4 p.m. Saturday 
and Sunday. Lunches, teas, 
coffees, cards, billiards, library, 
wide variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, languages, 
trips and more. If you are 60 or 
better Silver Threads would like 
to hear from you . Please call 656- 
5537.
WATCH FOR DOOR TO DOOR 
SALESPEOPLE!
Parkland Panthers who were 
awarded bronze, silver and gold 
Duke of Edinburgh Awards, on 
June 7.
•Well, today is our last 
“calm” day ~ tomorrow is the 
commencement of finah exams 
(June 17-23). Good Luck!!
•Also provincial scholarship 
examinations are being written all 
this week. Best wishes, and let’s 
hope those long hours of 
studying will “pay” off.
•During these gorgeous days, 
shorts, skirts, knickers and light 
shirts are the only apparel in 
which to be comfortable in our 
school. I’m glad we finish school 
in glorious summer —• it gives one 
such a lift!
•Speaking about lifts, Michelle 
Williams rose to terrific standings 
at the B.C. High School Track 
and Field Championships June 5. 
She was 4th in the 400 metre 
hurdles and , 5th in 100 metre 
hurdles! The girls 4x100 relay 
team ran their best but were up 
against stiff competition. '
•Our junior track team made 
an excellent showing at : the 
Vancouver Island finals also June 
5. Lara melville placed 1st in 
highjump and 2nd in 80 metre 
hurdles and long jump; Linda 
, Martin 2nd.jn 100 metre and 3rd 
in 80 rnetre hurdles; Nicola Creek 
5thv Tn 200 metre arid Kelly 
^ Knudsen: 5th 4n high ; jump: : 
T^antastic.
Coming events: June 19 — rose 
show 1 p.m.; July 1 — centre 
open 1-4 p.m.; July 8 -- day trip.
YOUR LOCAL PHOTOGRAPHER HAS BETTER PRICES, QUALITY,
AND
., WILL BE HERE TO SERVE YOU TOMORROW!
EXTENDED ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL (to June 23)
Members bf TOPS Chapter 
980, Brentwood Bay, attending' 
Proviriaal ; Recognition Days ini 
Duncan June 4 and 5; were proud 
to F have tHeir Ghapte r Q lieen; 
Jean Gradmaispri, and also 
Louise Noble, graduaW at the 
graduation ceremonies;
Best loser of the chapter for 
April was Jean Lodge; with 
Molly Essery being the runner- 
up; and for May the best loser 
was Lucy Patterson,with runner- 
up Margaret Hdnkenan. Best
monthly losers were Margaret 
Honkenan, Dora Verhagen., j 
Margaret Legare, 'Linda Clark, 
Darla Clark and Ruth 
McPheTSoniT;,,''
: ; A Teatherweight ichafm for ;" 
comirig back from holidays 
, “lighter” was giveri to Rhonda 
Clark, and 12-week: attendance ' V 
charms were given to DOra^
V er h agen, Debbie G of e- 
Langton, Mildred Foster arid 
Shirley Ross. The Apron Contest 
was won by Dora Verhagen. " I
Continued from Page A8
unrestrained spending spree by 
considerations of ‘ ‘ face” as the 
treaty was a neat vyay to ac­
complish sanity.
The climate in Japan was 
loudly patriotic and news of 
successive military victories in the 
imperialistic wa,r in China fuelled 
the spirit of bravado and built up 
an unrealistic degree of con­
fidence in the less informed 
quarters, especially in tfic army. 
The Imperial Japanese Navy was 
not without its hawks and ivvo 
factions were emerging^ the 
‘‘fleet lactionV who Ayished to 
abrogate the treaty and engage in 
an “all-put’' shipbuilding contest 
wi t It West ern a II ies an d on I he 
other h£tnd jlte ‘’trcaiy f'action’’
was in the best iintercsts of the 
nation and safer in the bargain.
History tells us how tragically 
this argument ended onboard 
J U,S,S. Missouri in August, 1945, 
when the surrender documents 
were ligned by Japan's 
representatives on a clear, bright 
summer day with a mushroom 
cloud looming meanacingly in the 
background.
Admiral Yamamoto argued 
consistently and sadly, but in 
vain for a saner, limited build-up 
of naval forces, commensurate 
with a nation who was in its 
infancy as an industrial powciy 
less than eight decades removed 
tiom a nation whose buttles weic 
fought by knights on horseback 
weilding swords and lances and 
backed by bowmen in lacquer 
armour. He counselled 
eloquently against conflict 
against the U,S, and Great
Britain —- he recounted his own 1 
observations of their indu.stiral 
; might and reminded his people L 
that Americans and Brilains too 
had national spirit and had 
demonstrated indomitable will 
duringtheirown histories; ; i; 
He warned iigainsl casiing their 
: lot ;W!tlr the Fascists,' especially 
1-litlcr.; A tnodcratc namcdvNhii 
(one of a dwindling bandV 
: counsellcd^^f
... duviiig.a.:dcbate on joining the 
i 'ITipartiie Alliance (Germany, I
I'lTtajy and Japaii)';^: 'ly,’:;:\
. iy"i yjtTs a;si,riking:''fact,;lhaiipf jhe: 
c 0 u n Jr i cj t a if f: h a yc \,y j B ned' .-y; 
f alliaticcs'Avitii Gerinany of with 
d t s: prod eccs spr P lai s,si (I jTip n e; has;, f 
ever reaped any benefit from that i/ f 
alliance. Qn the contrary, there (
■ have beett sbnie iliat suffered !' 
disnsior as a result and lost their 
v:ysovcfeiBnty.:\:“;':f
“Bismarck once said that every 
alliance between nations required 
a knighf on liorscback and a 
rnulc, and that Germany must 
make sure that it was always the 
knighl bn.horsebaek'',
aggression in China and was not 
i swayed by the seemingly 
unending string of triumphs that 
y he kne\v Nvould in the end drain 
and cripple Japan,
Blit in the end there was no 
ybrookinpythc relently tidCihai'y'' 
had to engulf His beloved .Japan 
in a rain of fire, dostnictipn of all , 
ii^ ciliesy and worst, tlie black y 
I; : rajnt hat ;'>■ accom pa nled"f1te:y';'f 
horrors of; Hiroshima and 'f 
y/fNngnsaki.y'/y yf''v':. f ,„yy;', ';'y'y;.'^:
(Next! “Torn tura loral ami 








other sizes available; in kit form; 
easily assembled; city survival 
gardens; heavy duty models; plus 











includes sitting at my studio
2420 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-4245
Prices
Effective:
WED. JUNE 16 
TO SAT. JUNE 19
Ham® of SSJPEH savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
';STORE;HOURSl;
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 '
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
r-
















































MAPLE LEAF SWEET PICKLE
Corned *2.99
ONTARIO CHEDDAR
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CATFOOD 3
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Orange Juice 3M 79^
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French Fries it, 99'
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y WATERCOLOUR, PASTEL, ETC. 






•■A-''-' y' SIDNEY HOBBY HOUSE
2426 Beacon Ave. 656-4841
VILLAGE GALLERY & FRAME SHOP
2459 Beacon Ave. 856-3633
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ALL JOHN’S & LADIES
We use Kodak paper 
for the good look
; SliiET OOLOyB PIIOTO F






" iiliFAO yi^Eii LTO.
656-6933 9818 Fifth St. 656-6313
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PAU^S HOUSE OF PORTRAITS 
2420 Beacon Ave.
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The Douglas firs at Mount 
Newton Seed Orchard are only 
a few feet high, but at heart 
they are mature trees.
Each of them started out as 
a branch tip on one of the best 
trees in a mature stand, and in 
spite of the fact that it is 
grafted onto a young root 
stock the new tree is the same 
age, biologically, as the tree 
the branch came from. ; ’
Some of the tiny trees are 
already bearing full-sized 
cones, but these would not be 
expected to fill out properly, 
and are stripped off so the tree' 
will not be diverted froriy its t 
job of growing bigger in a ; 
dhurry.
; Not until they are 15 years , 
old will the new trees be ex-; 
pected to yield a significant 
cone crop.
Crown Zcllcrbach and B.Cv 
; Forest Pfoductl are investing 
that much time and a great 
deal of money to help vsolyc 
one of the problems that has 
prevented British Golumbia 
from replacing its forest oh a 
full sustained-yield basis.
Np matter how much money 
; is made available for 
reforestation, before an area 
can be replanted there must be 
seedling trees to plant— and 
for the work to be fully ef­
fective ihey must be top 
cjuality trees from the same 
area and approximate 
elevation where they arc cx- 
■■■■■ peeled ipgrow,,;'"-'.
Naturb docs not make it 
easy to meet these conditloni 
it'juay "bc'ihany ^ycais'bcfoic';: 
the trees in a certain area have 
a good cone crop, and when 
they do there arc practical 
difficulties td harvesting cones
growing 100 feet in thb air. '
To solve the problem the 
forest' companies and the 
ministry of forests have set up' 
a co-operative tree im­
provement program. Parent 
trees to be used are carefully 
selected. All of the 1500 
Douglas firs that will be 
planted at the Mount Newton 
orchard come from only 80 
parents, and every tree’s 
position In ; the orchard is 
planned and recorded.
; Planting takes place only in 
seasons when :ihc trees arc not, 
growing. The 5.2 hectares of 
firs should be in place by 1983. 
Western hemlock, 8,2 hec­
tares,: 'are to be planted in 
1984*, .6 hectares of western 
red cedar will go in 1984/85, 
and, :1.2' hectares of yellow 
' cedar plus 7,7 beciarcs of 
baisam fir will be planted iii 
1985.
y In tpial the five orchards arc 
intended to make possible 
feplanting of 3,920 hectares 
-''■■each'year.
The red cedar will provide
mainland as well as for cast 
Vancouver Island and 
.Johnstone Strait; All the other 
spbcics will go to more limijcd 
areas of Johnston^ Strait and 
the Island. Trees for other 
areas arc being growrt in other 
orchards, and any company 
can use therfi for replanting on 
; Crown/land, whi 
land under tree farm licence.
lir tiUditioii to the live co­
operative orchards, for which 
funds are provided under the 
';Torcsl;Act,‘ there,’;'v,'111/.bc'bn|;', 
orchard at Mount Newtod 
where UCFP and Crown 
Zellerbach will grow Douglas 
fir seed: tor their privatcly-
owhed lands on eastern 
Vancouver Island.;
The orchard trees will 
probably never be allowed to 
grow beyond 35 feet, to limit 
picking problems, although 
new developments might 
change this in the future. 
Eventually half of them will be 
thinned out, but in the 
meantime the double quantity 
provides more total growth 
each year and allows for some ; 
of the trec.s dying. Although 
the root .stocks arc specially 
selected for their ability to 
accept a variety of grafts, 
rejections do happen and may 
occur at nnv stage of the tree's
■life.";';/'//:,
The orchard has a highly 
sophisticated i r r 1 g a l i o n ; 
^system. It draws water from a 
43»millipb-litre reservoir biiilt 
at the top end of the property, 
which slopes up ; on the north 
side of Mount bJewlon Cross 
opposite Saanichton 
school, The re.servolr is filled 
s in winter months from a creek 
that crosses the properly.
Water can be sprayed over 
the tops of trees. At present it 
just helps them grow, but 
when producing it will be used 
lb keep them cool in April and 
May so they will not flower as 
early as the wild trce.s around 
them and there Will be no 
haphazard pollination.
Through the uKt* of con­
trolled crossbreeding the 
orchard will produce not only 
superior seed to grow seedlings 
for planting, but also hew 
generations of trees even 
. j'.istci'-giuw''uig ‘ ihun ,,lhfc,„ best 
natural trees, to grow seed for 
■: the future.',''-;
The Mount Newton site i.s 





More than 600 cars enter and leave Pat Bay Highway via East 
Saanich Road and Keating Cross Road in morning and afternoon rush 
hours, according to highways ministry traffic counts, while only a 
dozen use Island View Road.
Why, then, is the ministry planning to make Island View Road a 
“major access intersection” and turn East Saanich and Keating as 
well as Tanner Road into dead end roads?
The explanation given to Central Saanich council Monday night by 
Greg Singer, chief planner for the ministry, boiled down to the fact 
that the land at Island View Road is Oat;
There will eventually be one grade-separated intersection between 
Sayward Road and Mount Newton Road, Singer indicated. Building 
the cloverleaf approaches on the steep slope in the vicinity of the 
Keating and East Saanich intersections would be difficult and ex­
pensive and would occupy a lot of agricultural land.
An additional consideration was that use of Island View Road 
would save most children attending Keating elementary school from 
having to cross the main route to get to school.
He said there was no starting date in sight for the changes.
Looking farther into the future. Singer said the ministry was 
considering developing a secondary north-south route by connecting 
up the various segments of Lochside, which was once a railroad grade 
going all the way to Sidney. It would go to downtown Victoria by way 
of Blenkinsop, Maplewood and Cook streets.
Another plan for a route into Victoria, 'if heavy residential 
development overloaded the Pat Bay highway, was to connect Old-' 
field Road to East Saanich Road and East Saanich to Beacon Avenue.
Central Saanich subdivision 
and zoning committee Monday/ 
night recommended “pre- 
clearance’b of an application by 
L. Cornelius for a neigh­
bourhood pub licence at the Echo 
Motel at 1000 Benvenuto ■; 
■,Avenue.' ■'
The pre-clearance informs 
provincial authorities that 
council is willing to/considei; an 
application for a pub at that 
location, and allows the applicant 
to take the next of the many (Steps 
required in getting permission to 
open for business. ^ ‘
He must come back to the 
council later with a definite 
proposal which may be accepted 
or rejected. Some years ago a 
previous council approved the 
concept of neighbourhood pubs 
in the municipality.
// Aid; /Dick Sharpe /sfioke 
against the idea, rrientipriing the 
proximity to Butcharts Gardens, 
with/ heavy traffic/on an 
inadequate road. ; Aid. ‘Earle 
Tabor agreed, and said also that 
neighbourhood pubs had not ? 
turned out as they \yere supposed 
to but “end up being beer 
parlors”’.",
: Aid; Ron Cullis said he was 
■concerned about giving the 
applicant false hope for approval 
and he would like to have the 
police chief’s report before 
deciding on pre-clearance;
Aid. Ruth Arnaud said she had 
never been in a pub, but this 
application seemed to fit the 
concept of a place people in the 
neighbourhood could walk to.
The pre-clearance was cven- 
Confinuvd on Page B2
Two Central Saanich 
youngsters escaped ■ withoiit 
!' serious injury when hit by cars 
during the past week. Seven-year/ 
old Glint Danroth/ Galbraith 
Close, Saanichton, was only 
.shaken up when he Was hit at the 
intersection of Wallace Drive and 
Eak Saanich Road at 4:52 p.m.
, ,011 Friday,' v '''3
On Sunday, ;i3-ycar-old 
Lynette McOaw, 6991; East 
Saanich Road, suffered minor 
injuries whciv she was kripeked 
down near her lionie at 4:16 p.m. 
Police said shewas ntning beside 
the road and turned onto it, 
hitting the side of a cur, ^ ^ 
m other police news:
' •Al rhristink/ 46, owner of 
Brownie’sr Fried Chicken at 7103 
liasi Saanich, suffered burns to 
25 per cent of his body,mainly 
on the face and armsin a propane 
explosion at 1 ;48 p,ni. Sunday. / 
Police said a helper had 
I'"'■'','"'re ported';smeIli'rig:proparte"''after', 
moving a fryer to c|ean It, and 
ihat when Cbristiiik kneeled
down to check for a leak there 
: , was an explosion. An automatic 
di;y chemical extinguisher put the 
fire out.
Ciiristink was taken to the 
/ burn unit :at Victoria Ochcrnl 
Hdspitalv where he was feported 
in good condition on Monday,
•Ail 18-ycur-old Saanich youth 
will be charged with wilfpl 
damage by Central Saanich 
/police for buckling the new gate 
on the road to Island View Beach 
Regional Park by hitiing it with 
,Tiis car.
,An;'estimated''';,.$50 '."'To ,'$100,'' 
damage was done to the gate; but 
it remained closed.
•Fittings .and equipment 
valued at approximately/ $900 
were stolen sometime in the past 
two weeks froin a boat oWned by 
/William J, Vella, 620 Toronto 
St'/'/Victorla',-'''. moored ''''aT"' Tod? 
/'’Inlet'.';'" '/''; ''■■' /'''■■'/:'"; ■'':
",l,bot'''', 'dncludr'd',' ,;'»"■''' brass 
/ barometer and clock/ 
f equipment and life jackets.
The public hearing into 
rezoning of part of Tod Inlet 
Estates’ property for a golf 
course drew only a half dozen 
people to Central Saanich council 
Monday night, and the few 
questions that were asked were 
easily fielded by council members 
and municipal planner Gay 
Wheeler.
Aid. Trevor Jones told one 
questioner the rezoning would 
not affect taxes on neighbouring 
properties, except through 
bringing in more money to the 
minicipality.
Wheeler told another 
questioner there would be a 
buffer area along Benvenuto so 
the golf course could not even be 
seen from the road.
Part of the area being rezoned 
west of Wallace Drive now has 
commercial zoning that would 
allow hotels andmotels, so that is 
being down-zoned, Wheeler said, 
and much of the land where Tod; 
Creek flows through would be 
dedicated to public use;
The plan displayed at the; 
hearing showed the 75 “golf 
villas” to be built beside the 
course would be in the comer of 
the property south of Benvenuto 
and east /oP W ^ll^ce, well away 
from both roadx. / ;^/
//A/representative ofvTod Inlet 
Estates told another 'questioner 
the golf course would not be 
private, but that he expected 
there would be some priority for 
tourists.
Questions about effects on 
roads and- on the sewer system 
would come up when the 
development permit proposal was 
under consideration, not in 
connection with the rezoning, 
Wheeler said. There will be 





The Confederation of Parents’ 
Associations 'Of / Saanich 
(COPASy school district is so hew / 
it hasn’t yet ratified ; itx con­
stitution, but minutes of the May 
20 meeting suggest it is already 
tackling some important issues, ;
One group has undertaken a 
study of English language 
proficiency, while another is 
preparing a questionnaire seeking , 
parent reaction to the proposed 
family life program;
The organization will hold a 
meeting at Saanichton school at 
7:30 p.m. Thurstlay, at which the 
constitution may be ratified. As it 
siaiids at present, COPAS is / 
composed of all members of 
school parents’ associations 
within School District 63, but the 
unit of membership is the school 
parents’ associalion, not the 
'individual'■' ''/'''■'/A
delegates to CpPAS/'*asserhbly’’ 
meetings but only one 
meetings are open to everyone, 
however, and any parent of a 
child registered at a school In thfe 
district will have the right To 
Speak at a meeting if they make 
prior arrangement with any 
member of The executive, or 
anyone may be allowed to speak 
at the discretion (if the chairman, 
Participaiiqn on committees 
will not be rcstrlctccl to delegates. 
The asscrnbly will not enderrse 
candidates for school trustee and 
will take official positions on 
issues only by a voieof at least7$ 
cenf No one elected as a 
sch<>oI Trustees can serve as a 
delegate or executive member, 
Elections will be held at this 
first meeting each Tall, before 
' (>cl';"'''15.'''','Ctifrcrit/;'presldcnt''' is' 
Graham Hill.
Minutes of;tWe"May,20'm'eeting 
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100 acres of what was 
originally the J. Fortin farm. 
The barn which is the main 
building on it went up in 1908, 
with a framework of huge, 
hand-hewn timbers. It has not 
been worked as a farm in 
nearly 40 years, but was 
considered ideal for the seed 
orchard.
Brian Stretch, the hor-
ticurist who is supervisor of 
the orchard, explains that the 
south-facing slope provides 
excellent “air drainage” so 
there should be little frost, and 
the hours of sunlight during 
the year are ambng the greatest 
anywhere in the province.
Warm dry weather in 
summer also causes a natural 
stress which tends to increase 
the trees’ efforts to reproduce.
10045 COTTONEASTER I 
‘MORTGAGE HELPER’
.This home has two complete residences. 2 bdrms up; 2 bdrms down. The Ven­
dor must move away and wants to: sell, includes 2 fridges,. 2 stoves, drapes,’ 
lawnmower arid garden toolsf Price reduced from $114,900 to $104,000; ;
477-0191 , EARL REYNOLDS 384-8075 Pgr 1432
Royal Trust
For the majority of married 
people it is not the great 
traumatic events which cause the 
greatest amount of marritial 
distress. It’s ror the man or 
woman who i.'^ crying on a 
clandastine affair, u’s not the 
man or woman who just fall out 
of love and don’t wish to be 
married anymore and walk out of 
the marriage.
Rather, it is the i. le things 
which over a period of time begin 
to gnaw away at each other that 
eventually leave one or the other 
with the feeling of helplessness 
and hopelessness.
This feeling may come upon 
you suddenly or over a rather
Parents
Continued from Page B1
“came under fire”, with ob­
jections that there were not 
enough opportunities to see the 
films that are proposed to be 
used, and that parents should 
have to “opt in” if they want 
their children take the course, 
instead of having to “opt out” if 
they do not approve.
“The strongest concern was , 
felt to be —r who will teach our 
children?’ :
Some parents wanted a, 
questionnaire sent home to get 
more feedback, while others 
disagreed. : A proposed 
questionnaire is to be presented 
at the June 17 meeting.
’ Questions about the standards 
of English ^aching are to be the 
subject of^^teiisiye study. There 
were also questions raised; about 
middle schools, as to relieving 
overcrowding and also whether 
they are too demanding for some 
I children.
lengthy period of time. It is the 
feeling that there must be more to 
a union than the one you find 
yourself in, it is the feeling that 
there must be more to life than 
the monotonous existence you 
areleading.
If one thinks back to the days 
of their courtship and early 
marriage one is reminded of all 
the little things they did for each 
other without expecting much if 
anything in return.
They are reminded of all the 
inexpensive, non-materialistic, , 
somewhat silly things they did to 
each other — only for the fun of 
it.
They went for walks, had quiet 
discussions went for drives to
nowhere, only to explore each 
other and other places.
What happened to those times? 
What happened to those feeling?
What happened to the pride 
you took in yourself to please 
each other? What happened to 
the dreams of yesterday? Is life in 
the real world so grueling and 
hard that you have not time for 
dreams?
Is life with each other become 
so mundane and uninteresting 
that you wilF not and cannot 
rekindle the flames of love of 
yesterday.
To the ladies I ask these 
questions:
Do you only really clean the
house only when you know 
company is coming?
Do you only cook special meals 
when guests are arriving?
How alluring are you when you 
go to bed? •
How often do you reach out to 
touch your husband in passing in 
a loving and caring way?
Do you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070. V8L 3S5.
Z/ a':;'-''':
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tually approved bn the principle 
stated by Aid. Trevor Jones, 
“We get another kick at the cat 
: later om” In other committee 
.'%business:
; ®The controvery over buying a 
new street sweeper or contracting 
the work to private firms ended 
when only one firm' hot from 
Central Saanich, responded to an 
advertisement for bids. Aid. 
George McFarlane argued that 
contracting should be tried for a 
year, but the majority of the 
-public works committee favored; 
purchase of a new machine.
•Barney Russ was the clear 
winner in a debate with the 
’ subdivision; and zoningS cbm- ci" 
. . mittee over a recommendation; 
"^concerning a prbposed sub­
division of Woodwyn Farm. His 
application to subdivide off 12!/2 
acres containing the main 
"-residence has been held up at the ;
‘regional ^district level b^ause bf 
; council’s recommendation that af 
4'/z-acre piece between the 12'/z 
; acres and West Saanich Road 
ishould be added to the part 
subdivided off.
The small parcel has a house 
oh it, and is used for hay and 
Ipasture; Russ insisted that it 
should remain as part of the main 
farm even though cut off from it 
'''■■'^'by.the road.- ,■ .
McFarlane said council’s 
concern was that in future there 
would be an application to 
subdivide off the 4'/2 acres as a 
separate parcel, but it was 
pointed out that no subdivision 
under 10 acres is allowed in the 
; ..■arca.''f;';
When several aldermen argued 
they had not really atached a 
formal recommendation;to their 
approval of the subdivision, just 
a; "comment,” Russ demon­
strated from the rninuics that, 
their recollection was incorrect, 
and also that; the motion in­
correctly referred to a subdivision 
into three parcels when in fact 
there would only be two. ;
At that point a motion to 
uphold the previous motion was 
defeated and the committee voted 
to withdraw the recom­
mendation.
;®H.W. Lahriont made a 
presentation to the committee on 
replacing the Maples gallery at 
Benvenuto and West Saanich 
Road with a new and larger 
building, and eventually adding a ; 
restaurant where berries grOwn;
- on the' Laniont farm would ; be;
; featuredvA and perhaps a third 
building.
The small lot on which the 
gallery now sits has the required 
commercial -zoning and so does 
an adjoining IVz acres of the 
farm property, in fact municipal,
; regional and land’ corrimission ;
approval for ;an antique ■ car ;
; rnusetirri Oii the two properties 
has been in effect since 1977.
Problem is that the propOsed 
new building fOr the gallery 
would straddle the property line, 
so‘ the two parcels must be 
consiolidated before it can go 
.■'tahead.':,'
Council had approved 
replacing the Mapjes building last 
fall, but later recommended that 
it be restricted to the existing lOt.
; Committee members indicated 
concern about expansion of 
commerical activity on the 
corner. Lamont stressed there 
was no firm plan to do more than ’ 
replace the gallery.
A further concern is a bylaw 
now being considered by council 
which would resiict all parcels in 
the agricultural land reserve to 
- zoning, including the ■
commerical zone on the Lamont 
;-;:farmi.;''':'
As midnight neared the matter, 
svas dropped with 'no action 
'taken.;;
By SARAH BONNER
Spirits at. Stelly’s are now 
riding high with only three more ^ 
days of school left for this year.
The pre-scholarships and final 
exam blues are now overv With 
students studyirtg for theirjfinals, 
the school probably has never 
been quieter.
•Last Wednesday was the date 
of the last student government 
meeting. Chris Ford,: this year’s 
prime minister, unofficially 
welcomed in next year’s cabinet 
headed by Tanya Powell. Chris 
will Officially “hand over the 
gavel” at awards ceremonies this 
afternoon. Tanya and her cabinet 
are already well underway in 
planning for next year’s ac­
tivities. Their projects include 
dances, a Mad Hatter’s Sports 
Day and acorn roast.
•Names for the third annual 
leadership conference are being 
completed. Students accepted for 
this weekend event in late Sep­
tember will be participating in a 
number of activities that test their 
prowess in a number of areas.
•When the end of the year 
comes we always say “goodbye” 
to fhe grade 12s, but this year we 
; iuust say goodbye to nine staff 
niembcrsaswcll:
S. Bamford (IE) — retiring; D.; 
Ilovyinuii (TMH) — to have a 
baby; M. Bradshaw (SS Sc) — to 
seek employment; L.; Docrkscui 
(PE SS) to teach in Kitirhal; C 
Barker (Custodian) — to retire;
;'v.3, 'C.Mur ray(Com m); L-;icaye, 'pf 
absence; K. PIcrcy (Art Eng) — 
to seek cmplbymentj S. Kusscll 
(Fr Eng) — to teach in Oiicsncl, 
•Congratulations to our 
cricket team members who 
played an c,vccllcnt mutch against 
Glenlyon la.st week. Coach John 
Wenman reports Tim Shuiwka 
took three wickets for 13 runs 
while Steve Bolihan made 20 
runs. We rnusn’t" ^
Mitchell who evidtently lbdked 
sensatidnal on the field. 
Unforlunately the final score was 
,,^'79 to 43 for “THEM"',
•ASi ilus is rny last column for 
the year 1 must “hand the ink­
pot” over to !«itt Cnrt»eiUer who 
will be writing the column li) 
Bcptembcri;'''i''h...-;-
1 would like to thank Mniry 
Antolin, our school setTctary, for 
typing the column for me when I 
was rttshed to meet the deadline.
1 ahi now off to Bolivia in three 
weeks under the ausbiccil of 
Rotary Youth Exchange,







Edmund and Lily Powell celebrated their 50th wedding an­
niversary June 5 in Royal Canadian Legion hall. Mills Road. 
Out-of-town guests came from Whitehorse, Alberta; 
telegrams from Prime Minister Trudeau, Premier Bill Ben­
nett, Gov. Gen. Henry Bell-lrving and MLA Hugh Curtis.
Peninsula Players president Hetty Clews (right) receives best 
actress award from outgoing Theatre B.C. president Anne 
Marsh for her performance in South Island Zone presenta­
tion in B.C. Festival of the Arts held June 2- 6 in Kamloops.
Congratulations to per­
sonable Mary Lehan (right) 
who now heads Silver 
Threads on Resthaven. 
Mary was assistant co­
ordinator for 10 years and 




^ U ' v-S ,t ^
> Sidney council gave third 
reading May 24 to three zoning 
amendments following a May 17 
public hearing. An application by 
Chris Pike of Saariichton to build 
two-bedroom apartments in the; 
$60,(XX) to $7p,00b range on 3rd 
Street went unchallenged at the 
hearing.^ The development is 






\\ i ^ 5^
Another zoning amendment -r- 
described by council as a 
hbuSekeeping revision — from 
special; coiumefcial ; to ^multiple 
residential at the corner of 
! Malaview and Rbsthayen drew 
opposition frorri Russell K 
who carries on; a business at his 
; home bn a non-conforming lot.
■-1'.
Kerr was told the zoning 
change would not affect him or 
his relatives from carrying on 
his business and council agreed to
I \ ‘t^STttCM :
I' > '
all steel with removable tote tray ^ "




give him that assurance in ' ) t *
writing.43; ,',’4;;,:'3ft' ■ i '■
Third zoning arnendment was
another housekeeping revision
and changed the old Roberts Bay ^.,'■',151IM1, J 11 ' ^
Store — no longer in use — from J ill
commercial to residential. , , 3 ' ‘ ( 4‘’ . t' 4 ’/
uiM'*"■ ,■' ,.'■,,,■• s„, , ;; ,,;,. ' 3;
''3',-:,' '.,,3 '3'-,3;,' :■ ,,•■; ' ■
No deal 4'' Um 'PP ■', '.V' 4 i'.'i,,
.
(•'’H
Rest Haven Lodge — a new 75- 
bcd intermediate care hospital on 
Mills Road—- wants the Town of 
Sidney to gram it exemption 
froin property taxes, but any 
relierwon’t happen until 1983.
Dealing with the application at 
a May 24 council meeting, Aid. 
Jim Lang said Sidney Personnel 
Care Home, a similar institution, 
had riot applied for tax exem­
ption. Instead, after an appeal its 
property was reduced by half 
i because it has residential not ;
I? comrricrcinl status.
It was too late this year, Lang 
said, but the hospital could make 
an application to the assessment 
appeal board next year.
M 1 1 ‘‘I.
I'.'.A’ffjV
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Fire ExtinguisheiL,,gfe^ jSray 11 Piece Wrench Set
1'^ each
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School reunion 3''lft’:;y:il8443"49 Erpni
Rubbermaid 
Floor Mats
twin front and 
. -I twin rear mats








12V, assorted waxing and 
bulling attachments. 
Turtle High Gloss Liquid IncI, 
Inlercomprossor AP8
The 1972 graduating class of 
Esquimalt high school will be 
holding its 10-ycar reunion July 
3rd. There will be a dinner and 
dance that evenlrig at the 
Esquimalt Recreation Cente at 
6:30 p.m. Any grads who have 
not been contacted or who 
haven’t yet replied to their In­
vitation should contact Joan 
Cleghorn (479-0989) or Bonnie 
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Bumper to Bumper Location:
Parts and Accessories
2412 Bevan Avenue.
4, 3;3' ' 33';;.:,;:3; .::::4"3 ;;3,y';. ^ ;
33:^ft;'';';£;Tel;:656*728l3;;':3'^'':^;:;:V4;;;;4 3;^
Hailing Automotive Supply Mmited
214OB Keating Crossroad ;
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Patrick graduates
R. Patrick Ansell, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ronald C. Ansell, 2119 
Janies White Boulevard, Sidney, 
is a candidate for a bachelor of 
science degree. The graduate 
majored in sports and recreation 
management with a minor in 
physical education and graduated 
from Dr. Martin LeBoldus high 
school in 1976.
At Lake Superior State College 
he was active in intercollegiate 
hockey for four years. Formerly, 
Ansell was with the Regina 
hockey team for two seasona nd a 
former MVP.
Following graduation, he plans 
to return to the west coast and 






c>,R I w e rs/rutm Tw ec
Mrs. A.M. Galbraith, 6485 
West Saanich Road, and Mrs. 
Elizabeth Smith, 909 Marchant 
Road, enjoyed a 17-day tour of 
the Grand Canyon and Salt Lake 
City, also visiting Reno and Las 
Vegas. Mrs. Smith now has her 
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. 
and Mrs. Alfred Varlcy, from 
Lancaster, England, visiting her 
for five weeks. While here the 
Varleys are also going on a five- 
day trip to Reno.
Mrs. A.L.C. Atkinson, Blue 
Heron Road, returned recently 
from a month’s holiday in 
England and Scotland.
Mr. and Mrs. Moran Brethour, 
7840 Lochside Drive have 
returned from a two-week 
holiday visiting relatives and
friends in Campbell River.
Mrs. Muriel Mossman from 
Warkworth, North Island, New 
Zealand, is enjoying a three- 
month visit with her son and 
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. 
Don Mossman, and their two 
daughters, Alice and Sarah, of 
'812 Falkirk Avenue.
Mrs. Adelaide Gilmour, Alta 
Vista Place, and her daughter, 
Mrs. Herman Vandenbelt, of 
Holly Park, enjoyed a month’s 
holiday visiting relatives in 
England and Wales, and a week’s 
tour of the continent.
Ms. Barbara Harris of 
frobisher Bay, Northwest 
Territories, enjoyed a two-week 
holiday visiting her sister and 
brother-in-law, Shirley and Bill
Ross, 1033 Verdier Avenue, and 
other relatives in the district.
Mr. and Mrs. John Phillips 
and sons Christopher and Jason 
are guests of Mrs. Phillips’ 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus 
Whiteaker, 6669 West Saanich 
Road, before returning to their 
home in Halifax. Mr. and Mrs. 
Phillips have been in Sydney, 
Australia, for the past 11 
months. Before they left 
Australia, Mr. and Mrs. 
Whiteaker spent a month with 
them and visited Cairns and the 
Great Barrier Reef in northern 
Queensland, and Mrs. Phillips 
brother Ken Whiteaker, spent a 
month with them earlier in the 
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What a busy spot the PCA 
Office is these days! Young 
people are coming in to register 
for employment, and amazingly, 
quite a few are being placed. In 
May, 47 found jobs ranging from 
dog-sitting to full-time em­
ployment, which is not bad 
considering the tight job market. 
Students are reminded to come 
into the office at 9788-2nd Street 
to register if they are seeking 
employment in this area; the 
number to call if you have jobs 
that need doing is 656-0134.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) summer activities have 
already started and youngsters 
are doing their best to raise their 
own funds through regular 
Saturday car washes at the 
Chevron station, corner of 
Beacon and Pat Bay Highway 
and through the sale of admission 
tickets to Sandown Race Track 
July 15. What a great way to raise 
money! Last year the group made 
about $1,000 and this year they 
hope to make considerably more 
so if a STAG member calls at 
your door, remember the funds 
raised go to a very worthwhile 
cause.
June is Senior Citizens Month 
and activities for the coming 
week include the multicultural 
show at James Bay New 
Horizons on Menzies June 17,
18, and 19 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
each day, while Saturday’s ac­
tivities also include a crafts 
display all day at the Hillside ^ 
MaW. :■
Closer at hand, the Saanich 
Artifacts Old Time Fair is open 
all day Saturday and Sunday. 
Gall the Victoria Visitors^ 
Information Centre for details of 
the senior stroll June 20.
^ Strawberry teas; areffeatUred at = 
Sandringham Hospital June;23 
(call 595-2313) and Luther Court 
(call 477-7921) for reservations. 
liAnpther; urgent plea for i 
drivers. Many of our regulars are 
taking well-deserved summer 
holidays but if we do not get any 
response soon we will have to. cut 
very necessary services;; such as; 
hospital visits. Is there a reader 
who makes frequent trips to 
hospital who could take an 
elderly person along?
It’s sad when a couple must 
separate and the opportunity to 
; visit is very important to the Nvell- 
being of each person. Think of it 
and call 656-0134 if you can spare 
a few hours to drive, even on a 
temporary basis.
Remember the PCA table at 
the Swap and Shop on June 20. 
Lots of goodies coming in and we 
will gladly pick-up anywhere on 
the peninsula.
trip to the
peninsula is June 21 so call 381- 
3278 to reserve your spot if you 
have your card. Application 
forms are available at the PCA 
office. This is a door-to-door 
service and can be used for - 
appointments, shopping trip etc.
eri joy tea
; A plea
\yas held June 5 by the Pythian 
Sisters of Victory Temple No. 36. 
Grand chancellor .1. Fenton, 
knights of Pythias,' officially 
opened Ilia tea and spoke about 
the early days of the Pythian 
Order and of the charitie.s it 
supports, O.C.J. Fenton cut n 
hoatitiful cake donated by M, 
.^Armstrong,
Stella Lumlcy (M.E.C.) 
i greeted guests, tickets were 
handled by E. Berry; grocery 
hamper by C, McAtnmond;l* 
afgan raffle, E. Tonge; ceramic 
dish, M. Smith,
Bake table was served by A, 
Jolinson, M. Robertson, B. 
Moprcliousc and B; Graiit, The 
Pcimy Sueijtl table — Ball, M.
, Wigliitiivv Tea, 'tables 'were,',, 
supervised and; conveners A, 
Johnson and !*, Carlson were 
asri^ifi-d by t:”McKrty Starr, in;; 
charge ofthe kitchen.
L. Blow, H, Lobsinger, P,
Bi iggs and M. Armstrong served 
tea. Hal lie winners •— M, 
Ackerman, Mrs, L. Swallow, V. 
Elvedahl. M. Hannah.
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!''t)r scvciat weeks now \vc have 
been lighting a sort of delaying 
action, '! he job proniiscti to be 
dil't'icub, the grecnlunisc tended 
to gel np to inlunnon tcni- 
pciatures Ivmi'i-: noon, and we 
woukt have to buy lumber to 
coniplcic the task, so each day we 
■romui somc'ihing else undo, and 
the piM'r little cameUnriie and 
wakM melon idants grew slowK 
and h'oked incrca.s'ngly 
miserable in their tiny pots.
binally wc got it done, not 
entirely peacefully, but \sitli a 
minirnum of haisli words, and it 
lof'ks .sirnplv wonderful, “.I..I.”
put botuds around the base of the 
middle table, nailing them on 
secursly. since they would have to 
contend with hundreds of pounds 
of wet eaith, and I proceeded to 
fill luy new bed with one foot of a 
manu!e sawdust combination.
To help llris decompose I 
spread a generous sprinkling of 
urea, which is nitrogen in very 
strong form, and 1 understand is 
crysialized horse. . er. . urine. I 
watered the bed heavily. Ne.xt 
morning there was such a smell of 
ammonia rny eyes began to 
water, but by adding a six-inch 
layer of rotted compost we got
rid of the odour.
- On top of this we put a mixture 
of potting soil, peat moss and 
very ancient cow manure. It 
made a handsome bed, and I 
tucked in six watermelons, six 
canteloupes, four tomatoes and 
two green peppers, which now 
look completely thrilled with the 
w'hole operation.
They will be expensive melons 
this year, but during the winter 
w'e should be able to grow lettuce, 
radishes, and Chinese vegetables, 
so in time, my beloved 
greenhouse bed should pay for 
itself.
Anyone with any room at all in 
their garden might seriously 
consider some sort of 
greenhouse; it doesn’t need to be 
an elaborate affair to be ef­
fective. I’m sure we have all seen 
plastic covered houses, made of 
pipes bent to make a series of 
hoops, over which is spread good 
quality plastic.
There are books available from 
any library on this subject, or you 
might write to a John Pierce, 
R.R. 1 Niagara-On-The-Lake, 
Ontario, LOS-1.10. There was an 
interesting article in the Times- 
Colonist newspaper about Pierce 
on June 4 — he is a real en­
thusiast, especially about solar 
heated greenhouses, and
promises to respond to any 
queries.
Watch your fuchsias for 
aphids. If the tips look shrivelled, 
and the leaves distorted you 
probably are nourishing an aphis 
family, so get out your trusty 
spray bottle filled with a mixture 
of Safer’s Soap or Diazinon and 
give them a rude blast, making 
sure you get under the leaves 
where they congregate.
A lot of domesticated broom 
bushes will have finished 
flowering by now, and will 
benefit from a good hair cut. 
Pruning will promote thick new 
growth close to the trunk, and 
help prevent their spreading out 
all over the garden. Spanish 
broom is a different sotry. . . it 
should blossom all summer long.
Camellias have started to make 
lush new growth now that they 
have finished blooming. If the 
bush is getting lanky, you can 
either take out the centre of the 
growing tip, leaving the side 
leaves, or prune the bush back to 
a spot where other new growth is 
taking place. Does that make 
sense? It is so much easier to 
show someone, rather than try to 
put it into words.
Rhododendrons usually don’t 
require much pruning, but if you 
have one that is getting out of
hand now is the time to do your 
pruning. Take off the dead bits 
where the flowers were but be 
careful not to injure the new 
leaves that are starting to come; 
those leaves stay on the bush for 
a long long time.
You should also take the dead 
blooms off lilacs, and prime them 
now. Dead flowers should also be 
taken off roses, culling the 
llower head off back lo a five 
leafed branch; you will notice the 
leaves closest to the bloom arc 
usually in a three-lcafcd spray. 
Cutting back to the five leaves 
promotes new growth from that 
point, which means more 
Powers.
If you find a strong stem 
growing up from the base of your
rose bush, and if it is a bright 
green colour, quite different 
from the rest ofthe bush, and has 
its leaves in groups of seven, then 
you have a “sucker” that has 
come from the root below the 
graft of your precious rose. It 
should be pulled off, or if this is 
too difficult, then cut it off right 
at the base.
A pot of anemonies planted 
this spring is just coming into 
flower, and are simply lovely; 
something to keep in mind when 
you go lo buy bulbs in the fall. 
It’s a little early to be talking 
about fall but its that kind of 
day. How wonderful that we 
have three months of summer to 
come before we have to worry 
about making pickles.
The Siditey group of the Save - 
The Children Fund holds regular F 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrevy’s 
Clmrdt i:lall;.'4i h iSlreet ,; Sidney, i. 
on■ .uTe; sitruTn'.cT. and- : fourth 
wednesday iii 'eacu ujonthi Ncovr, • 
1 m crab'e f TFfo rr.;' y isi t dtts, r :• wa r m ty 1'., 
’ VC i corned
Disco very 'i n.isifiiis!fes.s Club 
ifveetT ' the riecond;' arid;''Touitb^^^^ 
;Thvifsdaysf at 8 :ip.lUvi in'; Shady F; 
Creek United ( hurcii Hull, Fj84 
East " Saanich FRoad-i^F V^^^^^^^ 
bvfelconaq/ .Ff:; >: F: ■■-''’r'.
Seniors - arc you new to 
Sicltiey?' IJ.ihFi ; know, iaiiyorie? ' 
The Silver 'f’ltreads Centre at 
: lOOBO. Resrhaven offers classes, , ' 
Factiviiies nnid a; warm cwelcdme.. ; 
i Drop ill dr call 656-5537 . i
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
, nicciingF iiiC necond., and Tourth ; 
F'Wddriesday cacir niotiUi, 11 a.m,, ,
• to 2 p.irVF in Margai cl. Vaughan 
BirchS :fiall:F 'All F‘strokers”F 
wclcoiuCi For muie iufoFiuaiiiMi 
call co-drdiiiaioi Ibhh Siuvw at 
Fdshcro'l. .' ■ . F.'V
SsiiUikli Peiiiiisiil'.v 'roust- 
tnasiers’ Clul) ivieeis 1 uesdays at 
7;3t] .ivjn, iif the hoard room, 
Tanorama . I .cisvirc .Ceiiti e.F Foi . 
, inoic iiiFii imstion call 382-50()4. ; . 
;. l.)i.seover.y l oasimistress .r-i - 
itikiugFni'tdiittiiioiis, for,' mem-
' hCTsliip' A'leei iiu-s innn! file fonn:" 
- on ' t- imp! ;; '.'udf
''Foiiiii'ideuff';iuji'jFiy,iuF,;i'.:.iiip 'skiilsrF
■ ll,)';;' (Villi O' fit I Ft motion call' l:ea'. 
y,'Ki'inf'FitfFC!, 'F':Ivl 'vFt 'ffb' r,FF 'C
For the convenicnee of ddnors 
the Salvation Arniy lias placed 
pick-up; boxes at the following 
locations; 4808 KeafingFX Road 
dnd :4343'TyndallRoad:F
the l.adies' Barbershop 
: ;ChdniS;vmeet,s every: Monday f^
'; fuli, aFid ■ ibic ndsh i p at A: 3 0 p. mv i n:, 
'he x-lusonie Hall, corner of 
KldOdt tiakef aiid dtli Streetst ltT ; 1 
F norv iieciessai'y F to ready hiusic. ; 
/'edme F'in FFandy Jisfferif.yFfnO' 
obligationFFpr more information 
Fmall 656-:6392F Fr:r F'F:^y: viyF'FFy:, yrF..: 
yFYou can helpt The Salvation 
vArmy iieeds clotliihg, household F 
articles, appliances and furniture 
lor its rehabilitation program. 
CalI 727:2293 for pickup.^ ^ yF 
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[S'l'AG] clubhouse, located at 
2304 Oakville St., Sidney, is an 
y: aciiviiy centrcFfor: :young: people f 
' aged 13 ' to; 18: years.FMost ac­
tivities ate free and all teens are 
Fwclcomc 10 participate.F
Tlu' B.C, Astrological Society 
plans a meeting at 7:30 p.m. June 
24 at 145(FEIl'ord Street, Vie- 
toi ia. Speaker is Wayne Flocevar, 
topic - new astrology, new 
physics. $2 entrance fee includes 
lea, coffee and cookies. For more 
iiilormaiion call l.irin Sullivan- 
■ ; Seaicvu 595-2054,
Sidtuyv li-i'ii Activity (JroiJp 
, : js t .\Oi , clublionsc. located at 
F f,FF);j (Ftkvillc Si .F Sidney,: is an 
yviciiiviiy: cent I e' lor ydtmg people 
; ,i|Vi-il ;13 to 18 vears. Most ac­
tivities are free and all teens are 
welcome to participate.
Clubhouse hours are 7 to 9:30 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday. The afternoons of 
these three weekdays (3 to 5:30 
p.m.) are also scheduled to be 
open for those persons needing 
assistance in preparing for 
employment searches. The 
clubhouse is open 7 to 10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturdays as well as 
from noon to 4 p.m. Sundays. 
Wednesday evening, 7 to 9 p.m., 
are gym nights at Sidney 
elementary school.
More information is available 
by calling 656-0134 (office hours) 
or 656-6713 (clubhouse ours).
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
' 598-3729 or 598-1316. y y A 
y The St. FVincent F de Paul 
y Society selves some 600 needy 
F each riiqnthrby providing food,w 
ycldthingandfurntiurefCurrentlyy 
there’s a great heed for grocerieF F 
canned beans, fruit, 
y vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaron i and cheese, sou ps; 
rolled oats and rice are ally 
helpful. For pickup call :382- 
■^;d213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during June. Stores are located at 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay and 9775 - 2nd 
F Street, Sidney.
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula
Garden Club meets 7:30 p.m. 
June 21 at Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
Guest speaker is Bill Dale, topic: 
prpogating rhododendrons. 
Visitors welcome. Refreshments.
Sidney Silver Threads sixth 
annual rose show will be held 
starting at 1 p.m. Saturday at 
Silver Threads centre, 10030 
Resthaven Drive. Admission fee 
of $1 includes refreshments. 
Entries by senior citizens only 
from 8 a.m. - 9:45 a.m. Hall will 
be closed at 10 a.m. for judging 
exhibits by Mrs. Jean Webster. 
Show rules available at centre.
A display of projects by 
Saanich industrial education 
students in grades 6 through 12 
will be held ndvv through to 
Saturday at Mayfair Mall. 
Featured — woodwork, drafting, ; 
hie ta 1 w o r k , el e c t r o h i c s, 
automotive and construction.
FThe Victoria R,E.A;I>F Society y 
summer school - offers readings 
spelling and math atlqcatioris iny 
Sidney July 5 - 23 and Aug: 3 - 
; 23y Call 388-7225 Ffor; more iiF y 
formationy Monday to Friday 9 ; 
■ :■ aTn.-y;5 p.m.-.y'F:-y;F;F':
Yellow Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift- stores 
during July. Stores are located at 
7115 West Saaniich Road, 
Brentwood Bay and 9775 - 2nd 
Street, SidneyF
Annual open house will be held 
at the SPCA shelter, 3150 Napier 
Lane, at Burnside 2 - 4 p.m. June 
19, with dog obedience 
demonstration, various stalls, 
raffle, tea and cookies.
Craft Fair, strawberry tea and 
bake sale 10 a.m; - 4 p.m, 
Saturday at St. David’s Church 
Hall, 5186 Cordova Bay Road. 
Pottery, jewellery, woodcut 
prints and many other articles
CRANBROOK, B.C, RBD DERR, ALTA, 
DUNCAN, U,C, REVEI.STOKE, B.C.
GOLDEN, n.C, SIDNEY, B.C,
INUVIK, N.W.T, SI’ARWOOD, B.C, 
INVERMERE, H C VANCOUVER, n C
W,T,
DON’ r BUY A STEEL BUILDING 
YOU’VE TALKED TO
ON
*F;u:r.;y'('!!jF;;lo.^,F'i,vintF,F2 qaiKie stoel :'9 .:'AyA
• Hiqi' yy'itt'VFF'ylilf'-'hyiiti.f'y i,F,y- F. .F,-: F'; t
“"low TF-'qTt' sottui(i,:1-{Kjlag(jF ';'A v'- F-y'-AAV'' ■: 
"•FreiOiUlr-’-^SBiFor UJi'ilrtlCFKl'i ' v I -'F-.F-.'fF-.,.,
*!llii;i; ji.oF'i'MFhilpiOO! ..-,",F-' ■ o F;- ..'F^
• Low (I'lvvy Aaytiiooi''---- 'oe**F(! prjcedni fall clcilivery
Savinns in fiflect whilo 
«n/ spring alotment lasts!!!
K r*ni I FrT
Miracle: Span;Steel Buildings




11. I ERE.B B
ri I nen6 VKIMBERLEY, B.C, VICTORIA, B.C.
_ ' PENTICTON, B.C, YELLOWKNIFE, N
& Co . CERTIFIFD CENTRALAGCOUNTANTS 
2412D Beacon Avenue • 656-5551
■ FF;Sidney,:.B.C,.-;-F' :;F"
Dennis H. Lainc, C.G.A,, Managing Partner
WITH FOURTEEN OFFICES THROUGHOUT : 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALBERTA AND THE 
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, WE CAN OFFER F 
A WIDE RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL F - 
'F- ACCOUNTING SERVICES;:'F-::;;;F:-y:l-F-y,y
V■-'''•:AUDITINC''^F.;F.■'■';F"^"' '-.F i'f'''-'fU,f:vIf^
‘‘ FINANCIAL STATEMENT PRESENTATION ;
• COMPUTER ACCOUNT!NC APPLICATIONS J






.. ^ • SYSTEMS ANALYSIS-::';''y''F'; F
9 MANAGEMENT ADVISORY SERVICES
• INVENTORY CONTROL PROCEDURES
• RECEIVERSHIPS w'
• speciaijzedtncometaxf' y " f,;f:'f
■ .•;BUSINES5WALUATI0NS,:F -F--^="--':'-FF;F,J.;;
• PROVINCIAL AND FEDERAL SALES TAX
EMPLOYEE SEARCH AND" '
HIRING CONSULTATIONS ;




* * *, •\ / ^ ^ ^ f >y>>VA'ye\'yv.
I
Pdiioroma
... ...  I
Trips and trails daycamp:
A two-week action-packed 
program, with activities including 
“bigbus days”, swimming, roller 
skating, arts and crafts, special 
events and much more. Leaders 
are qualified and have had plenty 
of experience.
Day begins at 9 a.m., finishes 
at 3:30 p.m., meeting place is 
McTavish school. Four sessions, 
ages 6-10 years. Cost is $45 per 
person for one session, $40 for 
additional family member. 
That’s $4.50 per day. Ratio is 10 
kidsto one leader.
Swings, slides and sun.shine 
playgrounds:
A lightly structured drop-in 
program filled with lots of ac­
tion. Program consists of crafts, 
games and .some trips to local 
attractions. Two qualified leaders 
will be at three different schools 
for two week periods.
Ages 6-10, Monday to Friday, 
Cost is $5. per se.ssion, 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m.
l''or more information consult 
Panorama’s summer brochure or 





LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
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The Church By The Lake
ELK LAKE II,, , li
f ,The company of jusLand|||
I I righteous men is better 792 s D
BAPTIST wealth and a rich , 4 Brentw^^y 4 ;
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. ill estate. ill “Jesus Christ IS Lord”
; 11-Euripides • 8 Trinity II
9:30a.m. ||| 8:30a.m.,.................Said
Family Church School Communion ^
ill ILOOa.m........  ...Family^
Commiunion (for ^Morning Worship
L:00,;p.rh.;Lhurch X
9.45a.m. .... .Teaching |^j| Family Picnic, at llil
Experimental Farm ;f >
' ®lS:Wed./Tliurs. ill .« . „ . li??Wqd//Th o












9:30 a,m, ; r. Saturday Study 
!j:i,:00a,m4,,, .7/, .Worship H| 
430 p:m.: Wednesday Prayer: i^|
ALL ARE.WELCOME ■ .H
OF
ASSUMPTION
7726 W. Saanich Road
SIDNEYsI
r Ttl C ^ warm welcome awaits i|fi 
Hr-; iliBl III you.
Rev. Alistair P. Petrie :^||||
;;the::Whd^e;i)amily):,;^4^ 




y ; 9925 5th Street ||ii
:v: " Sidney' B.C4 ill
: Sunday , : :i^|
10:00 a.m;;;.SundaySchool|||, 
III; 6:30 p:rn. . :;.Saturday MasS:^|.:l 1:00 a:‘m,: Morning Worship ||| :





III 8:30 a . . L; . Sunday ass i|^ 6 00 p: ; ;Evening Service
Pastor Tom Gardner :• Hi 
Ollice: :656-3544 i|
Home; 652-4521 illST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
7008 W, Saanich Rd 
Brentwood Bay
10:00 a.m. Sunday School ;




Anglican-Episcopal 7:30 p.m. .Bible study nnd 
iitfikB Ajv. upmnnaawnvv . Prayer N/leeling' Ilf
11:00 a m . 
7:00 p.m. .
; : ' ' 10:00a,m." . . .Sunday Mass III s?®:!
Pastor M.A.'Atwood '.|| 1 i:30a.m.;:4.Sunday Mass^H '^"'® || Pastor V, Nordstrom
656-7970
, ynii ari! assiKcil oi ,i wclcoiiiii .v





A Friendly Family Church 
Serving Central Saanich
652-1508
it 10;00 a, m,
Trinity II
Sunday ,, jrcru1(ii^urt);n;iliC(uV:c:'i:.:i.!i;i'rier!ing
I ‘ lll'Kt'aling F.ionmiitary School: ■
i.lOiOOa.m,, . .Choral ;•.'6843 Conitai Saanich Rd
lEuchaiist(ChildCare, |p. I ,
/ . 9:30 we break broad (Communion)
, , ; 11:00 morning service; ’ Ilf
Rector: Ruv. David Fuller ||| '
I 656-5322 ,: r :656-7669 |||pflsior team: Ross Allon (052-26591,
All Wolcomol j||| Cecil Dickinson (652-330!), Dav'd ,







III :: ,■ '^Prayer In
• Wednesday iiSi:)
,10 00 p.m ,.....,.Holy ?5506 Oldiield Rd. p|
fhchaiisi - ; Sundavs ;
Thn a«u rv trA«iir.« ' Q c r ' III ‘T'■ family Hour - 
to ■ - . * > to 11 Ui) ri Worship pp
MR'dnnin , f^^'n'diio Sorvico: III
most rewarding of all human experiences, and 
it is generally up to the participants to decide 
whether the d iff icu Ities or the rewards; wi 11 
predominate. In this age of ‘‘instant" 
everything, we are spoiled and accustomed to 
the immediate fulfillment of all ourwishes; and
and perfection in marriage without making any 
effort to achieve it, we are surely doomed to 
disappointment as soon as the golden glow of 








W"'1. ■'') "■ .ps
Anglican: Church ol Canada jjfp,
; ; l:"::PAm^ "
7:00Terns; SOUTH '
Mooting. CentrnI Saonich
: V ■ IM. & mi, Newto'ii X, IS ■ SAANICH
.Sacrod Concert
Sunday . ' cl'i* ' HtnAnvyci:
10;30a,m, ..,, .Worship8 1 1. 1034 Cultrn Ave,
Saanichton
'L Church Picnic >
;; Wodnosday
■: Pastor Ernie Kratolil 44; 10:00 n,m; ;: .Communion ;4'!?
■ Ill ; Evoniiig rvico:i||
WodnosdayIII: wuuMosuay4 '
■ i ||| 7:30 p.rn, :■ . "': Homo Biblo Ki’ 
4^ : Studies 31,
: III: The End of : Your Search lor IW.
' ii nFriondly Church W:
' ,■'■■ ■ -■ ■'■ i'.- ■•', ■■V, T HM' n M
":' ?i;4' '
and;a little effort on our part, we can learn to 
protect this lovely but all-loo-fragile relation: 
ship that has nonetheless been the bulwark of 
our civilization since the beginiiing of time.;
Rev. Joel Nettlelon r : |ij 
- ::' ^479-6237.^
'l l' ’‘Christian Life SorviceB"
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lifi
Getting married is easy. 
Staying married is more 
difficult. Staying married.
for a lifetirne should rank
among the fine arts, : "
— Robeila Flack
Wednesday, June 16, 1982
Program
fore®'
The four days of a Rotary Club 
Adventure in Citizenship in 
Ottawa are a pow'erful unifying 
force. Cliff Gibson, from 
Claremont secondary school, 
told Sidney Rotarians May 26.
He was one of six students 
from the three Saanich district 
secondary schools among the 270 
who gathered on Parliament Hill 
for “a mind-opcning ex­
perience.”
Besides attending sessions of 
the House of Commons and 
Senate the young people spent an 
evening at an embassy, toured the 
Bank of Canada, and took part 
in discussions on “What is 
Canada’s Unique Identity?”
One session of the group 
Gibson was with was addres.sed 
by Hon. David Crombie.
“There,” Gibson said, “is a 
man looking for Joe Clark’s 
job.”
Canada’s unique identity, the 
groups decided, is “land and 
beauty.” Gibson’s conclusion, 
after meeting fellow students 
from across the country, is that 
he will try to become bilingual 
and that, “No matter what 
anyone says Canada is one.”
Sidney Rotary Club has been 
.supporting young people from 
this area in the Adventure in 
Citizenship program for more 
than 20 years.
^Sidney 4douncil ; has turned 
down a request to help fund 
Seaspray 4Bantarn ;; 2 : Lacros^ 
team’s/visit to lacrosse; nationals ' 
in Ontario July 20-28.
Ald;:Jphn;Calde;f Said^^ 
tbSsuppfjHMhe teamSbuL 
“only two of the boys come from 
Sidney.” Mayor Norma Sealey 
said many groups are justified in ; 
seeking funds front council but ; 
“we have to be as direct as 
possible in getting the message 
■across;”'
The mayor said council must 
be consistent in dealing with 
requests for funds. Council’s 
plicy this year is to deny all 
requests for grants.
In other council news: Mr. and 
Mrs.; E.A. Rothery of Sidney 
urged council in a May 10 letter 
to prohibit parking along roads 
fronting North Saanich school.
With four bus stops in t-lie 
immediate area and with vehicles 
parked on both sides of the road 
and children everywhere the place 
is chaotic, particularly when 
siudont.s arrive and leave school, 
the letter points out.
“Unless this step is taken it can 
only be; a niatter of time before a 
.scriou.s accident qccui.s,”; the 
''letter said.;':'''':-'':,
Sidney RCMP will be asked to 
invsligatc and report back (0 
counci I before any steps are 
■ taken.
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III, ■ , , : :E:ducnlion ; 'j : REV. R. HORI PRATT
1,L00,fl.m. ...^..Amiolnlocl ' oil,:GS6-3213 Rei.:656-1930 11Hi 6:00 p.m. ,,, Bible Ministry r ' :
Mm " ,',|i ■ ^ ■ 3*1., JUni'l a," ,''■,:|wii ' ' THURSDAY ,■ : ,1091111 wem s»Mich hoiki , ,: |||f
.Bible Slucly i',: ' 9 30 n m ■ /O
tiai , ST. PAUL’S;: ,
,, HW) MjIhvkiw ;' ,i ||ifl
iLOOa.m. ' Family ■Service ;1| 




j, j 7:00 p.m
■Pronching the Chrlai-Lifo 
in Charismatic Fullnoas,’'
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Rov. V. TIsdollo Pastor 
OHlcc 656-3712
CENTRAL SAANICH 
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P**! ' Luchu,to! Si.wuaijiiy
|||4 School;at S.iaii, tlemnnimv
,51,:,. (-reatnff*. let me do it
'l-'qml '■' .■ ■■'■"'' ■ '■ ■ ■ ■ ■■riuw,
li'.
"Et'enne rje Grellet
■ , »v»»i 8*«nieN,H0 ^ ^
a.m., Family Service ^ 
"and" ' ‘ .......... .
7:30 P.M
riiWw Study , ir>(l i 
, nr#y«( f'nliow*hi,o
Menibers of the Old Age 
Pensioners’ Organization held 
their last niccting of the season 
June 3 at Silver Thread,s centre, 
on Resthaven Drive, Following 
the meeting a 50ih birthday party 
was held, honoring all OAPO 
branches in BiC.
Mrs. Simpson donated a birth­
day cakC' and refreshments
supplied by other members wer*!
, .. ,',■.,,, , ■., .jii , --I'
excellent, Three large plants were 
donated by Marigold Nurseries 
and won by Muriel Cogswell, 
lEdiih Smith and Stella Bowcott. 
Cut flowers and other 
decpratipns brighicricd tables and 
.;,t,heh«lb';,
The pAPO hopes to sec all 
; members at the next meeting in 
SepitMiiher: senior citizens 
wishing to join the organization 
at.tllat time will be welcomed.
Wednesday, June 16, 1982
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Jenifer Theis, grade eight stu­
dent at North Saanich school, 
won third prize in Junior Life 
Sciences division of Canada 
Wide Science Fair with this 
display depicting her ex­
periments to see if bacteria 




Next to Travelodge 
Every Sunday 
9 am - 3 pm





The Sheila Marshall Dance 
Festival takes the stage at San- 
seha Hall at 7:30 p,ni. Friday and 
Saturday. The event is sponsored 
by Sidney Days Festival Society.
OS
By JOHN GREEN
Not much has been heard in 
recent weeks about the Ganora 
Road area water problem, but in 
spite of the long period of dry 
weather it has not gone away.
John Latta, on East Saanich 
Road near Wiliingdon, has just 
recently been able to plant his 
vegetable garden. His next door 
neighbour, Phyllis Laird, has 
water seeping through her 
basement floor in spie of the fact 
that it is three feet higher than the 
level of water in the well in her 
'garden.
Barney Thurston, on Ganora, 
has done his best to take ad­
vantage of adversity. He has dug 
out half of his back yard 
vegetable garden to make a pond, 
heaping the topsoil up on the 
other half to build it weU above 
the water level.
;He:has al^^ f
W^ter from the municipality! He 
pumps his own.
Meanwhile North Saanich has 
made a start bn trying to solve the 
problem with better drainage^ but 
deepening of the ditch farther 
north on East Saanich Road to 
lower the drainage was held up 
Hast week because there were;
water mains in the way.
Residents seeking help with the 
problem are gaining ever-fatter 
files of letters from various 
government agencies, but little 
else. ,
Ministry of environment 
officials who studied the 
situation at Laird’s home were 
able to tell her the ditch running 
at the back of her property was 
six feet lower than her basement 
floor, but they weren’t able to say 
why she had water in her 
basement.
They suggested her roof drain 
might be plugged up and that 
water might have accumulated 
under the basement floor. She 
has had the drains worked on, 
and the sun has been shining for 
weeks, but the wet areas on the 
concrete are growing. ■ r 
They also suggested she put a 
V sump and a; f pUmp Jh Tier 
basement,=but couldn’t assure her 
That would solve the prbblemv^^ ^ 
Laird has lived in the house 14 
years, but has had seepage only 
the last two. She can no longer 
store things on the basement 
floor, evemthpughTt is^aimbst at 
' ground ley el hnd hefTot is bn a 
slope.
'T' 'T
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SPRING IS SPRUNG. 
THE GRASS IS RIZZ, 
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Yr thank Heaven our prices are better than Woody's Poetry, 
f Spring is just about over and so are these prices . . .
R Js . ^they're in effect only until June 30th or while stocks last





















These #1 quality HOMESTEADER 
panels are pre- BROWN 
finished and ready for
nail or aphesiveGEDAR J,
installation and in- COLONIAL PINE sht
elude ai variety of
can supply you with a
HACIENDA 
sTUGcb a fVT’ aY.sHT;' !
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FROM WINDSOR
A nice letice keeps the neighboi s dog 
b'.jt bnrj the kids in'Troe Windsor lor free ,■ 
estiniides irnaVcfidiS, htnshos! topis and 
‘helpItjl^ piactiCiil inlormattorv. We slock ] 
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Members of the September, 
1947, graduating class of the 
Royal Columbian Hospital 
School of Nursing, New 
Westminster, came togehter for a 
reunion June 4-6 in Sidney. The 
class enjoyed the hospitality of 
Cedarwood Court Motel as it 
participated in an agenda which 
included a salmon barbeque and 
smorgasbord dinner at the home 
of Mrs.TWinnifrcd Olsen, 9452; 
Lochside Drive, and .sightseeing 
; drives.'j ."'i';'; jif
Members had a picnic lunch in 
Beacoit Hill Park, a visit to 
Butchart Gardens and later, a 
banquet at Sidney’s Clipper Inn. 
Breakfast at The Hotel Sidney 
ended a H^wsant weekend during ! 
which friendships were renewed;
Hostesses fotr the occasion n 
were;Mrs. Olsen, and Mrs. Mary 
(Grimm cr) Hn gl a nd, Nbrt it 
Pender Island, who were pleased 
with the 100 per cent attendance 
oflheir 21 -class members. ;
Those v/ho travelled fartheasi 
to join the festivities were Mrs.
Norma (Dickson) Gurry, Parry 
Sound, Ont.; Miss Margaret; 
Shier, Palm Desert, Calif.; Mrs. 
Hazel (Munro) Lynn, Cecil Lake, 
B'.C.^ ■
A contingent from the lower 
mainland included Mrs. Marion 
(Hampton) Belsey, Haney; Miss 
Joesy Chappie, Coquitlam; Mrs. 
Joan (Cummer) Garruthers, 
Powell River; Miss Doreen 
Harvcy, Mrs. B, I(Smith) 
McMillan and Mrs. Edna 
(Skyttc) ; Richardson of New 
fWestminsicr; Mrs. Mary (Lang) 
Rotherham, West Vancouver; 
arid Mrs. Anna (Kinkadc) Sin­
clair; Vancouver,
Another group from interior 
points included Mrs. Helen 
(Buirris) Dickson, Kamloops; 
Mrs J Marie (Fitzpatrick) Green 
iatid; Mrs. Shirley (Robinson) 
T..cbnard of Kelowna; Mrs. Gwen 
(Hawes);Gpdrrey, (Jiicsncl; Mrs. 
Tylyra (Dawc) Guenard and Mrs. 
Irene (Haros) McLead ol’ Vernon 
and Mrs. R..I. (Smith) Weeks, 
Summcrlandb
.Jq/ It (9-5mm.) ; T;
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TONGUE & GROOVE FOR 
SUNDEGKS AND FLOORING ^ i











Add stifiltor and tioauly lo .youi !! 
hodio and (lardon . , ,. do; ll 
yoursoll with those llbreglass 
p;;nels, Excollonl Ion dividers. '■ 
pnllo fonis, playhniisns, car- 
pons Yt fjfeon fiousos, ; 













COVERS UP TO 
100 SQ. FT.
IN 2 COATS.
^ gVii gal. i.'
DUGAN . . THE LASTING SUNDECK COATIN 
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Officer Cadet Leland C. 
Ferguson received Bachelor of 
Arts in politics and a commis­
sion in the Canadian Forces 
during graduation ceremonies 
held May 21 at Royal Military 
College of Canada in 
Kingston, Ontario. Ferguson 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
J.M. Ferguson of Pender 
island. In 1978 he graduated 
from Parkland secondary and 
during his degree program at­









Playoffs will be held next week 
in Central Saanich Little League 
softball, with seniors playing 
Monday and Tuesday at Rom 
Knott Park, the minors playing 
Monday and Tuesday at Bren­
twood school and Thursday at 
Rom Knott, and Majors playing 
Wednesday and Friday at Rom 
Knott. All these games are at 6 
p.m.
On Saturday seniors will play 
their final game at Centennial 
Park diamond number one, at 
9:30 a.m., with the league’s 
closing ceremonies to follow.
Organizers would like to see a 
good turnout of spectators for 
the playoffs.
As of June 12, Highview 
Market was far out in front in the
major division, with 11 wins and 
one loss. Pacific Business 
Equipment had four wins and 
eight losses. The Thought Shop 
three wins and nine losses.
In the minors, Lambrick 
Excavating was in front with nine 
wins, two losses and a tie, 
followed by Brentwood Bay 
Pharmacy with seven wins and 
four losses. Speedway Motors 
with four wins, six losses and a tie 
and Royal Bank with three wins 
and nine losses.
Bank three wins and 10 losses. 
Last week’s results were:
Minors — June 9, Speedway 
10, Pharmacy 5; June 10, Bank 
17, Speedway 14; June 11, 
Pharmacy 9, Lambrick 8.
Majors — June 9, Highview 
13, Thought Shop 6; June 11, 
Pacific 13, Thought Shop 9; June 
12, Thought Shop 19, Pacific 16.
V.
1J
Island Farms led the seniors 
with 11 wins and three losses, two 
games ahead of Seaboard With 
nine wins and five loses. 
Precision Excavating had four 
wins and nine losses, and Royal
Seniors — June 8, Farms 23, 
Precision 7; June 10, Seaboard 
10, Bank 9; June 11, Farms 22, 
Bank 8; June 12, Seaboard 21, 
Precision 16.
Big league — June 6, Ray’s 
Sports (Hampton) 27, Palm 
Dairies 8; June 9, Windsor 




Free Road Test & Estimates
Inn for city majors
VISA
6765 Kirkpatrick - S52-9S33
in the Keating Industrial Park 
(across from Butler Bros. Gravel Pit)
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE TO TAIPAYim
Brentwood Inn clinched first 
place in Little League major 
baseball with three wins last 
week, and will represent Central 
Saanich in the “Gity Majors” 
tournament for Greater Victoria 
Little League.
Central Saanich will host the 
tournament this year, from June 
26to July 3.
Brentwood Inn put down 
second-place Wakeman and 
Trimble 14-10 on Tuesday and 
15-1 on Saturday, as well as 
beating Brentwood Super mart 
17-5 on Friday. Gary Coll hit a 
home run in the Saturday game.
In other games. Pacific Homes 
beat Supermart 17-5 on Wed­
nesday and 18-14 on Saturday.
The race in the minor division 
was still close as of Saturday. 
Optimists were one game ahead 
of Brentwood Food Giant with 
three games to go. Week’s scores 
were:
June 8, Credit Union 8, 
Smith’s Super Mart 7; June 9, 
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods 
9, Fire Fighters 8; June 10, Credit 
Union 21, Fire Fighters 20; 
Optimists 7, Aladdin Travel 3; 
J une 11, Keating Used Auto 
Parts 15, Smith’s 2; June 12,
Food Giant 7, Sporting Goods 5; 
Jubilee Building Supplies 19, Fire 
Fighters 9; Optimists 13, Smith’s 
8.
In Tee-Ball, Dura Con­
struction has the division title 
wrapped up and will represent 
Central Saanich in the playoffs 
next month at Triangle Park in 
Colwood. Scores in last week’s 
games were:
June 8, Village Toy and Hobby 
16, Aliance Engineering 14; June 
9, Seaboard Construction 11, 
Fay’s Gleaners 11; June 10, Toy 
and Hobby 11, Lions 10; Fay’s 
16, Brentwood Esso II.
June 20th, ■ 1982 is-the last day for payment of 1982 property taxes without
Penalties — Unpaid 1982 taxes are subject to percentage additioris as follows: 
July 2, 1982 - 5%
September 30, 1982 > an additionaf 5% ;
Applications for the Provincial Home Owner Grant must be completed and sub­
mitted to the collector by June 30th, M 982 to avoid penalty on the amount of the 
grant.
:AnydneAho has: not received a tax notice, ■ or new qyvners who are in doubt as; 




Steelers finished the Sidney 
Little League season in grand 
style last week, with Rodney 
Nunn hitting a home run i as they 
trounced Cubs 18-1 on June 7, 
and Jeff Stevens homering as 
they clubbed-Brayes 25-7 on June
With 22 points, Steelers were 
sure of a first place finish in the 
major division. Playoffs start
Saturday and continue until June 
25. Other scores last week were:
June 6, Braves 18, Lions 17;
' Aces 13;: Pender '2; June 12,r 
Lions 24, Pender 4.
Minor division playoffs ; start 
today and continue until June 24. ■ 
Scores last week were:
June 6, Totems 13, Bombers 9; 
Spitfires 11, Royals 4; June 7, 
Shrimps 13, Mets 9; June 8,
Totems 17, Expos 7; June 9, 
Kings 20, Royals 7; June 10, Mets 
16, Bombers 12; June 12, 
SpitfiresT3, Shrimps 7; June 13, 
Giants 16, Expos 13.^
;In Tee Ball, scores were June 7, 
Tigers 11 . Cougars 11; June 8; 
Hawks 10, iPanthers 6; Jun^ 9,; 
Tigers 8, Ravens 7; June 10, 
Hawks 12, Cougars 5; June 11, 




\A(e are the National'Specialists in rentihg 'l^te Model 1976-79'Cars/Trucks
to your
Here’s something special fe 
yrouhrides and grppniSi all 
newlyweds to be! Oiir cornpiete 
guide to planning the perlbc^^^^ 
wedding and abright and happy 
future together.
The following merchants would be pleased to 
"/'assistyou;,
honeymoon
Renting late model used cars makes good sense. By:providing the least expen-: 
sive car/truck rentals in Canada, our owners are enjoying exceptional growth 
and profits"!'We are,booming BECAUSE of the economy. ’ : l 
. '•Inflation P'roof .v;';/
.1.' •RecessioniProof 
!v':•Interest;Proof'. ■:
Let.us prove to you that Rent-A-Wreck is the best investment you can make for
FOR A COMPLETE WEDDING PACKAGE 





MAJORICA PEARLS - 





FOR YOUR TROUSSEAU & LINGERIE
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
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An all-star team from Sidney 
men’s fastball league will play the 
Victoria Budgets tonight at 
Sanscha park, starting at 6:30 
p.m.
Players from Hotel Sidney and 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods are 
represented in almost equal 
numbers, with only catcher Fred 
Borland of Prairie Inn cracking 
the starting lineup.
A1 Graham of Hotel is coach 
and Dick Michaud of Harvey’s is 
combined pitcher-coach. Wayne 
Jones of Hotel and Julien 
Valcourt of Harvey’s are the 
pitchers. Others on the team are:
From Hotel: Tony Graham, 
first base, A1 Cross, second base, 
Graham Falkner, right field; Kim 
Hayward, center field. From 
Harvey’s: Vic Gee, third base; 
Peter Zubersky, shortstop; Kevin 
Orr, left field. Butch Davis first 
base; Jerry Spelay, catcher; 
Fielders Rich Oud from Cordova 
Bay Juniors and Clyde Mac­
donald from Prairie Inn complete 
the roster.
Hotel won two games last week 
and Harvey’s one, with Hotel 
holding a narrow lead in their 
battle for first place.
On Monday Prairie Inn led 
Harvey’s 2-0 going into the last 
half of the final inning, but Jerry 
Spelay homered and then 
Harvey’s got two more, for a 3-2 
win. Julien Valcourt was the 
winning pitcher. Jack Gordon the 
;loser.-'
On Wednesday Hotel twice 
had a commanding lead, but 
barely hung on to beat Cordova 
Bay Juniors 11-9. Hotel scored 
twice in the first inning and three 
times in the third, but in their 
half of the third Cord.ova Bay 
tied it up with two doubles, a 
triple and a home run.
: By the bottom of the seventh 
Hotel was ahead again 11-6. 
Juniors put across two rurts with I 
three hits, bringing in Wayne 
Jones to pitch in relief of Gavin . ' 
Bland. One more run scored on a 
double before a strikeout and a 
pop-up ended the game with the 
tying run stranded at second 
i-l-lfease.'-!;-v-i'' I'
the losing
i pitcher. Larry Stovel had a 
c double and a triple for Cordova 
Bay, while Richard Oud had a 
home run and a single.
On Friday Prairie Inn kept it 
close until the fifth inning but 
then Hotel batters got hot and 
put the game away 10-4^ Rick 
Sawchuk started for Prairie Inn 
and Ed Pfeifle relieved. Wayne 
Jones got the win in relief of AT 
Graham.
Twirlers
; N mernbcrs of the Sidney 
Twirler.s travelled to Nanaimo 
Saturday to compete in the B.C. 
provincial baton twirling 
competition.
' In their individual age and level 
classifications: Basic marching: 
Kim Calder --1 St; Megan Cross 
’2nd; Heather Tisscrand — 
12nd; Tara Whilford --- 2nd; Karri 
Rolofs— 3rd; Jayciric Cross --
3rd.
Military marcliing: Tracy!Hein 
; -4.1 St;! Megan Gross — 2nd;‘Tara 
: Whit ford —■ 2nd; Karri Rolofs — 
2nd; Heather Tisscrand •— 3rd. T 
strut: Tara Wiiitford — 2nd; 
primary dance team (The Smurfs) 
1—" 2nd: juvenile twirl team (The 
Sugar Plums) —2nd place.
Pilot Hips
Cessna
On Tuesday emergency scK 
vices practiced what to do if an 
aircraft came down in Patricia 
Bity, and un Sunday it happened, 
but on a very small scale.
Carl Victor Llndow, of 
Redmond, Wnshingfon, flipped 
his Cessna 180 float plane whiIc 
attempting a takeoff at 3:25 p.m. 
He got out uninjured and was 
picked up before any rescue unit.s 
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Parkland award winners
Parkland secondary school 
presented awards June 11 to 
students who had distinguished 
themselves in a variety of areas 
during the school year.
Major award winners were 
Mike Hay, who received the 
Spirit of Parkland Award, and 
Cindy Johal, who received the 
Ted Clark Memorial Award for 
athletic performance and good 
sportsmanship. The Spirit ,of 
Parkland Award was donated by 
Harold and Rubymay Parrott 
and was presented by Brock 
Parrott, while Nick Lott 
presented the Ted Clark Award.
In the area of academic ex­
cellence, the outstanding com­
bined studies student in grade 12 
was Brian Carmichael, and in 
grade 11, Berne Welle. The 
outstanding humanities students 
in grade 11 and 12, respectively, 
were Andy Walsh and Helen 
Blacow.
Named to the Humanities 
Honor Roll for grades 11 and 12 
were Michele Penz, Fiona Ring, 
Brian Carmichael, Tracey 
Gurton, Marc Davis, Siobhan 
Doyle, Alison Nickel, Phillip 
Sabbagh, Susan German, Denise 
Bicknell, Marie Wallace and 
Chris Edwardson.
Outstanding math — science 
student in grade 12 was Steven 
Rogak; in grade 11, Tiro Clarke. 
Ian Benson, John Connors, Chris 
McLaughlin, Larry Kiibek, 
Brady Sheppard^ Randy Rowat, 
Jeff Wright, Carol Pendray, 
Siobhan Doyle, Andy Walsh, 
Phillip Sabbagh and Marie 
Wallace were recognized on the 
senior Math — Science Honor 
.-■Roll. :
Special academic awards in­
cluded the Donald Munro Book 
Prize to Lynda Nairn, and Dr. 
R.O. Brinkhurst Award in 
biology to Ian Benson; Dr. Peter 
Darling of UVic,'representing the 
Association of Professional ' 
Engineers, reco^ized Brian v 
Train’s 'accomplishment in being 
ru nher-u p v in their essay con test. 
Helen Blacow and Alsion Nickel 
were named outstanding French 
students in -grades 12 and 11 
respectively, while Alisa Horth, 
Kelly Knudsen and Chrys 
ShepiJard iwon junior French 
- awards. Laurie Haberlih andt 
Jackie Jumpsen ; were the top 
German students.
The junior students named as 
leading academic students in 
grade 10 were Alisa Horth and 
Kevin Tisserand, At the grade 9 
level, Kelly Knudsen, Chrys 
Sheppard , and’ Jackie Jumpsen 
were recognized. The grade 9 and 
10 Honor Roll included Zena 
Rogak, Allan Carmichael, 
Joanne McBiean, Mike 
McCullough, Alex Forrester, 
Wendy Laing, Andrea LaPrairie, 
Lawrence Tarasoff, Scott TiniSi 
Tim Daynard, Teresa Parlby, 
Trevor Miller; Chrys Sheppard, 
Kerry Kereluk and Cheryl Millar, 
Industrial Education awards to
outstanding students were 
presented to Steven Rogak for 
metalwork, Scott Jacob for 
construction, and Michael Dean 
for auto mechanics. The Brooks 
Award donated annually to the 
outstanding student who plans to 
go on in formal vocational 
training was also won by Michael 
Dean. The Industrial Education 
Honor Roll recognized Tim 
Daynard, Peter Saville, Bernie 
Struck, Tony Moniz, Kevin 
Hyland, Todd Jacob, Mike 
Pearson and Carol Hyland.
Top awards in community 
services went to Debbie Walker 
and Wanda Green in cafeteria 
services and foods, to Carol 
Hyland in textiles, and Maureen 
McNamara in family studies. 
Trevor Miller in junior foods and 
Andrea LaPrairie in junior 
textiles were also recognized. 
Students on the Community 
Services Honor Roll included 
Kerry Kereluk, Teresa Jestico, 
Tracy Fido, Lara Pomerau, Lori 
Haberlin, Alan Slater, Scott Hill, 
Glen McNamara, Steve Johnson, 
Lisa Hall and Sally Coney.
In the Business Education 
area, Denise Feetham was 
honored as the top office 
procedures student, as was Chrys 
Eyford as the top business 
machines student. The grade 10 
Typing Award was won by Tracy 
Hogarth and the grade 9 award 
by Kelly Knudsen. The Business 
Education Honor, Roll included 
Beth Keen, Jackie Wilson, Dayna 
Collins and Glenna Graham.
In the fine arts area, Lori 
Schaefer was recognized for her 
proficiency in music, Jennifer 
Lindsay and Craig Hempsted for 
their accomplishments in dance, 
and Tony Moniz for his con­
tributions in' the drama area. 
Special recognition was accorded 
Parkland’s first graduates in the
Prograin,' who: wereRobert 
Blacbw' i Eric f Chu, ■ yiyienne 
Pearson, Nancy Unfreed, 
Monica McLaughlin, Lynda 
Nairn, Faye Bakevvell,: Charlene 
Alexander^ and Diane Davidson. 
Vivienne Pearson received; the
David Anderson Memorial 
Award, presented by the Deep 
Cove Art Group to the out­
standing Art student who plans 
to pursue a career in that field. 
The Fine Arts Honor Roll was 
composed of Cathie Day, Sue 
Prentice and Tiro Clarke for 
music; Tracey Gurton, Rosanne 
Bell, Debbie Bell and Roberta 
Young for dance; and Sue 
Solveson, Glen Backhaus, Brett 
Anderson and Sarah London for 
drama.
The Saanich Teachers’ 
Association Awards for ex­
cellence in industrial education 
were shared by Ian Benson and 
Scott Jacob, in community 
services by Lisa Jackson, in 
business education by Chrys 
Eyford, in the performing arts by 
Craig Hempsted, and in the 
visual arts by Kim Challis.
A number of special presen­
tations marked the recognition of 
many students in the area of 
citizenship and service to the 
school. Our two exchange 
students, Melissa Nunes, from 
Brazil and Mary Mancilla frorn 
Mexico, were recognized and the 
following were named as out- , 
standing citizens: Alison Giles, - 
Michele Williams, Kendall Lutz, 
David Maude, Andreas 
Weichert, Tony Moniz, Wendy , 
Laing, Cheryl Fletcher, Alex 
Forrester, Cindy - Johal, Faye 
Bakewell, Susie Neudecker and 
Alisa Horth. For particular 
contributions in service to the 
school Maureen MaNamera, 
Susanne Clausen and Eric ChU 
were noted.
The outstanding athletes in the 
school were recognized with the 
naming of Michele Williams as 
the top senior female athlete, and 
Randy Millwater as the most 
outstanding senior male athlete.' 
Outstanding junior athletes were 
L a r a M e 1 ^ a nd f Mike
McCulloch, 
i The awardV c
V witlf the outgoing president of the 
student council, Alison Giles, 
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The number of unoccupied 
multiple dwelling units on the 
peninsula dropped considerably 
in March, according to slati.'Jtics 
released by Canada Morigage 
and Housing Corporation.
In both January and February
Saanich and 76 iri Sidney. In 
March the figures had dropped to 
nine for Central Saanich and 51 
'll. ':forSidncy. V.'' i; i'i,.
Single detached housing starts 
in British Columbia increased 
substantially in April for the first 
time in six months according to 
Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, but arc still below 
usual levels.
there were 471 hc)use.s started 
' in April, the highest since last 
September. However in April last 
year 1,17! single detached units 
were started*''''
In the metropolitan Victoria 
area there were 42 .single detaclicd 
units startcd iri Aptil, ui) from 3'V 
the month before, but far less 
i than the 152 units last year.
Bui Idi ng site thef f;
A threading machine worth 
about $1,500 was stolen from the 
Landmark building site at the 
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factors: vehicle use and the frequency and 
severity of accidents. In 1983, the Safe Driving 
Vehicle Discount program zwz7i! replaced by a 
Claiin-Raied Scale inai is more rezvarding to
you will move up nine steps and pay a very high 
premium. T/zere is no upper limit to the
penalties for those who cause accidents frequently 
The scale does not apply to fleet-rated renewals.
cause accidents will pay
GOOD NEWS FOR THOSE WHO ARE 
GLAIM-FREE. A NEW 4TH LEVEL OF 
DISCOUNT WILL BE APPLIED.
For every year of claim-free driving, you
rules apply
How will you mte?
For the majority of vehicle owners, the 
Claim-Rated Scale will be good news. 85% of
Fonnerly those responsible for accidents - 
whether one accident or many-simply lost their
lowest step. At this level your premium will 
be 65% or the base rate?*
lowest premium level.
Newly licenced v< 
the base rate. For every year of claim-free driving,




To encourage motorists who are high on 
the scale to improve their records, three
> VfM
*ram, only “at fault” claims (Hlnrd Party and 
Collision) affect your rating.Comprehensive - 
claims. Includihg windshield; vandalism and^^^^ K
after July 1,1982, will move up the scale to the 
90% level, ratlier than the 100% leyel, as before
with a return to the base: premium.
From how on, eaiei^^
'■^CI
THEYCLAIM.THEHIGHERTHEYCLIMB!
Under the Claim-Rated Scale, every claim 
for which you arc responsible will cost you a 
move three steps up the premium scale, For 
example,if you have three claims in one year,
January 1,1983^ your renewal will 
be rated according to the Claim-Rated Scale. 
Your 1982 Safe Driving Vehicle Discount and 
any claims paid following your 1982 renewal 
will determine where you stand On the step- 
by-step scale in 1983. However, where those 
new claims were paid before July 1,1982,
Muchmore!
For more information, contact your
Licence Office 
'i'Thcbasu
'’’'•The average gross premium for private passenger 
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2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-3951
UNFURNISHED ROOM in Sidney, kit­
chen and laundry privileges. $200 per 
month plus utilities. 656-6881 between 
5-6 p.m. 5688-24
BRENTWOOD BAY AREA, close to
Butchart Gardens. 1 bedroom suite, 
living, dining, rec room, kitchen. W-W 
carpet, full bath, fireplace, washer, 
dryer. Quiet area, couples only. N/S. 
$475,652-3152. 5687-27
EXPERIENCED RETAIL clerk for shop in 
Brentwood Bay. 2 days per week. Write 
Box 263, Brentwood Bay, VOS lAO. 
5690-24




Older home on 50’x100' lot in Sidney. 
Close to conveniences. $55,000.
MARINA PARK
One bedroom leasehold unit- in 
popular Marina Park Apts, with good 
sea views. Sunroom fully enclosed 
and finished. Extra storage in unit. 
Vendor willing to carry $53,000 at 
12% for 5 years. $85,000.
ARDMORE
if easy care gardening and seclusion 
are among your priorities then this 
well established Ardmore property is 
for you. (Cannot be seen from the 
road.) Let us show you this delightful 
property with a 2-bedroom no step 
home and you too will enjoy the tran­
quil surroundings. $145,000.
SALTSPRING. Available immediately.
Year-old 2 bedroom home, $425 per 
month. Electric heat, washer, dryer, 
dishwasher, stove, fridge, drapes, wall­
wallcarpeting. Phoneowner,656-3548. 
5684-24
SUNNY HOME on large lot, 2 bedrooms
up, 2 down. Family room, garage, range, 
fridge, dishwasher included. $600 p.m. 
References please. 652-9756 evenings. 
5668-24
THE KITIMAT DAY CARE CENTRE is 
looking for a Day Care Supervisor. Two 
years experience is preferred and E.C.E. 
diploma is essential. Please sent your 
resume to 27 Osprey Street, Kitimat, 
B.C. V8C 1M5. Attention A. Sevigny, 
Treasurer, Board of Directors. na-24
SPRING CROFT CARPENTRY SER­
VICES. Renovations and repairs, 
basement alterations, finishing car­
pentry. No job too small. 656-3460. 
5409 -26
RESPONSIBLE CARING MOTHER will 
babysit in my home, Sidney area. 656- 
6620.tfn 
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple
interested in doing painting, gardening; 




ONE BEDROOM SUITE, w-w carpet,
drapes, hot water, cable TV, stove, 





Well planned 4 bedroom (plus den) 
family home set on 1 acre in the 
Lands End area of Sidney with rights 
to extra common property. Main floor 
consists of L-shaped living room & 
dining room with plant window; large 
cabinet kitchen with family room at­
tached, utility room, 2 piece bath, 
sewing arda and storage area; Sunriy 
patio off The family room. Greenhouse 
& storage shed are behind a dotible 
attached garage. $T89,000.; ;
LARGE ROOMS. Master bedroom 
16x14, bright kitchen and living quar­
ters, heatilator fireplace. Thermopane 
windows. Good value. 656-7392. 5699- 
2 6
1/2 MILE FRONTAGE ON BEAUTIFUL
CLEAR LAKE. 138 plus acres. Secluded, 
access; poplar, birch. Prime area of B.C. 
for moose, deer, fishing. $89,000. Va 




PROPERTY. 80% completed 2 bedroom, 
2 bathroom, 1500 square foot, basement 
home. Complete as you choose. $95,000 
or offers; Phone 112-537-9330 after 6 
p.m. na-24
SUMMERLAND IN THE OKANAGAN -
gracious older home, large lot, quiet 
area, near everything. Asking $82,000. 
Phone owner 112-494-1298, or write 
8ox,1291,Summerland, B.C.VOHIZO.
COUPLE WOULD LIKE to rent 2 
bedroom furnished home for summer 
months, in Sidney or surrounding area. 












LOCAL YOUNG MAN wishes to put down
roots in the, peninsula. Do you have 
something he can afford? Older is fine. 












Fridge, Stove, dishwasher, fireplace, 
'drapes;!-Adults only,: no^ 
.References and lease required; 1 & 2 
bedroom, units, :475-575 per month; 
; 656-4066.
URGENT. Small family needs to rent by
July 1, houe or part of house, no 
basement suite, please. We are a quiet, 
clean, reliable family, with no pets and 
excellent references. Please phone 
anytime, Darlene, 384-0542. 5653-24
RENT WITH OPTION TO PURCHASE or
owner carry with lovyer inter^t rate^ 
Small 2 b^room home, dining roorh, 
fireplace, ; ^rden, quite area. Brent-v 






Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also ~ excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty. ;
; i,656-9391 !!;■
CLASSIFIED INDEX
10 Church Services 100 Equipment For Sale
11 Real Estate for Sale 103 Audobody Repairs
12 Real Estate for Rent 105 Recreation Vehicles
13 Real Estate Wanted 110 Boats and Marine
15 Mobile Homes 120 Miscellaneous
18 Babysitting Services For Sale
19 Help Wanted 125 Miscellaneous
20 Work Wanted Wanted
23 Business Services 126 Toys
25 Accounting Services 130 Garage Sales
30 Appliance Service 135 Building Materials
32 Catering Services 136 Paint
35 Contractors 137 Wood Heating
38 Draperies 140 Groceries, Meat
39 Drywall and Produce
40 Electrical 142 Furniture for Rent
45 Excavating 143 Beauty Salons
50 Gardening 144 Pets and Livestock
55.; Glass;. 150 Lost and Found
60 Janitor Services 155 Business
62 Musical Instruction Opportunities
63 Musical Instruments 160 Personals
65 Painting 165 Business Personals
■ 67 .Crafts.:',;: 170 Announcemente
70 Plumbing and Heating 175 :■■: Births;;:'' ; .;■';,■■
75 Secretarial Service 180 Engagements
80 Signs 185 Weddings
85 Small Engine Service 190 Cards of Thanks
88 Tree Services , 195 ^'/Obituaries;. ‘v.,:;;
90 T.V.;and Stereo 200 :: In Memoriam:/'::: .,:
■';95'/'Watch Repal®^® ,„:/205 ■//Legal Notices';;'.■
WANTED TO RENT. B^ponsible male
(37 ) wahts:small house, at small price; in: ; 
Sidriey or North, SaariicfV,by;Juiy, 15: pr;; 
:Au^st 1 • Ed, 386::2l 19 evenings. : p-24|;
HOUSE; WANTED by mature working;
couple. $4004450 month. Good care to 
house and garden. Pi-eferably Keating 
Cross a rea; 386-0012. ,5669-26 #brds
Est. 1912
Insurance Agents
Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
058-1164
PRIiE RETAIL SPACE 
AVAILABLE JULY Ist 
BEACON & 5t(i 
i - 450 sq. ft.











VALUE FOR YOUR DOLLAR 
SIDNEY - MOBILE HOME
Custom renovated 3/4 double wide 
mobile home In Summergate Village; 
Spaciousmaster bedroom, two 
baihroom, I Vz bath, lully equipped 
kitchen, sun room with sky lighl, car­
port and shed. Low monthly: assess­
ment includes water and lawn caro, 
ALL FOR ONLY $94,500
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service, Available weekly. 
Sandown Motel. 652-1551, 4124 -tf
SHAREcTacCOMMODATIONS in family 
home. Own room, separate entrance, 
656'7943 evenings, 5369-26
DESIGN YOURSELF A NEW WAY OF 
LIFE. Full time/part time. Realize your 
ambitions through the Shaklee op­
portunity. Bonus program, bonus car, 
travel. For information, reply to Box 
"M", c/o Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L. 3 S5; 5554-25
CENTRAL SAANICH 
RANCHER ^
Two storey with rancher style en­
trance on largri 1/3:acre: lot, two 
bedrooms with an extra In basement, 
built In appliances, hardwood l|oors,' 
laundry room and double garage.- 
-$132,500
6S6-3150
ATTRACTIVE" BRENTWOOD 3 bedroom
home, almost new, Quiet cul-de-sac, 
backs bn Butchard property. Family plus 
rec room, 2 FP's, rugs throughout, 
Unfurnished, 2100 sq, ft. $650 per 
, month. 656-9U6. 5600-25
PART TIME and full time help needed for
sales ar»d service, Will train. Excellent 
income. 656 9414. 5605-24
riEDROOM APARTMENT, Brentwood
Day, $299 per month: 479-3310, 5650- 
• 24.
iUXURY“ WATERFRONT condo, in
Sidney. 3 bedroom, 2 baths, approx, 
1.600 sq.; ft, Double parking, alt ap­
pliances:; Available July I . Adult only, no 
pots: $800 per rnonth. John Colwell, 
:;''388-64545656-25';
BACHELOR SUITE, kitchen alcove,
bathroorh, utilities included, $250, July 
1st. 652-3590, 5697-24
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER for busy, 
modern, up-to-date salon, with ploasing 
atmosphere; Kapteyn Hair serving the 
entire Saanich Peninsula, 652-1222; 
after 5 p.m,, 652-1242 ask for Bill 
Kapteyn, 5667-25
JUNIOR reporterTphotographer
interested in all phases of community 
newspaper. RorjorlinR, photography, 
proof reading, layouts, darkroom, office 
and the Coast, Send resumes to: Box 
193, c/o B.C, Yukon Community 
Newspapers Ass'n,; 1004, 207 West 
Hastings St,; VancouverV6BIH7; na'25
additiohal insertions requeslRd^^^^^w requiring
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional Insertion.
I ottun wh ihh wa iwa ora wm m m
H
H
YOUiBiST BUY IM CLASSIF
WANTED, Handyman , th family; and 
bets to rent 2 bedrooiv, house, all ap- 
" plianccs, $600 per month. Available 
earlyJuly. Partly furnished. 656-2084. 
■5692 -24.
ilMFT'RECORDS ADMlIllSTRAfoil
REQUIRED; For 41 bed accredited 
hospital; Sole' charge position, P-A.S. 
coding experlbhce required, Temporary 
trailer accommodation ovallablo. H.S,A. 
contract. Apply: W.P. Singleton, 
Administrator, Ashcroft and District 
Hospital, Box 488, Ashcroft, B.C. VOK 






SUMMERGATE VILLAGE, S B.R, unit 
In cniiniry club with swimming pool, 
otcl As new, $78,000 MLS, :
deep COVE, 3 B,lt. hasemoni homo 
bn quiet country lane, $in7;000. 
MLS,
FOR.RENT ;■'7'!
Ultice spate loi; leul, sliuui iHiulayt, 
suit prolesslonal, inci, phone answer­





ongagod, going on 
holiday or 
just raturnod from a trip? Or 
hava you had visitors staying 
wilth you? Itiyou would like 
your social news printed free 
under the Peninsula People 
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY





2412 D Beacon Ave.
CERTIFIED eirinPV R P
GENERAL ACCOUNTAMTS OlUlItjy, D.U.
656-5551
te ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
§Ml^i 2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
ilro™™Si Open 7 days a week to serve you better
Mon. 9-5, Tues-FrI. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
r—
Bo Quaile Painting -a-Autobody Repairs
10134 MacDonald Park Rd , ★ I.C-B.C. Claims
656-7135 Sidney ★ Autobody Painting
OLYEWPJC TREE SERVICE ltd
•FALLING •TOPPING 'LIIVIBING 
•DANGEROUS TREES REMOVED 
•LOT CLEARING




on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!









2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow. Reason­






ofiert'fied Body Shop eRadiator Repairs ^Insurance Repairs
»fiuto Gla^s "Frame Repairs "Courtesy Cars Available
Building Maintenance
AJAX HOiiE and 
OFFSCE CLEANESIS
Bonded & Insured





Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-
^^035.________ 37.tf
ROTOTILLING, BLADING,~post holes, 
etc. Reliable, experienced, proinpt 
service. Excellent rates. Also quality 
firewood. 652-3802, evenings best 
52 7 7-24
ATTRACTIVE LILY PONDS installed,
with rock and planter sections if desired. 
Phone Dave, 656-939], 5636-26
JOURNEYMAN ELECTRiCiAN'available
for small commercial or domestic work. 
Reasonable rates. 656-0651. 5646-24
ATTENTION GOLFERS. Ex^FFepairi 
to all makes of clubs. Face plates, sole 
plates, grips, shafts, 24 hour service. 
652-4917. 5644-26
WOOD OR FIBREGLASS boat repairs or 
alterations, cabinets, furniture repairs. 
Reasonable rates, free estimates. 656- 
5157, p.27
LADY [BONDABLE] new in vicinity seeks
employment in Sidney or surrounding 
area as live-in housekeeper. Very clean 
and good cok. Male employer preferred. 
Phone 112-745-3750, ask for Evelyn 
564 7 -2 6
CARPENTER. Home repairs, sundecks, 
renovations. Free estimates. 652-0690 
after 6 p.m. 5659-25
YOUNG MAN will do gardening, yard
work and clean-up. Reasonable. Phone 
656-7754. 5663-25
SUMMER REPLACEMENT conscientious
daycare. Flexible hours, my home Sid­
ney. Room for 2. Safe and secure. 656- 
7053. c-26
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS, near 
Saanichton. Dressmaking, alterations,
crafts. Some dolls in stock. Phone 652-
0583 askforSandra.^^ ^^^^^^^^^ 5695-26
HUUSbCLEANING, ; mornings, by 
responsible reliable person, 656-6040 
56 79 -2 6.:,
HOME AND YARD maintenance. 
Painting, fence repairs and building, 
cleanup, light .hauling, cement work, 
rototi 11 i n g ■ 6 5 2-993 5, , ; p-30
CAB FOR '68 Ford p/u. Many 360 Ford 
Engine parts; 13" 5-hole rims and tires. 
652-4088. 5358-RTS26
1980 BUICK REGAL 2 door H.T. Brand 
new condition, 9,000 miles. $7,900. 
384-1108. 5616-24
1974 PINTO S.W., good condition. Open 
tooffers. 652-3767. 5651-24
1948 FORD P/U, completely restored.
Candy Apple Red, V8 flathead, 4 speed. 
Over $10,000 invested. Must sell. 
Offers. 656-7020. 5649-26
BEAUTIFUL 1980 DATSUN 210,4 door,
automatic, silver, approx. 35,000 miles, 
in excellent condition and very 
econornical to drive. 652-0146. 5664-24 
'69 MAZDA, good condition. Rebuilt
engine, 4 cylinder, 4 door. Extra wheels 
and tires, $695. 652-5681. p-25
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . ..
Thorne-Lennon Electric (1976)Ltd
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Resiciential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
B. mBEUSOn EXCAVATING





























10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
1979 OKANAGAN FORD Super Van 
conversion with extras. Low mileage. 
Will accept small car as part payment 
656-3437. 24
1977 CAMPER, 8’, stove, icebox, sink, 
heater, jacks, storage," good condition, 
12V/120V. $1,995 or best offer. 656- 







Septic Tank !nstaI!ation 
Back Filling 
Trenching v 











/ •Experienced,j .lpsLired; bonded'
•Weekly, Biweekly
656-3317' •Occasional or Contracts •Also; Window & Gutter Cleaning' ”
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen-
:: try,y eabinets ;;ariclr Built-Ins; /Rumpus 'Long-Time Sidney Builder ■ ' ' 
Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMAtES
Call 656-4915 S
Flooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters.^ ,^vy~ NO J0B:’.T0 ' SMALLS-'•:/?' ■' 'S;':;
financial
etc. At your business or my/ 
residence;:/ Fteasdnable/ r^ Bill 
/■/Duiriiei, B:vAdmin.:MGi. 656^339 
55 69-25
SHAW COMPUTER~'SERVICESr'Tc5:j^T
V'puterized bookkeeping: Accounts 
Payable/Receivable, General Ledger, 
Payroll, Mailing, Lists etc. Greater 




- Carpenter & Joiner
Quality Work -- Free Estimates
• "''"r V auujuuMo, jm




Complete Building Service., Commercial and Residential. 





anniversaries j ; of pny 
formal occasion; Cornplete-baking 
service or just decorating and 
;finishing.,;Call: : "







Finger snacks, complete cold bu(,- 
fetcnd small dinner parties; Cair
i 656-1690 or 382-6363
FINISHING • SIDING • ALTERATIONS
ADDITIONS • CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES :
Telephone': 656-4106:;''/:-t
Gardeniriig
ALL WOOD boat, 176'4" beam, 2' 
depth, diesel engine. Can be seen at
Fisherman's Wharf, Sidn^'. 656-2876 
5349 /RTS2 6,.''
VANCOUVER ’T^AND” SAILTI^ 
SCHOOL, sailing,,, instruction aboard 
, classic yachts. Charters;by day, week,;
; : tfh ,
26’, BARTENpER./ 'iC'L licence, 1700 
,; i hoursioh/lsuzu .diesel,; Sounders/ C.B. 
Very .able and well-main tamed vessel. 
$17,900.656-5558. ' p-24
17V2 FT. . CAMPION ; on Roadrunner 
trailer. 70 HP Johnson outboard. Used 
only a tew times, like new. 656-6770 
55 9 1 -2 4
14' SANGSTER, full canvas, 35 hp and
4 >/? Johnson Electric Motors. Trailer.
Many extras. 656-3723. 5676-25 ;
YEAR ROUndTbERTH ancT^TISoFiieTup;;
: ;tpi40:ft::Saanich;inlet. Private. Reply to■
■ : Bdx; "O,", c/o Sidney Ftevieyv, P;0. Box’ 
2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5. C-24 -
; ^5;';VVOOMn BOATr'^iTThuirGh^
. Make an offer, 656-0449. • : c-24
SAILING LESSONS in Brentwood Bay. 
Private lessons; 1-3 people.. Reasonable 
rates. Call Bob at 388-5464, pager 839 
5682,-2,4
38 FOOT SATHERSTtroLLER HULL
completely rebuilt ’deck, cabin, etc. New 
. tanks, 451 GM diesel, VHF/CB,/soun- : 
: der, Wagner s stn. steering with kdbelt 
.controls, hydraulic, full head shower^ H
5 C vYater, galley etc. Appraised over
$100,000. Asking $65,000,: firm. Call 









Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe'Work, '





i & Tractor 
Service Ltd.
- •backhoe service 
•plowing,: cultivating;






2320 ArVIHERSTAVE. WITH/./:/:'/'/::,/// LOADING
EXTENDAHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS
4 in 1 WATERLINES
Sidney Rotovai iHg Ploughin g. Levelling, Fence
656-1748 Posts, Diggina, 50 in.
Prompt, Courteous Se rvice, r.
BODIES”
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Residential r Commercial - Marine Craft /
-3251
NO. i BLACK GARDEN TOP soil; $2 :25
a bog, 1890 McTavish Rd, 5186 ZG
^ CONTRACTOR LTD.
, K .. : ,>oncrolp,Walcrpropling i;: ;:SidGwalk8
• :ii. i ^ / Homo Rciiovaiions: : Phone 656*3881 for hee Estimafe <
:;v,l\Auslcal 
Instruction
VIOLIN LESSONS; Classicalv Oluoerass,; 














Tho Sidinoy Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to. those, pertioiris,. 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may ndvortlso for a Job 
or for Iho sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. Those 
ads tmist bb place; In: 
person at Iho Review of­
fice, No ads for this 
claesifientibn Will bp ao- 
^coptoti.‘by-phono.V
fP
Butler Brothers'Suppfies '.-y' -^/Tj' '-: y
2070 Keating X Rd.




inexpensive; reliable, personal 
-^^RVICEFORTHESAANtmi- 
PENINSULA a GREOTER VICTORIA
FIno Ait Rostorations and 
Repair/■ 
Oil Paintings and Sculpulro
Tho inipossiblo lakes longorr
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to ptiinl signs, 
posters ot low cost, Wostoin wnlor 
colors arid ChInosc riiawinRs tor salo, '
: PmrickChu,656-T730, ; / . .:
’ ■TV-RADIO :: year'; cxpencnco iii :rit';c- ■
■ " CLINIC " "' Ifbi'ic: Maintenanca and Rnpairn " ' 0D6-4'11 7
i'ii ■ ^ 'i ■
15 (y«ui) MONEY" IN SERVICE CALLS
YOUR MMIR8 OONF BY
SIDNEY ELECTRIC J 656*0449^




- conhecIlMs. ; ,
-'.r
200 FORD TRUCKS AND CAr« 
DISPOSAL- '. SALE, , Wholesale price,s.' 
1980, 1981,1982, Don't buy any car or 
truck until you check this out j Cali Gary 
Cawlirin ■ITPJini knmlnhp.- ‘Gary
BUcon 37il:423Z' Murritl ’ Dm*born 
Motors,DoalorSEH7-:'.’■.■ na''24’
i 950■ WILLYS- JEEP ■ iri’n.WjVI fnmli'finn "*4 ’ ’ 
now tiros, $900, C',ol'ifaf,t 7? |nr'
appointmofit,,’.;-,^::-;''-5657:'27.:
RO«l ,66rr'29?8: 5055■?() ’
TTOUNG MAN NEEDS EMPLOYMENT,
Not Woltfifo, Gardening, drywall, laiv; 
clscapinp,, hailiiiR, siding, Odd jobs done. 
::Tirn,'652-o364-;
:CONSCiENfOUir'XHiLD""CAJ?E;”'mT^ 
:homo, .:li 10 5 vonrs. .Happy ch'ildron 
RiiaranloerJ, l)fi6'7053..
.canopy crib, English pram, Gene,Iron: 
.sifollor,; Colonial cradle,, car bod and, 
inoio. 656-5244 or656-7689 evenings. ’ ’. 
:2.4'V'' T'.' 
AXMI NSfE R''^^Efsr’9nT“ar ntniv r . - 
$200; 9x10, $80, 8X10 hand hooked
..CARPET, .44 sq, .yds, .cTb&.sicy^RariSan' 
Ernporeau Mark II Sunset copper with 
uhdeilay., Valued $2,500, Sell 111750.
; Offers 386 ;9032 ; day*; 652-484 1; 
■nvenlngfir
■:;SACinFICE;;i972F'ora"';ti'Lick;.runsWeH ,■:
(leceiit valve fiiind), $900 or swap for 
hand rotovntor, ; livestock, or?? 652- 
’■'a«n2 k('r''ji Yryinn '.m tviri' 10 p,iri',,bcr{).
■'r ■'/ ’■ '’'.24
•:P’!T; PB:. AT;.'tnriRt:,:’W tudial;,, oxiras,', 
$4,800 " 1978; Kaw.T;;it*i, ,LTD10,00,
;$3,000, Su7:uki 750, custom rpiLKUbike, 




10134 McDonald Park Road
Kt'piiirs t(vi;awnmovvcrs,
;: CihainsafVH, Mnlorcycles, elii, ;
Husqvarna^ Piohm
to SAT656-7714
________ _ Joinery & Renovalion Work.
llEBEQiM™™! PCNIS BECHTHaLD Bus. 656-6721
CjjshmiWoodworkiivi Res. 656-6639
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD
4099 TUXEDO VICTORIA
„ ' , -VAN (..ONVHISKINS;
. PAlUiAlCJH run:
•1..MSIOM ((IKIOlVCi .'
'' •t'Ains f, ri V’.dHIlA ' ' ‘ UHiVlNfi AlOS -
- ■ , 'TV; :479.3n8 -■;
¥dneTglass
li/liiriiie, Auto & iiiiluty tilaiB




10114 McDould Park M.
FOR ONLY "20 A MONTH
WE53NESDAYEV3NING
JOWS23,1982
c- 0*TnME9^CIiU ^ 
t«® Q OWS A drasaa
seatanse UcFs ism K.ale^ger::
^Sas&sej struEgSas to-
' £rB» BB i******® * ”
® Q Mm? Daw^l McFariare; 3 17-
-: Tflar-sAS'Car-^s bori wKB 
■ dri^Bie^aim-uied-.- ' .. ■
S^ffi €1 SAIKSta. GS0(SAP^
;.,: S^ESAL “Search Fcr Great Ape' A.; 
■' 'c&c- IS laid-:St'-t»p, Si-,Tigi2i^
fc»®*© WORIB a? S00CE2R Tt®R-
- :;.iiAMS«TCiBwrE« ■*■'.-Itslj . . ^
m¥TiMES>sns 
: i^O@S^IBISPAGS(S) ■ 
tt^W: & :^DSLD CUP S0CS3OI Ceb-
-- etswjss terrlircTOt :p>,Sp3ial ;
4-«'® ■© ® ,© 1««*.S0«231 Ve,-
.. cWrerWhi‘eca|sat'■'swYirtCe'^awi
\ ■ OAYTIMSWJViE?--V ■
'"■1:08 51: ©.' tH'Fa'c" USel.
' A4»*aDjrel Dsv^ Ja_'3s*H. Jeijcr Tavl^. 
is tiesE ffigte te fm-isa. a trie trf awsF
. »B35K S6ii .3 -iepev SS-^T^ " - -
:■ s-^ gj g| * ♦ 'i GoMea Voyage .Of - ■
S«r.ha-i~ {19*4. Fastasyi JoSsi Phiilip La'*’. 
Carofc!» 5S®re- Dcit^kb. devils, sorcsers 
assl sK^dsniea aii nssace ti* hero of the 
: AtaSan Xi^ts as he sets sail in search oi 
a fabled land.:■ . ''. : '
.,. EVSGKG : ■ ___- ■; ’:.-.
f«® O CBCEVESINGh'EWS 
Q) © H. LSItHJHSEAU RACXB^TE 




3S © SAUFOSD AND SJN 
■ : ■
^ iSQTEAl^tlFE ■- 
« 39 ® © ■raS^HS.AL RE3GHLNAL; 
®O®0J»EWS '' 
ffi s F3L MAGA23SE Tbe ctrraUve
sicweTS td S nsaeral Wte in W^sinpJE
two elderlv 'ssosaen -also are aifhtchib 
hSues siBaers.; . . :
® o aSISE^ REFCgCT 
©©BSffiNEWHAKT.. 
®©HaiE3LCCY ____ . ■ ■ _; _ ■
.13'i © WEAT WILL THEY THINK Or
7^ QJ O BACALL Montreal Expes at
.' New-YcirAMets, .-. ■'A. " ^ - ... . ■' „ ■
A-|5 © aiSiBALL DES EXPOS .ab >hea
V Stadiair de New York. les Mets recoivens 
*:-les Expos deYIonUeak^. :.
® a PJ5. NORTHWEST
g) S ENTESTAEiMENT TOMGBT
® O LAWRENCE WELS
{TjO JOKER’S WILD
fF O WESTERN EXPHES ^
O M.4CNEIL J LEHREH REPORT :
® © ^ © HOGANK HEROES 
(OiQVANOJUVESi 
7jS®OTHEMBPFETS : ^ 
®0TICTACOGI^
A ©aYODASKEDFORTT
® O ALICE Mel's mooCT-winmhg con^ 
at lae diner threatens to put him out <n 
tstiisss permat^tiy. «Ri .
ST©<H»«XHiPLE
© MARY TYiai MO(mE 
7:35 iTIO WORLD OF THE gA _ 
8:©8 ® O ® O THE greatest AMEK- 
iCAN EE310 Rail* acquires the alalitv to
see into the fatBTC. and what be sees upets .
hiiiLiRi
® 0 ® Q REAL people Fealored a 
drive-in loaeral parlon a photographer 
r wholis paid to-taSe picture of lathing, 
beauties as S2-vear-oid bicyclist f R);
(7) O mCHEDMS HULK Bani^ tnes
to stop a sniper trwn Jailing a Vietnam
bero.<Ri .- .A / - .
® Q MARE KCSSXLWadungwns top
: Bolitical satirist pokw ftai at major ssues 
and rsi^ics: iieries of the day
Qi; © MOVIE 'Fancy Pants
1:950. Conifdy) Bob Hope. Lucille BaL.^.A 
d'.gn'ified man brings culture to the Indi- .
® © : MOVIE * »i "Country Music:’ 
11372. Musical) Marty Robbins, Sammy 
jack»n. A writer doing a feature article 
on fountrv music gets the inside story 
V irom a hiimilly entertainer. _ _ . .
8-33 ® Q STRINGER: PORTRAIT Or A 
NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN Mike Gitt-
inger reflects on the highlights of his 
{ career during the early days of newsreel 
from 1928 to 1949- ■_ : e* u
9:00 ® © THE FALL GUY Ozzie tells Colt 
that he stole a car. but doesnt mention.;
■ that he was escaping from the scene of a
: murder.jRi ; V , '® © THE F.ACIS OF LIFE Blair s late
-randfather leaves a sizable donation in 
: his will to help erect a new Eastland:
trapper JOHN. MD. Jackpot 
sells shares in his boxing protege to Gonzo, 
Trapper and other members of the naspi- 
■; talstaff. .. evt
® 0 movie **^ ■TI'O
Randv iVcbster" {1981, Drama) Hal Hol- 
brxyd£ Dixie Carter: .A LouUiana couple 
r mvestigale the fatal shooting of their son 
by Houston police officers. (R)
.ftQNUHSET) 0 SUMMER AND SMOKE The Chica- 
go Opera Theatre presents an operatic 
version 01 Uiis-American drama by Ten- 
nessee Williams about a repressed young
womaiiwhosee’KSafiecUonfrorathefel-
mw she basTcved since childhood. ;
®©LOVEBOAT
>.39® S TWO RONNIES „„„
3)^ festival DE JAZZ Dc- MON-
®*^LOVE. SIDNEY Laurie is.;wa^ 
■when her parents from Wyoming arrive in : 
Manhattan to visit her and PattL (HI 
lO-.OO ® S THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
®ffiTEI£JOURNAL , •
W’ o ® 0 DYNASTY Blake uses 
n Alexis: relationship with Rashid Ahmed to 
recover hiS embargo^ oiL and Sammy Jo 
sees Steven as her passport to a secure.
{uture-{Ri ' .c„
(D © QUINCY Quinev investigates the 
; death of an infant when the competence of 
a hospital is questioned. (R) :v ; :
(6) 0 HILL STREET BLUESIhe sus­
pected killer of a public defender is 
released on a technicality and Grace , 




©© MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE
cT» I * rvtlTPir. ni! MONDlLA CDUIE DU E D|:
SOCCER LABATT Les equipes de I’Argen-
tine et du Salvador se rencontrent; :
©©NEWS 
© S TOM JONES
0® 0NEWS
(-p 0 ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
® O SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME
An examination into the arguments for ; v
and against releasing the mentally: retard- - 
ed from institutions and placing them in : 
the communitv to live.
; © ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
© © SPORTS PAGE 
lid)5@@NEWS -'’■'''■-■:
11:20 ® O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS ^
®ONEWS
11-30 @ 0 BARNEY MILLER
® 0 ABCNEWS NIGHTUNE :
© © TONIGHT Host: Johnny CarMn. .: 
Guests: Shelley Winters, ClarkTerry.
. '©©CLOSE-UP sv..
® 0 THE U.S. ROLE IN LATIN AM^-
ICAThe history of .American involvement 
in Latin .American countries js document-; .
^ ed and discussed by a panel of experts.
" © © MOVIE *•*1^ "Foxbatt (1977, 
Mystery) Henry Silva.Tonetta McGee. A 
renegade CIA agent steals the plans for a . 
Soviet aircraft only to lose them:when 
chef innocently swallows the microfilm.
11-45 ® 0 MOVIE :** ii TParadise Con- J : 
' nection" {1979;. Mystery). Buddy Ebsen. s' ; : 
Marj Dusay. A prominent attorney a ban- , 
dons’his practice and moves to Hawaii to ,
search for his estranged son. (R) <
12:00 © MOVIE -4*% VThe Desert-
Rats”! 1953, .Adventure) Richard Burton, ; 
James Mason/A British : commando in :
S charge of an Australian division in North ;
; Africa forces his men to defend a strategic ,
V desert outpost, s. ; rts-j 'v' ■
® O LOVE BOAT Julie is pursued by. r:
: Captain Slubing’s lecherous uncle, and a ;,
neglected wife succumbs to the advances 
of an amorous author. (R)
©©7C0CLUB
© © RICH MAN, POOR hlAN; BOOK I 
Tom Jordache (Nick Nolle) returns 
America to find his; son; Rudy (Peter
Strauss) and Julie, (Susan: Blakely); learn : ; 
that they are too late to win the affection; . 
:-■; of Julie's boy.. ■: //'v:;
12:O5®/0 MOVIE + “Goodnight, My ; 
Love’' {1972. Suspense) Richard; Boone. ; 
Michael Dunn. „
(S O MOVIE -4* "The Hanged Man 
(1974. Drama) Steve Forrest,. Cameron
12’30®^O LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID : 
LETTERMAN Guests: author Dan Green-,, ; 
berg, comedian George Miller.... ■
1:00® ©NEWS : - : '
,® ©ODD COUPLE
H©fO’ f @turn ey Kate woods
MFOIA MQN ITQK
By STEVE K. WALZ
OeShields moves 
from B’way to Burbank
bank lot with NBC buying 
the rights to telecast it.”
DeShields, who received 
a B.A. degree in English 
from the University of Wis­
consin and studied geopoii-
In order to snare viewers 
away from the networks, ; 
cable outlets such as H BO 
and the Entertainment . 
: phanriel’ have ; tantalized 
home audiences with 
: V i de ot a pes of; h i t: Of f- 
■ Broadway /and:: Broadway :
NBC’s . response is to 
offer "Ain't Misbehavin’,” 
the smash Broadway rnusi-
vcal;/that Starred : Andr^
/DeSHields/and Nell Carter 
' (v’Gimme: a {Break”). The 
musical, based on the 
works of/jazz pianist; Fats
Waller, airs Monday, June 
21.
■ DeShields, who popular­
ized Waller’s catchphrase, 
"One never knows do 
one?,” spoke about how 
the musical traveled from 
stage to TV. — ^
: ‘‘ People were always 
saying it should be a TV 
special or movie, says 
DeShields.
“Last February when the 
original cast finished with 
■the show, in Paris, we 
thought that was it. But 
around Thanksgiving there 
were rumblings: that we 
. might do something for TV. 
The final idea was to do it 
on Columbia Pictures’ Bur-
Andre DeShields
tics in Scandinavia, says 
that there is a distinct dif­
ference in the methodology 
used by the cable outlets 
and by NBC in bringing
stage shows to the tube.
“Cable’s stage programs 
iook like Broadway shows 
that are on videotape and 
have sort of a faraway look. 
Curs is going to look like a 
1937 cabaret and will make 
the audience seem as if 
they are sitting in the club. 
They won’t feel separated 
from the action.”
DeShields found his first 
stab at TV quite different 
than acting in front ot a live 
audience.
“When I’m in front of 
2,000 people, I get a sense 
ot confidence that !’m at 
the reins and captain of the 
ship. Cn camera, the con­
trol was not mine — the 
director controlled his men 
and the cameras.
“It bothers me a bit. It’s 
a bif of an ego thing when 
you have to harness your 
energy, but I’m sure i d be 
able to adapt and be good 
if I was offered a series.”
MEA CULP-A — Please 
tell me where 1 can write 
to Robert Culp of “The 
Greatest American 
Hero.” I’m a great fan of 
his and love his “whole 
scenario.”
You’JI be pleased to 
know that your hero and 
“The Hero” got a last-min­
ute reprieve from ABC and 
will be back next season. 
So you can still write Culp 
in care of the show at Ste­
phen J. Connel Produc­
tions, 5451 Marathon St., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90038.
GAME FAME — Friends 
of mine say they heard 
that Peter Marshall and 
Gene Rayburn are broth­
ers. I find this hard to 
believe.
Game show hosts are 
not necessarily genetically 
linked. The two are not 
related, although Marshall’s 
sister is actress Joanne Dru
AUDREY’S AGE — I 
have a bet on this one. 
How old is Audrey 
Hepburn? Also, didn t 
she do some of the sing­
ing in parts of “My Fair 
Lady,” as in the song 
"Just You Wait”?
The ever-elegant actress 
will be 53 this year. She did 
the singing, if you could call 
it that, in “Just You Wait, 
Henry Higgins.” but Marni 
Nixon dubbed the other 
songs. Ms. Nixon also was 
the “voice” of Natalie 
Wood in "West Side Story” 
and Deborah Kerr in “The 
King and I.”
'■Ask Kate" welcomes all 
questions pertaining to 
television and show busi­
ness personalities.
Send your letters to Kate 
Woods, United Feature 
Syndicate, 200 Park Ave.. 
Room 602. New York. N.Y. 
10166.
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/® © PJC HMSAZINE A recwiF
wiiBssg 43CCC sxerem Esstnasss; tJss is^
wte keep i1»Se^ Needle paiat^L { 'i:
- ® O a^J^SBEPtStr ::
'■ i-©©KSNEWHAST:;:^
. ©©HEBESUKY: - - 
©^© T?HAT mL THEY THINK OF
IMm&nEKZSlMOdD /L “ 
®©S2SKK1SlALRSX;Ke«AL , T
4®0 PJtNORTHWSr 
: ® O gnERTAlNMSYr TONIGHT 
® O THE JEFFERSONS
m 0 jcssa’s wim t ^ ^
® O ALICE Mel's: timid aod sny cousin 
Wendell stows up fora two-week visiLffl) 
f¥) O M.AOiHL / l^RER RgOKT 
®© ® © BOaAN’S HEROES 
' ©0’YAMXRJVSi':'
7^ ® 0 J^IRK t MINDY
f?)0TELEK?UHNAL - -
®QTHE3IUrPEIS ' :
® OTJCTAC DCHKIH - ,,
: ® 0 LIVE IT UP Featured: Lir Grogan
stops for 3 ^ed car. -Alan EditKHjds sur-
vevs TV ratings in Winnipeg and Jack
McGaw: probes/ilse factors: tiiat cause
m 0*fe?ASSB5FOR IT 
(g) O UTTLEST HOK) A j-oung commo- 
/ nitv oatc^ (Edward AiS^) Stos
: doaras^nig5eain. <R)Lv
©CBOOTCXHIPLE 
© ©MARY TYLER IfiXlHEf;-: 
0*fS2^CFTHESEA , 
fc^f5) 0 iHJVIE 44?i;rWto H^ Sera^
Ibe WTiara973.tDraniaiG<Hd-po Bnsent
/ /j<se FerrCT. A yoong ij<^ faces tbe deatu 
of te fattori xrtSle ^ar^ing for as ander- 
rfarAirg of Me dsrisg Uie DefH^sito^
®©JJLKAimN,P®!TC®iAPHE: : 
: ® 0;;(6) ;© FAME MoatgiKBerys
: ujotser jGwsi Aerdon). a famwis actress, 
ndps/she sJadeats wriiii a stow ttoy are 
/ jsaunstsj for iseir j,arenis. iRi
® o' ® © MAGNUM, PX Robin .Ma^ 
tere offers to let a film company use his 
house for some location shots. iR)
{f) 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert - 
and Gene Siskel host an informative look 
at what's new at the movies. , / /
© © MOVIE 44(3 -Seven -Alone 
(1975 .Adventure) Dewey Martin, -Mdo 
Rav: A IS-veai-old boy leads his six : 
younger siblings on a perilous cross-coun- 
trv trek during tbe 1800s. ^
© © MOVIE *44 "Tammy The 
Bachelor" (1957. Comedy) Debbie Rey­
nolds. L»Ue Nielsen. -A very naive back-
woods girl discovers a man whose plane
has crashed and nurses him back to healto. 
SiO® 0 THE OLD HOUSE Bob Vila 
demonstrates bow to lay a parquet kitchen 
floor, speaks with a marble expert about 
the fireplace and considers borne secunty
f:W DIFFRENT STRO^
Unaware that his health club has a pobey
of racial discriinination, Mr.: Drununcad;
asks Wbliis and Arnold to meet him ll's*'®-
®% hart TO HART Jennifer discov­
ers a stunning rhinestone outfit lent to he,
bv a co--vgirI bears stolen diamonds worth 
nine miibon dollars. (Rl O _ :
® 0 SEHRLEY MACLAINE: ILLU­
SIONS ShirlevMacLaine and Gregory 
Hines; illustrate the world of illusion
through song and dance. * : ^
®0MOSICOFMAN
©©MOVIE/--'
9:30® © GIMME A BRE.AK Tne chief 
learns that his parents, who are about to 
celebrate their 55th wedding anniversary, 
are threatening to get a divorce. (R)
(1) O LIVE IT UP Featured; Liz Grogan 1 
shops for a used car, .Alan Edmonds sur- 
; vevs TV ratings in' Winnipeg and Jack 
McGaw probes the factors that cause:
1(M»'®©S: NATIONAL 7 JOURNAL 
© © PILE OU FACE 
14)020/20
‘ © © ® o pn.L STREET BLUES The 
suspected killer of a public defender is 
;/ reieast-d on a technicality and Grace 
Gardner wins the affections of a new mgn.
S) © ® 0 KKOTS LANDmC Sid
insists on undergoing an operation that
could cure him of paralysis but itoy kill
W'O AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE / 
“OppenheiiTier" .After fighting unsncce^ 
fullv to have his security clearance rein- 
j: stated- bppenheimer returns to Princeton; 
for the last vears of his bfe. {Part 7) cp
©©ONTHEBUSSS :
10:30 ® © VARIETES: HEUREUX QUI:
:/ -COMME QUEBEC / ■■ ,;;/■/■:/::
/ ,@©NEWS^''" ■ “„“//:/■'/:
lldK) ® © (1) 0 ® 0 NEWS : ^
® 0 ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
: ® 0 : MADE IN TAIWAN Chinese 
actress Hu Ying Mong hosts a look at tele- 
- vision in Taiwan and examines contempo-, 
rary and traditional Chinese culture. (Part
© © CTARSKY AND HUTCH 
® ® DOCTOR INTHE HOUSE 
:/: ® © SPORTS PAGE 
11-05® ©NEWS '
11:20 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NCTS ; 
©0 NEWS
11-30 @ 0 BARNEY MILLER
® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE 
© 0 tonight Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guest. Dolly Parton.;
■ ©QCLOSE-UP-- . L ^ ' /
© © QUINCY Quincy discovers thaL a:; 
rookie officer -who killed a burglar lied ; 
/ : about the incident. : ; /
11- 45 ® 0 QUINCY Quincy accuses: the 
" author of a diet book of being responsible
/ for the death of a young model ,\vho tvas 
following the book’s guidelines.
12- 00® 0 MINDER Looking after nine-: 
year-old Peter is a job Terry , had not an tic-
, ipated.'- /„„..,/ ■'
© 0 ANGOISSES' *4% ““M’;: pour; 
Meurtre” (Drame) Stephen Rea. Jean
Kent. Uh homme d’affaires echappe a une .
tentative d'assassinat. son: fils, garcon 
volage et"libertin. engage,un couple,de, 
detectives prives afin de trouyer I’employ- 
eurdu tueura gages. /
® 0 VEX5A$ A nun is kidnapped :by;a ; 
killer seeking a priceless cross. (R)
(TT) ID 700 CLUB ; ■
® © RICH MAN, POOR MAN: BOOK I 
The lives of the Jordache brothers,(Peter;
- Strauss. Nick Noite) cross for the iast time-
- as explosive events seal their destinies.
12:05 ® ' 0 MOVIE > *t> "Stagecoa^”; 
(1966 Western) Ann-Margrel, Bing (Trosby. 
© 0 - MOVIE 4 ti! ; "Lady: Caroline
Lamb" (1972; Drama) Sarah Miles^rRich- 
- ard Chamberlain.: ■ "'“LL. -W:
12:30 © © LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
UHTERMAN Guests: Ted Nugent, come- 
/ :dian: Wil Shriner/ popcorn thing Orville^
: : Redenbacker. _ , ,
12:40 ® © MCMILLAN & A contro-
ver^ial ■ anii-poHce/ author: is./ niurdered
aboard a train carrying several !»lice offir;
cere including Mac, to a convention. (R) y 
liss® 0 MCMILLAN & WIFE A sports 
/; car rally that Mac and Sally are partici- 
pat'mg in is plagued by pranks; and; freak 
r : accidents. (R) ,
1:00 ® 0 MOVIE 4 4 "Nowhere To Hide, 
:9"7; - Di arna); Lee “an Cl^sl- -
//DAYTIME SPECIALS
1- OO®/0THE UK. HOLE IN LATIN 
/ 'AMERICA " The : history of American
/- involvement in Latin American countries 
is documented and discussed by a panel of
2- OO*S[ '0 THE WORLD OF CHARLIE 
COMPANY John Laurence^ film covering 
the day-to-day life of U.S. combat soldi^
/ in Vietnam which originally aired on CBS
in 1970 is rebroadcast and updated.
daytime SPORTS
6:00 OH © SPORTS PAGE ,
Wloo ® 0 WORLD CUP SfXlCEK Italy vs. 
/Peru(from Vigo.Spain) ,
5:30 ® 0 WORLD CUP SOCCER Italy vs.
Peru.:,,- /,.: .
DAYTIMEMOVIES
i-oo Qj) ffi * '4* X” (1966. Dra-
// "ma) Lana Turner, John Forsythe. A wom­
an presumed to have died years before 
-/; uses any means she can to keep her son 
frorri knowing of her sinful life.
“2-30 (I) © * * 4 Vz “Les Miserables”-(lere 
:: :partie) (1958. Drame) Jean Cabin, Bernard
Blier/Incarcere apres avoir etc accuse a 
tort d'un crime, un jeune homme s’evade 
et sera poursuivi par un geolier pendant 
plusieurs annees. ; 7
/ 3:00(1) @ 44(i "The Friends Of Eddie
Coyle” (1973. Drama) Robert Mitchum, 
Peter Boyle. A federal agent uses a small-
timb crook to expose a crime ring. 
::/:(6):@ :,-*:*Wi;-The Man': (1971, Drama) 
James' Earl Jones, Martin Balsam. After 
circumriances thrust a black senator into 
the presidency,'Congress refuses to take 
him seriously.
£'.//'"evening^;
i-OO®) 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 




:® 0 CBS NEWS-
© SANFORD AND SON 
.©©M*A*S»H.-/
©©THATSLIFE; 
;M®@®®news;:£: :, .:;/ -; 
m @ P.M. MAGAZINE A Chicagp priest 
'Who adopted a son; a toiir of exotic Singa-
'^©BliSINE^ REPORT ; / 
©® BOBNEWHART 
©©HERE’SLUCY 




7-00 ® 0 WONDERFUL GRAND BAND 
® ffi TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 P.M, NORTHWEST Geoff Smith
visits Southern California's tourist attrac-
®"@ ENTERTAW^NT TONIGHT 
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
® 0 JOKER’S WILD 
® © ONE DAY AT A TIME Barbara 
makes two dates for the same evening. 
(Part 1)(R)
® ® MACNEEL / LEHRER REPORT
o® M*A*S*H
(ii) © HOGAN’S HEROES
© © VANCOUVER Featured: Amateur
talent night. , ^ ,
7-30 (I) 0 THE FACTS OF LIFE Natalie s 
"' grandmother pays a surprise and unwel­
come visit lo Eastland. (R) 
©©TELEJOURNAL 
(i)0THEMUPPETS 
© 0 TIC TAC DOUGH 
® © ® © FAST COMPANY Guests; 
Ruth Buzzi, France Joli. Art Linkletter. 
Howie Mandel. Jim Stafford. Ryan Styles. 
Charlton Heston, Wayne Gretzky. (R)
(7) 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
© ® BARNEY MILLER 
@© MARY TYLER MOORE
7- 35 ® 0 WORLD OF THE SEA
8- 00 ® 0 SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK
® © GENIES EN HERBE EN
VACANCES , . , ■
® 0 , BENSON Under the mistaken 
impression of its value. Clayton and Kraus 
invest in some stock that Benson was given
as payment for a debt. (R) □ _
® © TEACHERS ONLY A girl whose 
parents have separated asks Diana if she
can staywith her for the weekend. (R)
® © SURVIVAL 2000 
® 0 ® © THE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
; Uncle Jesse falls into a trap set by Boss 
Hogg and Rosco and loses the Duke farm.
® © / WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
© © MOVIE *4* "Murder At The 
' Mardi Gras” (1978, Mystery) David Groh, 
Didi Conn. Two tourists share an unlikely 
romance amidst the excitement and 
intrigue of New Orleans during Mardi
©T© MOVIE 4* “The Lady In The Car 
With Glasses And A Gun" (1969, Drarna) 
Samantha Eggar, Oliver Reed. A man trte 
io cover up a murder committed by his 
wife bv framing his secretary. __ _ 
8:30 ® 33 HORS SERIE - MAITRES ET 
: VALETS ‘Cie! d'Orage" James neglige
:: Haze! quand elle en a le plus besoin.
® 0 MAKING A LIVING The wai­
tresses sign up for a self-defense course
after Maggie's purse is stolen. (R) ^
(i) © CHICAGO STORY A gunman with
a sawed-off shotgun takes over the hospi­
tal’s trauma unit and demands immediate 
care for his criticallv injured brother. (R)
® O WALL 3TREET WEEK “What s 
New From Templeton?” Guest: John M- 
Templeton.
9 00 ® 0 ® @ DALLAS Miss Elite dis­
covers that Ewing Oil is on the verge of 
financial disaster, and Bobby learns the 
truth about Kristin's baby. (R) ' ..
® 0 03' © MOVIE 4*i'z “Freedom 
(1981. Drama) Mare Winningham. Jennifer 
Warren. A rebellious teen-ager lakes off on 
a solitary journey through the back roads
of America. (R) ^
® © ® © MOVIE 4 Hr “Till Death Do 
Us Part " (1975. Drama) Warren Mitchell. 
Una Stubbs. A bigoted patriarch makes his 
family life riotously difficult. Q 
©©BIOGRAPHY
9-30 © © LA TELEVISION DES AUTBES 
® ® THE GOOD NEIGHBORS 
10-00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL / JOOTN^
© @ U.S.A. AUTOS: GEARING UP FOR 
SURVIVAL This documentary examines 
the efforts of the American auto industry
to pull itself out of the worst state of busi­
ness in its history. . ,
(S © FALCON CREST A pilot who failed 
to persuade Chase to become his business 
partner convinces Angie to help him in his 
scheme to run Chase out of wine country.
® © MASTERPIECE THEATRE
' "Fiirkers" .'irnie hires an establisheo
actress with expensive tastes and a 
demanding temperament to star in his 
film. (Part 4) n 
25 © NEWS^
@ © ON THE BUSES
10- 30 @ 33 LA COUPE DU MONDE DE 
SOCCER LABATT Les equipes de I’lUlie 
et du Perou se rencontrent.
©©NEWS
11:00 ® O © 0 ® @ NEWS
© O ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
® 0 IMAGES OF INDIANS “Heathen 
Injuns And The Hollywood Gospel" A l(»k 
is taken at Holiywood’s portrayal of Indian 
religion and values and ihe stereotyping of 
Indian women.
(D) © STARSKY AND HUTCH 
I© © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
®® SPORTS PAGE
11- 20 ® 0 vi^COUVER ISLAND NEWS 
® 0 NEWS
11-25 ® 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 (7! 0 U.S. OPEN Highlights of second- 
round play (from the Pebble Beach Golf 
Links in California).
(T) 0 TONIGHT Host; Johnny Carson. 
Guests: the Dave Brubeck Quartet. 
Michael Landon, flea expert Robert Lewis. 
®@ CLOSE-UP
® 0 VIDEO WEST: BACKSTAGE PASS 
©- © CALVERY COMMUNITY
CHURCH , ^ .
11-45® @ MOVIE 4** "Jackson County 
Jail" '1976. Drama) Yvette Mimieux, Tom- 
mv Lee Jones A young woman on a cross- 
lounir-, oiirnev .s uetained in a small 
Wes'a-r:. i'jwn fur no reason with no identi­
fication.
11:55® 0 MOVIE ** ('2 -Larceny, Inc.” 
(1942. Comedy) Edward G. Robinson, Jane 
Wyman. An e'x-con buys a luggage store as 
a "means of access to the bank next door, 
but discovers he doesn't have to steal to
make money. __
12-00 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
OffiSOLIDGOLD
©© MOVIE 4 *4 “The Dark Secret Of 
Harvest Home" (Part 1) (1978. Horror) 
Bette Davis. David Ackroyd. A young cou­
ple leave the city life behind to settle in a 
remote .N'ew England town bound by a 
strange vearlv ritual for crop fertility.
12:05 ® O MOVIE * * “Twin Detectives ’ 
(1976. My.stcry) Jim and John Hager, Lilli­
an Gish. , ..
® 0 MOVIE * * "Don I Be Afraia Of 
The Dark" (1973, Horror) Kim Darby, Jim 
Hutton. ^
12:30® ffi CINEMA **‘'^ “Deux Tetes 
Folles" (1963, Comedie) William Holden, 
Audrev Hepburn.
(j) o MOVIE 4* "Possession" (1973. 
Horror) John Carson, Joanna Dunham.
© 0 SCTV NETWORK Guest: Tony Ben­
nett. (R)
@ © MOVIE * * 4 •* -Rebecca' (1940. 
Drama) Joan Fontaine, Laurence Olivier. 
1:00 © © NEWS
1:35® O MOVIE *4 Desperate Mis­
sion” (1971, Adventure) Ricardo Montal- 
ban. Slim Pickens.
(S 0 MOVIE * * '-2 "Dying Room Only” 
(1973. Suspense) Clorts Leachman. Ross 
Martin
1:45 ®Q NEWS 
2:00 ® 0 NEWS
SATURDAY EVENING JUNE 19, 1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD CBC News Happy Days Archie Bunker Ain't Misbehavin' This Land
@ D'Hler A Oemain Latraverse Cinema Canadien: "Les Vautours” Telejournal
CD Lawrence Welk Today's FBI Love Boat PM Northwest
CD Entertainment This Week Harper Valley One Of Boys Barbara Mandrell & Sisters NBC Reports
® Benson Circus Movie: "The Girls In The Office" Children On The Run
(D Donahue Walt Disney CBS Movie: "Butch And Sundance - The Early Days"
CD Benson Circus CTV Movie: "First Love” Children On The Run
CD National Geographic Special All Creatures Great & Small Watch Over Me David One Of Our Own
© M.A.S.H. Barney Miller Movie: "Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?" Movie 7
QD Children Of War Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: “A Matter 0! Time"
@3) Star Trek




6:00 (S 0 WEST ROCK HOTEL 




® Q IRELAND: A TELEVISION HIS­
TORY
OOIKUNGFU
03 CD WEEK’S END
(B) Q) WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
NEXT!
8:30 (5)0 CBC NEWS 
® 0 ANGIE 
®0(Z)ONEWS 
® 0 KING 5 MAGAZINE 
® SNOW PLAYING 
® 0 READY, SET, GROW 
® (0 PINK PANTHER 
® a WORLD ALIVE
7:OO®0THISWEEKINPARLIAMENT 
® 0 lyHIER A DEMAIN 
® O LAWRENCE WELK 
® 0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® O ® 0 BENSON (R) p 
® 0 DONAHUE Guest: B&rbara Wood- 
house, star of “Training Dogs The Wood- 
house Way."
® O NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPE­
CIAL “The Sharks” Extraordinary under­
water film footage of how sharks feed, rest 
and why they attack provides a new per­
spective on this fascinating and fearsome 
fish.n
®®M*A*S*H 
® © CHILDREN OF WAR 
(B) a STAR TREK
7:30 @ 0 HAPPY DAYS Chachi learns that 
his mother has been dating a mysterious 
stranger. (R)p
® 0 ® ©CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome the Clyde Broth­
ers' elephants, the Ashton Family, the 
Richard Duo and the Flying Rodriguez. (R) 
Qj) a BARNEY MILLER 
8:00® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
The object of Stephanie's infatuation uses 
her as a means of getting closer to Billie.
(R)
® © CINEMA CANADIEN *★% “Les 
Vautours" (1975, Drame) Gilbert Sicotte, 
Monique Mcrcure. Au deces de sa mere, un 
fonctionnaire se retrouve depouille de son 
heritage par ses tantes venues s'occuper 
de la succession.
® Q TODAY’S FBI Nick becomes too 
involved in a case and starts harassing a
man he believes to be responsible for a 
rape-murder, (R)
® 0 HARPER VALLEY Flora Reilly 
plays Scrooge and Stella appears as the 
ghosts of Christmas past, present and 
future in a Harper Valley version of “A 
Christmas Carol." (R)
® O MOVIE **‘2 "The Girls In The 
Office" (1979. Drama) .Su.san Saint James, 
Barbara Eden. An ambitious woman stops 
at nothing to connive her way into a posi­
tion of power in a fashionable department 
store.
® 0 WALT DISNEY “The Cherokee 
Trail" A determined young widow and her 
10-year-old daughter become managers of 
an 1860s wilderness stagecoach depot. (R) 
(1) © MOVIE ** “First Love” (1977, 
Romance) Susan Dey, William Katt. A 
young couple have difficulty establishing a 
real relationship in the face of modern 
moral codes.
® © ALL CREATURES GREAT AND 
SMALLH
(0) ® MOVIE * * * * "Who's Afraid Of 
Virginia Woolf?" (1966, Drama) Elizabeth 
Taylor, Richard Burton. A casual get- 
together between two university profes­
sors and their wives explodes in a night of 
psychological furor that reveals the inner 
tensions and marital turmoils affecting 
one of the couples.
® ® STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
(B) €D GEORGE AND MILDRED 
8:30® 0 AIN’T MISBEHAVIN’ Nell 
Carter repeats her Broadway performance
in a television version of the Tony Award­
winning musical celebrating the Depres­
sion-era songs of the legendary Thomas 
"Fats" Waller.
® 0 ONE OF THE BOYS, Oliver is 
snubbed by a celebrity whom he claims to 
have known during his World War II USO
days.(R)
(B) ® FATHER, DEAR FATHER
9:00 ® O 03) © LOVE BOAT A stuffy
e.xecutive falls in love with his secretary, a 
songwriter rekindles a wife's love for her 
husband, and a Russian cruise director 
falls for Doc. (R)p
® 0 BARBARA'MANDRELL AND THE 
MANDRELL SISTERS Guests: Kenny 
Rogers, Andrae Crouch. (R)
® 0 MOVIE * * “Butch And Sundance: 
The Early Days” (1979, Western) Tom 
Berenger, William Katt. Two of the Old 
West's most infamous outlaw.s meet for the 
fir.st time and embark on their legendary 
crime career. (R)
® 0 SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME 
An examination into the arguments for 
and against releasing the mentally retard­
ed from institutions and placing them in 
the community to live.
® © MOVIE * ■* '/2 “A Matter Of Time” 
(1976, Drama) Liza, Minnelli, Ingrid Berg­
man. A hotel chambermaid becomes a 
movie star shortly after she meets a 
contessa whose colorful memories enchant 
her.
9:30 ® O DAVID David McFarlane, a 17- 
year-old Canadian born with Downs Syn­
drome, is profiled.
10:00 ® © BIZARRE, BIZARRE
® 0 NBC REPORTS “For Every Vio­
lence— There Is A Victim” The private 
and public costs of violent crime in Ameri­
ca and the enormous price victims and 
their families pay are examined. ■
® © ® O CHILDREN ON THE RUN 
Johnny Mann hosts a documentary about 
the millions of child refugees in the world. 
® O ONE OF OUR OWN A drama 
featuring David McFarlane as a teenager; 
with Down's Syndrome who struggles to 
grow up and become self-reliant.
10:30® 0 THIS LAND The rediscovery of 
coal and wood-burning stoves and their 
effects on pollution, fire and forest 
resources are examined. r~l 
® © LE TELCTOURNAL 7
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
® © P.M. NORTHWEST PRESENTS 
“Geoff Smith On The Road In Israel” ■
53) ® MOVIE * ★ “The Projected Man” 
(1967, Science-Fiction) Mary Peach, Nor­
man Wooland. A laboratory experiment 
goes awry turning a scientist into a mad­
man charged with electricity.
53) @ TOM JONES Guest; Teddy Pender-
. '>:grass;. -■
11:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL 
®O®0®0NEWS'
® ® ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
®0 FATHER, DEAR FATHER: - —
(B) © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLfr.^^ ,
EN GLOVES California vs. Louisiana 
51) @J THE FORUM PRESENTS Guest: 
7'DanHill‘ : 7: V*'
11:05 ® © LA POLITIQUE FEDERALE 
11:15® © LA COUPE DU MONDE DE
SOCCER LABATT Les equipes ;de ; la 7 7 
Pologne et du Camerbun .se rencontrent.
®® ABC NEWS
11:20 ® @ NEWS ("Provincial Affairs” will 
precede the news.)
® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS : ;S- 
® ©NEWS
11:30 ® O MOVIE * A ''Comrriandos’’ s 7 
(1972, Adventure) Lee Van Cleef, Jack Kel­
ly. In 1942, commandos battle to gain con­
trol of a strategic Italian-held air base.
® 0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host:
Robert Uriel). Guests; Mink DeVilie. (R) ; 7 ; 7! 
® £1 MOVIE' * “Play Misty For 
Me” (1971, Suspense) Clint:;Eastwo6d7Jes- 7777 7 
Sica Walter An obsessed woman tries t07 7 ; ; 7 
force her affections-upon aidisc jdckey7 77
who is already involved with another girl.
11:50 @0 MOVIE ** * “Journey To The ?: ? ^ 
Center Of The Earth" (1959. Science-Fic­
tion) Pat Boone, James Mason. A scientist 
forms an expedition ; to/follow- a . lost-777 7 
explorer's trail to the Earth's core.
12:00 53) CD NEWS
5S) © MOVIE A * '7: /‘Assignment: 7 777; 
; Munich'.' 71972,:-Mystery) /Richard 7 :777, 
Basehart, Roy Seheider.-The government 
is assisted by a saloon owner in recovering 
stolen gold during World War II 
53) © MOVIE * A * “The Dark Secret Of 7 77 
Harvest. Home” (Part 2): (I978,7Horror):77 7 7 - 
Bette Davis, David Ackroyd. A young cou- - 
7 pie leave the city life behind to settle in a
remote New England town 'bound by a7 7 : 7
strange yearly ritual for crop fertility.
12:05 (1) © MOVIE * * Vz ‘‘The Eagle Has 
Landed" (1977, Adventure) Michael Caine,
Donald Sutherland. - 7 ' :: 77 7 7' 7; ;’ 7i7-77
® 0 MOVIE ***“156 Blue Max"
(1966, Drama) George Peppard, James 
-Mason. ■ —- " ■:7-..7 7':7:7;;;7 ■7..:
1:00 ® 0 EVENING AT THE IMPROV 
1:15 ® © CINEMA ** *7‘En Toute Arrii- )- 777:
tie” (1974, Policier) Peter Falk, Richard ,7 
7 Kiley.
1:20 ®© SUPERMAN 
1:30 ®@WCT TENNIS 
1:50® ©NEWS
2:00 ® 0 MOVIE ★ * *77Melody’7(197i; - 7 7 : 
Comedy) Jack Wild, Mark Lester.
53 © MOVIE * A “Godzilla”. (1956,: Sci­
ence-Fiction) Raymond Burr, Takashi Shi- 7
mura./





































9:00 9:30 i 10:00 i 10:30
MASH, QiaSer^e i C6Cfie»s-joani» -
Tele-Selection: “Grands Romans - Oet'sir 1 ioccar
Baseball B«i(K West
Little House On Prains







CW Movie: "it Seemsl like A &x!d to At The Tme”
MASH jC3g»y5l*:ej
CTV Movie: “it Seemed like A Good to « Toe Time"
Great PerfofBiiiKes t Wekcme Slras^
Movie: “Man With The Icy Eyes”
1——
: I Ne ws
Movie: “The Trial Of Lee Harvey OswaM' - Part I
T
\ GaTse Buss | News
Movie: "Contessiir.s Of A lady Cop"
SUNDAYEVENING JUNE20,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Beachcombers Hangin’ In To Be Announced The National Dream Catalyst Television
CD Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches: "Les Claudine” Dimanches Telejournal
(D Town Meeting ABC Movie: "Caravans” ABC News Closeup: "Oil"
(D Father Murphy CHiPs NBC Movie: "Five Days From Home”
(D Thrill Littlest Hobo Today’s FBI Quincy The Best Of W5
CD GOMinutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeffersons Trapper John, M.O.
CD The Fall Guy CHiPs Quincy The Best Of W5
CD Commanders Previews Nova: "R. Peterson” Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke's America
(D) Movie; "The Trail Beyond" Success Probe Contact 60M.P.H. Collage
(S) Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "Whifis" 60 Minutes
(0) 60 Minutes Movie: "Caravans” Father Murphy
EVENING
6:00® 0 WALT DISNEY "Cherokee 
Trail" In 1864. a young widow and her 
daughter take over a stagecoach depot 
while Irving to make a new life for them­
selves in the Colorado wilderness. (R) 
®©TELEMONDE 
® O ® O ® 0 NEWS 
®0NBCNEWS 
®0 CBS NEWS 
OS ©STAR TREK 
53 © M*A*S*H
51 © EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30 ® © HEBDO DIMANCHE 
® O SPECIAL REPORT "Nuclear War" 
©0HOWCOME?
® O ® 0 FOR THE RECORD 
®ONEWS
® 0 THE COMMANDERS
53 © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
51 © LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: Jill 
Poullon
7:00 ® 0 THE BEACHCOMBERS Trying 
10 prevent an accident, Hughie finds him- 
,self charged with theft and assault and his 
only hope lies in persuading a frightened 
bov to speak out. (R) (□
® © CHEZ DENSE A I’occasion de 
i'.anniversaire . de Jean-Paul, • Christian ■
decide de lui taire une "surprise partv".
® O TOWN MEETING ‘Nuclear War; 
Surviving The Unthinkable" Gue.st: Dr 
Judith Liplon
® O FATHER MURPHY The eccentric 
son of the original owner of the Gold Hill 
mine reliirns today claim to the land. (Rt
So THRILL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured: a girl skates with ice superstar 
Toller Cranston; a man rides the danger­
ous rapids of Hell's Gate; a couple is mar­
ried in an Oriental atmosphere. (R) Q 
® 0 51 ® 60 MINUTES 
® 0 THE FALL GUY Colt goes under­
cover as a renegade motorcycle rider in 
order to bring in a motorcycle gang leader 
who's hiding out in the desert.
(33 ® MOVIE A > 2 "The Trail Beyond” 
(1934, Western) John Wayne, Verna Hillie, 
A cowboy journeys to the Northwest terri­
tory in search of a gold mine and a missing 
girl.
53 ® STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30® 0 BANGIN’ IN Kate helps a girl 
who wishes to find her real mother. (R) □ 
® © LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “FinTle 
Chantons Francais’’
® 0 UTTLEST HOBO Hobo, a teenage 
girl and a young military recruit are all
caugni in tne midst of an all-too-realistic 
exercise in a war practice zone. (R) □
(S 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert
and Gt-ne Siskel review “Star Trek II: Tho 
Wrath Of Khan" and "E.T.. The Extra-Ter­
restrial"
8:00 @ 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
(1) 0 53) © MOVIE A A >2 “Caravans" 
(1978. .-kdventure) Anthony Quinn, Jennifer 
O’Neill. A man goes to the deserts of Ara­
bia to find a wealthy young American 
woman who ran away with a sheik.
© 0 ® © CHIPS Jon and Ponch are 
drawn into the middle of a potentially dan­
gerous feud between members of a car 
club and two auto customizers. (R)
(j) 0 TODAY’S FBI Nick becomes too 
involved in a case and starts harassing a 
man he believes to be responsible for a 
rape-murder, (R)
® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE The 
object of .Stephanie's infatuation uses her 
as a means of getting closer to Billie. (R) 
(® © NOVA ‘A Field Guide To Roger 
Tory Peterson " A portrait of the man 
whose best-selling guidebooks on ornithol­
ogy have played a pivotal role in turning 
bird watching into a mass sport is present­
ed. (R)n 
(n)®SlJCCESS
53 © MOVIE A15 "Whiffs” (1975, Come­
dy) Elliott Gould, Eddie Albert. Two 
human guinea pigs being used by the Army 
in a chemical warfare experiment decide 
to exploit their knowledge of lethal gases 
to hold up a bank.
8:30 ® © LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les 
Claudine”
® ® ONE DAY AT A TIME Barbara 
makes two dates for the same night. (Part 
1)(R) 7 '7
9:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL DREAM“The 
Horrid B.C. Business” Mackenzie tries to 
deal with the Pacific Railway problems as 
his health deteriorates, leaving the rail­
way's future to Sir John A. Macdonald. (R)
8) 0 MOVIE A A ‘‘Five Days From 
Home” (1978, Drama) George Peppard, 
Neville Brand. A convict breaks out of 
prison in a desperate attempt to elude a 
relentless sheriff and be reunited with his 
son.. '■ ; 7:: 7'
® 0 ® © QUIN(JY Quincy investi­
gates the death of an infant when the com­
petence of a hospital is questioned. (R)
® 0 ALICE Mel's timid and shy cousin 
Wendell shows up for a two-week visit. (R) 
® © MASTERPIECE THEATRE
“Flickers" Arnie and his old flame Letty 
team up to beguile a prospective backer.: 
(Part5)n : 777
03® PROBE
9:30® 0 THE JEFFERSONS George 
schemes to get Lionel to see a marriage 
counselor (Part 2) (R)"
a3ffiCONTACT
10:00® 0 CATALYST : TELEVISION
■‘Teenage .Sexuality" David Basset hosts a 
series of scenes dealing with peer pres­
sure. communicating with parents who 
attempt to suppress sexuality and the 
necessity of birth control. Q 
® ©LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Les 
Chemins do rimaginaire”
® O ABC NEWS CLOSEUP “The Oil 
Game" Dan Cordtz presents the results of: 
an investigation into federal regulation of 
the oi! industry, and the costs to the Amer­
ican consumer due to inadequate enforce­
ment of these regulations. “
® 0 ® 0 THE BEST OF W5 Fea­
tured: youths in Britain fighting back; the 
“missing persons” phenomenon; a success­
ful foreign aid program run bv volunteers; , 
obese animals battle the bulge. (R)
® 0 TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. Gonzo and 
Trapper’s cooperative care program bags 
an unusual mixture of participants. (R)
® 0 ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
53® 60M.P.H.
5D06O MINUTES
53 ® FATHER MURPHY The eccentric 
son of the original owner of the Gold Hill 
mine returns to lay claim to the land, (R)
10:38® © LE TELEJOURNAL / SPORT- 
DIMANCHE : '.
(D) ® COLLAGE
11:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL (“Nation’s
Business” will lollow "The National.”) 
®®® ©©©NEWS 
® 0 ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS ■ ' 
ffl 0 FOCUS: PROSPECTS FOR PEACE 
IN THE MIDDLE EAST Former National 7 
Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski and " 
former Foreign Minister of France Jean 
Francois-Poncet discuss their feelings;on;a 
Middle East peace.
03 ® 700 CLUB 
■ 53 ©ON THE BUSES 
53 © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK 7 7 7
11:05 ® © CINE-CLUB * *Vz “Blow-Up”;
7 (1966, Etude de Mbeurs) Vanessa 7
Redgrave, Sarah Miles. Grace a des agranr T: 
dissements de photos prises dans un pare, 
un photographe londpnien s’apiercoit que 
son appareil a enregistre un crime. “ * 
11:15 ® 0 ABC NEWS 7;; I;7
11:20 @ 0 ® 0 NEWS
© 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
11:30 ® 0 MOVIE * * “Hit Lady’7(1974, 
Drama) Yvclte Mimieux, Dack Rambo. A 7 
cultured and sophisticated artist is, in real­
ity, a professional killer.
© 0 RHYTHM AND BLUES AWARDS 
Flip Wilson is the host for this year’s' 
enlcrlainmenl extravaganza featuring top 
R & B artists. Guests incliideUiaria Ross";,
K00I & The Gang, Teddy Pendergrass; Ste7'7 
vieWonder and War.
® @ CBS NEWS 7
@ © MOVIE ★ * "The Other"'(1972, ;; 
Mystery) Uta Hagen, Diana Muldaur. A’ 
1930s New England town is terrorized by :a 
series of strange murders which a young 
7 boy blames on his supposedly dead t^in; :; 
brother.
11:45 © © ALL IN THE FAMILY 7 7 7 ; “
11:50® 0 MOVIE :*>^7 7Frince;:iOf" 
Foxes" (1949. Adventure) Tyrone Power,
“ Orson Welles. A ybung man is almost 
destroyed 'oy b'cs defiance of Cesare Bor- , 
gia.
12:00 53 © ODD COUPLE
12:05 ® © MOVIE Tk *'" “Modesty Blaise"
7 (1966. Adventure) Monica Vilti, Terence
Stamn.
(I) © MOVIE * ★"The Girls Of Hunt­
ington-House" (1973, Drama) Shirley, 
Jones, Mercedes McCambridge.
12:15© ® MOVIE ""Clambake’" r/i
(1967, Musical) ;Elvis"Prcsley,“Shelley “ 
Fabares
;30 5J) ® NEWS 
:00 ® O SUPERMAN 
;S0 ® 0 53 ® NEWS 
;35 ® 0 MOVEE -ik * “I, The Jury7 (19537“; 
Mystery) Biff Elliot, Preston Foster 
;45 ffi O NOTE OF FAITH 
;15 © 0 FIRST EDITION 
;20 ® 0 MOVIE ;* * * “‘The: KremUhv" 
Letter” (1970, Suspense) Bibi Andersson,
Richard Boone.7 • 7 r 7'
:77"-/^EVENING 7 
6:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
® © LE VAGABOND “L’Ange Gardien"
: 7 Une emigree cn difficiiltes abandonne son 
'bebe sur le parvis d'une egtise. 
®g|ABCNEWS 
77®@NBCNEWS 
' ®@®0NEWS : 77“
® ® CBS NEWS ;
753 ffl SANFORD AND SON " “
" 7" 53) © M»A*S*H ‘ - 7 
53 © THAT’S LIFE
6:30 © © ANGIE Madame Falco accueille
chez elle un cousin en convalescence.
" ”®0®©NEWS .
V 7© 0 P.M. MAGAZINE A clinic that 
offers a medically supervised starvation 
diet; a champion women’s professional 
' barefoot waterskier,
® 0 BUSINESS REPORT 
“i 53fflBOBNEWHART 
53 ©HERE’S LUCY 
53 ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK.OF 
77-NEXT17-
7:00 ® 0 SEEING IT OUR WAY 7 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
@ 0 P.M. NORTHWEST 
© 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
7 ® 0 THE JEFFERSONS
©©JOKER’S WILD 7
© © ONE OF THE BOYS Oliver Js
TUESDAY EVENING
snubbed by a celebrity who.nt he claints to 
have known during his World War H USO 
davsjRj 7__
©0 MA-CNEIL LEHRER REPORT 
53 ffl 51 © HOGAN’S HEROES 
53 ffl VANCOUVER
7:30® 0 TEACHERS ONLY Dreyfuss 
falls victim io an enirapmeni situttien 
instigated bv a failing student, ; 
®©TEljaOURNAL 
®QTHEMUPPETS 7
® 0 nCTAC DOUGH 
® O (1) © BIZARRE Featured; a tx>dy- 
buiiding denionstration. "The Al!-Fat 
News Networ-k'; Super Dave’s most 
incredible stunt; the Sussman Brothers* 
Vaudevillian act; receiving a mafiagrara.
® 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
©fflODDCOUPLE 
® ® MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® 0 WORLD OF THE SEA
8:00 ® 0 © e PRIVATE BENJAMIN 
Judy, wired for sound, goes undercover to 




7 © © ® O LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE Laura, who is pregnant, drops 
from exhaustion after overworking herself
'"miheheatJRiQ ■ ■ T-' .'-s'?
7 "® O BODSg^^ CALLS Cf^ad Pecaer 
leams tiM: head of :te drag relBb’ditatibn: 
Dr*?£ram and thresierai to
r.isn itT't'* »R'»-
® Q paper CaASE -Tt« tables Dost) 
.At Err.:e’s” The studv group fi^ts to save 
tnesr favorite hangout — Enue's Tavern . 
frorn deniohtiijn -due to tbs assverssty 5^ 
exp^Tkiionpi^riS- -,7x,.
® ffi MOVE * * Man ;W'sib7ine fcF" 
Eves"'!97f. Mystervi Ks«!as Wyrm. Faith 
Domergue- -A “roifflg ntpcrier covering the 
murder of an emtaent senator discovers
@ © ^VE * * * “The Trial Of Lee 
Harvev Oswald'VfPart J) ilSiz. Draroai 
Ben Gazzara, LcOTse Greene The gailr or 
innocence : of the acetssed presidestial
assassin IS determined after an iB-de{Hh 
evaloatioo of events surroanding the case.
gJOffl O © O WKRP Df aKONNA’n 
.A wealthy, gtyear-cld friend of Jecsifer’s 
dies and it is learned she was tnade exeea- 
irix of hiscstate. (Ri
® © TELE-SELECTION *** "Graafs 
Romans Detroit" <1973, Drame) Hock 
' Hudson, Lee Remick-Adam partiripe a tm
: debat Jeli vise i'opposant a Vel Emersoc.
le protectc-ur des cegtsommatenrs. “ “ 
® O THRILL OF A UFSHME Fea­
tured: a yotatg hockey ^lie stajs the 
scoring attempts of a tnajew-teagee star, 
and a.wtmid-be cowboy tates part in a csi- 
tlefoundup. (RIQ “7 ; s "
SdJCt® 0 © O M»A*S»H While Hawkeye
t-!id RJ are Jaboring over a srsm-Jed. 
eipectarit rtjw. Hot tip* straggles to 
remove ntetarles to an eagerly awaited
- mptoTsi-vo (Ri “ ’
© AI?rT.MBBSiAVl!r Nell Carter 
;'and merafaefs srf the vHrigiiial Brosdzfas 
. cast star in the televjsiijs prEd>«Mj«>G3< the 
■ Tony .Award-winning iritHite ;s the nrjstc 
’ ofFaB Walier. - : . : ; ‘“;
® G © 0 "it Seemed Like A
Cfiodl-dra.AiTlieTsnie" " . -
® Q GREAT PERIDRMASCES 
'“Jrman-ij.'Cosducls: Picisa^es At .An Exii- 
bitian" .Maesinj Es|ese7<kinaady' coa- 
eucts the Piiiladeipfcia Orchestra ia works 
Fy WoIf-.Eerran. Kcaard Strausia.'ai fdis- 
7 sorgskv
' . - ffl ia>VE “Csnfessiocs'Of“A 
Lady Cop” tlS-Se. Drama; Earefi 'Eiack. 
.,D*3n M-urrav. A career .police: wt>man is 
• btuag.')i tii ifee bnak ct'a 'cervoes fssT-ak- 
7 down by a triecd's stiidde, tbe end of a 
romanct'j!i'i-in mtecsise rnaafeant “ 
8:33® © EIUJNT PAGE XHAU^GE 
, Gcssl: Kn-iwiloaNash.tRi.-
© 0 HOUSE CALLS Cocrai Pecki&r 
r karas ;!ead of the drug reb3bs'uta?ioc 
progratr •« bamoiesBal and imeatesr: ta 
nave him nredyR)
18:06 ® 0 TEENATION.AL / JCKJRNAL 
' .© ©.CAGNEVi LACEY'Cagi^y aBsi 
Xacev foee .'liarges of bigtary whileinves- 
. ugatsngastrfclgaBgstooticg.iH “
CD © WELCOME SIHANG^ A sargesis 
■- tnes to save Ehe life ot aa accident yKtisa.. 
"53 ffl NEWS "
(g© ON THE BUSES 
iO-TO ® © LA CGUFE IHJ MONT® IE 
SOOSB LABATT Les cquipes d'AIgafe
et d'-Amricbe se renc-ootreot “
® O KST OF THE WEST A fo^prwsf 
plan to hide a gold sbipmeai in a ctffia 
goes awry. , ' - - :
, SSfflNEWS 7 ",
iteo ® © .© O © O NEWS
® O © O CTV NATIONAL NEWS " 
® O SDPSiSTAR raCSTLE 
® ffl ETAE:^ AND HUTCH 
53 © DOCTOR IN THE KKia: 
®fflSt3HTSPAGE 
1U}5®@NEWS- 
11:20 ® O VAiaXKIVER ^AND NEWS 
©ONEWS
11:30 ® © BARNEY MEXER 
@ O ABC NEWS NHIHILINE 
© 0 THE mST OF CARSON
- Johnny Carsc-s. Guests: Suzanne Ue, 
Syd!»y GoldsnsitS. WaDy Lsttisier. Masf- 
enVovagfelRt
©QCL0S4JP _____
® O S<EAK PREVIESS Iteger Ebert 
arid Gene Siskel review "Star Tret It The 




























































Oa The Eases | Ifews i
Barbara HatxM &
EVENING,
7 8:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS
77, :® ^QUINCY"Procespourun Viol" .
7.7-®0ABCNEWS 7 7: 7:“ :
© © NBCNEWS 7
0NEWS" : 7
"7 ® 0CBS news: 7 
7“ 53 Q) SANFORD AND son: 
■.;““-53©m*a*s*h^7'“.- 
" 53 S) THAT’S LIFE 
776:30 ® © © 0 NEWS 7.; )
: © @ P.M. MAGAZINE Seafood speciaI-7
7; 7lst ;Dick Throm; a look at luxurious homes 
7 in the Miami area. ^ ^7 7 ;
7 ©©BUSINESS REPORT ^ V
; O ffl BOB NEWHART 
7 7 53 ©HERE’S LUCY 
7 753 ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
77:'7NEX’n::"" -7-:.
7:00 ® 0 COUNTRY IN MY SOUL "
7 " © © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 7 “
7 7® O P.M. NORTHWEST 
77: © 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
7 © 0 THE JEFFERSONS 7 7:
77 © 0 JOKER’S WILD7 7
® O CAUGHT IN THE ACT Guests: Wil- 
' - drbot Orchestra. - ;77 : 7 -; 7 7;
® ® MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
53 ffl 53 © HOGANH HJSaiOES
"■7 :(g)'ffl VANCOUVER■";-.:77, .77
7-SO ® 0 BARNEY MILLER (R) 7
® © TELEJOURNAL 
®QTHEMUPPETS 
® 0 ■nCTACDOUGH 
(S O ® O STARS ON ICE Guests 
Dianne OeLoeuw. Shelley MacLeod. John : 
Rait. .Arlene Duncan. Tolie.- Cranston (R'l: - 
© e YOU ASKED FORIT 7 
7 ©fflODDCOUPLE
53 © bLARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® 0 WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 ® 0 NATURE OF THINCS .A "watei-- 
proof’ South .American frog that lives m; 
trees rather than ’.vater. an examination of ; 
the piano featuring pianist Anton Kuerti,:
' the history of the phonograph record and a “ 
Swiss sub-nuclear kitchen are featured. (R;
7 ® © NOUS LES COMIQUES "Un 
Homme dan-s !e Lit de Maman" •iSO?*; 
Comedie) Doris Day. Brian Keith Une 
aveniure vient cimenter la vie raairimoniy 
ale d'une jeune veuve, mere de trois gar- 
cons, et d’un veuf. pere d'une adolesce.ite. - 
® O HAPPY DA'YS Fonzie tries to co&- ;
7 Vince the gang to switch from rock to clas- •
; tsical music. (R)q:
© 0 BRET MAVERICK -Maverick is 
stalked by a cofd-bfooded killer wfsb holds) 
Bret responsible for the downfall of his 
;'fatherfR) ■' .77 '-'-;;- 77- : v ,7
d) 0 (I) © FALCraf QIEST Emma is 
■ kidnapped by Tumri' Bates, who tries tor 
: extort money from AngievfR)."; -
© © AMERICA’S JUNIOR BCSS
PAGE.ANT -huchael Landon hosts the Zalfc 
annua! pageant featunag high sefsqol; 
seniors in competition for: the title ot
.Ainerk:ii'sJiiniorMissifroinMobtIe_Ala.).
® O D.ANGER UXB "The Quiet We^- 
end" Susan returns home after spending 
the weekend with Brian to find an unex- 
7 7pec!edVis!tor:iPart6)(R)0
53 ffl MOVIE ★ * ‘2 "Botany Bay" {1953.
J r Adventnrci .Alan Ladd. James Mason. .An 
- injux-eat man suffers at the haids of the 
; OT captain of a convict ship TO its way 
7 7.toAustraha ; - 7 - ■; ■; ; ; :.-:7'
® ® MOVIE "The Trial Of Lee 
Harvey Oswald' )Part tlBTT.
Ben Cazzara. Lcme Greene The guHf or)
7 innocence 7 of the acetsed presidectial 
assassin rs detennined after 33 in-i^i^;
evaluatioBof evectssirrounding thecase. 7
8:30 ® O LAVEENE AND SHIBL^ lar-
: eme mistakes : the kindness ■ ot --actor 
Charles Gradin ta be an anfet ictinOT tn 
■ her.*Kj077V“j . .7 7 -7 77'“ 7«;7r:J;
mi® &(S} © THRESH aaiPANY :
Jack acts as bail ta lure a robber isto tte 
7 trio's apartment as a plaitHdoths polksr ;’ 
man stisfs guard. iRj Q 
® O CASSIE 100.'Casrie is hired Iw 
her secretary, an ex-cccvict, to 
’-avoidapanjlevjolaf^i.;:;;".: :. ;-7“...
® © © O Krats falls fts- a
government cf&dslr and; arranges ;a 
; nsnantic weekend, nuaware Uk mas ef 
her dreams is marrietfcIR/C 777 
■7 Si ® SKJVIE * * “It WereDsf- “ 
ferest" li9<9.7I^^ma) SiEtsisa 7
Dsn Marrav- -A wtsnas stn^^fs ic fcby 
herself and her family u^eilar wten l»r 
hircter.1 suffers a cmnitoe uervoie treak- 
dewn-iRi ' ' - '7
® Q AMERICAS TLAYEOCSE 
"Oppeaheimer" AflH^ figJjiiBg smsacceK- 
fuUy to have sis secnrily cfearaac* iot- 
stat^. Qppeoheiiaar retsns to PriEcetos= 
for the last vears of his life. iPart 7) Q 
7®©L0VEBQAT 
7S-J0® 0 ® Q TtX>CljCKEP(® OIM- 
7 FiHIT Henry and Mtnwoe set out to catch
the cidpril who stole CoHiBC Cow. iR)
® © raEMiaJE PAGE 
® © ® O EC»iKy It^iKTRcmpia' 
Ronnie Hswkias wekotnes Ji^iaBy Lee cRi 
10:00 @ 0 THE NA’n^LAL / JcRJKSAL 
® O © O hart to HART Jeamfer 
discovers -a stosaing risneKise Mtf;t lent 
-77 - ta her bv a'cswgifi bears .stolec djacwjnas. 
worth afne nulliaB dollars. »RfO 
® © ® O flamingo ®AD Lane 
and Lcic-Mae ■iisagrec met «K«e to taisLe. 
Lsite-Mae’s boyfriend Tony, who has bor­
rowed munev freun the club to finance^bis 
■ . gambling losses. {R}.-
® e STAGES: HOTSESdAN DffiECTS
LEAR Cameras record she creative pr<>- 
cess as Jobs Kossemas directs The Actieg -.
. 7 Compaayisreiiearsalsfor aakesposre's- 
“King Lear".'Jason RsAards narrates
- "gDfflNEWS -- -'
53 ffl ONTHEBUSSS
51 ffl BARBARA MANIgELL AND THE
MANDRELL SSTERS GiMsts: ; Keany
- Rogers..-Andrae CrcEcb. IRi;
10-.58© © LA fXXire DU MONT® DC 
:. SOeXER LABATT Les ripispes de.rtm&v -
. ; etde rEcosse.se iej!cerilresDL~7. ...7
' 753©NEWS7 -7-“;'7, ; .
nd»®0®0©0NES^ :. 77 
® O ® O CTVNATIONiU. NEWS 
7 ®.7 O' 'MADE -IN: TAIWAN :<lii^7 
' actress Hu Vrag M«wg brsts a iotik'at tc^-." 
7.-. vision rn and eiamii»s rvgrternpf! 7
rary and traditional OssKse ctiitsrei ! Pan
; If : 7: ____ - ■ .- .
33 ffl SWLRSY AND HCTOf 
7 @ ffl DOCTOR IN THEHiK^ 7
7 51fflg»ORTSPAGE 7 
ItflStDOHEWS '77---
iiM ® 0 vmxmm island news
7. ©ONEWS . 7'7.-"7 7.:- 7
11:30 @ 0 BARNSyamiEE 
7 ® O ABC NEWS NHSnJNE 
7® © T£@afHtT Host JeJmay Ca.'ssas 
Guests: Bill Cosbv, Dsmitri 
7r©QaGS&UF7 7 7 7““: 7 
7 (S © ALICE Mel @ts when no a*r“
: throws a surprise pattj to celehraje his 7 
7 fSethlartlHiay.(HI
11:45 ® 0 AL^ Alice, Msi and Vera ttj 
to «mvim» a near-sgted vasa Fio to, 
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of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . / . Advertising ALMOST NEW, daybed chesterfield; REGISTERED AMERICAN GOLDEN
I s»nnntnn :''Ip cf/I cio tv Cf JVf f I Jif
Dutch Landscaping 8L Co
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
' ^ All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
BEDDING PLANTS. Cauli, Brussels, 
Green Pepperts, etc. 656-6835.
SclUNG milking goats; young goats: 
raw goat milk; lop rabbits, new 3-way 
vibrator recliner, stereo or small book­











HOME AND GARDEN A DRAG? Let us
help. We do most home and yard 
maintenance. For information 652-2931 
or652-4579. 24
kitchen table, 4 chairs; cabinet radio; 
record player; coffee table, Dad’s swivel 
rocker; small appliances; metal plant 
stand, pictures, etc. 656-2196. p-25
DONOVAN LOG HOMES by McDermid
and Johnson Ltd. For brochure or fur­
ther information write; Box 777, 100 
Mile House, B.C. VOK 2E0. Phone 112- 
395-3811. na-24




6955 West Saanich Rd.
Residential, Commercial, and Brentwood Bay
Isnflci'flinind ltd Golf Course Constiuction rmnnLanascaping Lta. GlenWiinams 652-3323
G. a w.
'73 CORTINA 4 speed, 63,000. Good 
condition, $1,300 or best offer. 656 
525 4 ^
'TO’LYMOUTH CRIKET station wagon,
4 speed, good condition, must sell, 
$1,200 or best offer. 656-5254.
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it year 
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse! Write for free brochure to: 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now available. na-24
LOST, vicinity Grove Cres. set of keys on 
leather tab, also man’s wallet.; 656- 
2084. 24
SIDNEY DAYS
Book your table now tor a spot on 
the ntall — Beacon Ave. Phone 
Joan or Doreen at J.C.'s Playtime 
Clothing. 656-2455, 9:30 a.m, - 5 
p.m. Mon - Sat. Charge $10 per 
table. Most merchants will be 
operating tables:Come and Join 
Us!
Green ' Scene Landscaping
652-3089 •‘Ideas Through PUnUing- COMPLETE SERVICE
® Interlocking Stones for Patios.
Walks, Driveways 
• Lawns (Seed or Sod)
» Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying
• Fencing, Cement Work
Misceilaffieous 
For Sale
’’SMOKEHOUSE DE LUXE" control
smoking and cooking with perfection. 
Durable and economical to construct. 
For details write: Box 466. Parksville, 
B.C. VOr 2S0 along with $10 cheque, na- 
24
PAIR GOLD STUD EARRINGS, also 
bracelet, in pink envelope with "Sandy" 
written on front. Sidney Hotel area. 
Reward. 652-3082; 656-5450. 24
L
REWARD. Missing, German Short Hair 
Pointer, ‘‘Pooley,’’ neutered, brown. 
652-2085. 5683-24
il M | rnffiPi Horticulturai Services 656-3078
HMI MIP Technical bacKgrouiitl. ,
Hn^if 1All phases of landscaping. evenings
& I iJl
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies; cement and concrete mixes, etc.
We will supply material and information for Do-It-Yourself.
COUflPARE OUR PRSCES
Phone 652-0522 (7 to 5)
8 HP SEARS riding mower, used one
season. $850. 652-2354. 5473-rts27 
OLD TOY trains wanted. "0” or ‘‘S’’
guage or larger. Lionel, American Flyer, 




MOVING FROM HOUSE to apartment.
Out Irom England, solid English Oak 






9773 ■ Bill St, Sidney
656-5541 (47)
2 SLIDING GLASS DOORS, one 6’, one
5’. Assorted glass panels, 1500 ft. of 1/2 
inch plastic pipe. 652-3417. 5626-25 
COMPLETE SET scuba gear. Man’s size,












THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the; 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
it you wish to volunteer a few iiours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. u
LOW RANGE V01CES“WANTEb’ by 
Sidney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus. New 
friendships develop and barbershop 
style singing is enjoyed. Feel welcome to 
join us Mondays, 7 :30 p.m. Masonic Hall, 




/MARINE ENGIRES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Installations
.Rebuilding .exhaust systems, ..For 
pleasure, commercial and lishing
::7 7:/:656-5S33 ,'/:
^7 7//' 77/faliltiilg:^ ; ,7:7 :/'7;:||ecoratiiig Ltdl;
Interior — Exterior
656-4487 656-5646
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
at targe discount prices. Table tops. 
Repairs. Greenhouse Glass; 18’xl8 , 
75c ea.; -etc., etc. Tempered Glass 
' 34’’x68’’ and 76". 28’’x76’’, $20 ea. 
9750 -4th St , Sidney. 656-6656. tt
NOVICE NEEDS salmon fishing gear, 
etc. What have you? 652-3082; 656- 
5450, ■ 5660-24
For only $6 an individualized program 
is available at your convenience.:
Call 388-0161
or drop by during normal working 
hours.
THE PENINSULA COMMUNIT’Y 
ASSOCIATION welcomes all donations 
for its table at the Swap & Shop at the 
Travelodge, Sunday, June 20. Call 656- 
0134 for pick up or drop-offs will be 
welcomed at the PCA office, 9788 
Second Street. Help us helpothers!^
m
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
tree. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize ■, 
Draws. Info. 656-5316 evenings. ■ p~28 
THE VICTORIA AFRICAN VIOLET CLUB'
Will be holding a regular meeting on June 
15, 1982 at 8:00 p.m, in the Guild Room- 
of St. Mary’s Church, 1701 Elgin 
Averiue, Oak Bay. Visitors welcome. 
Refreshrrients. 24.






FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 




WOOD WINDOWS AT HALF PRICE you’d 
expect to pay. Doors at great prices too! 
Walker Door, Vancouver, 112-266-1101; 
North Vancouver 112-985-9714; Richr 
mohd 112-273-7030;: Kamloops :112- 





LIGHTING FIXTURES. ) Western 
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
: retail/:Free catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, Inc. , 4600 East : 
s; Hastings SL, Burnaby, B-C. V5C 2K5. 
.phone 299-0666 1*
YARD SALE, Saturday, June 19,9 a.m^ - 
4:30 p.m. : If rain, no sale: > 9812 
Resthaven Drive. : 24
SMALL APPTiANCES, windows, lady’s
tricycle, baby crib, sinks, odds and ends. 
Saturday and Sunday, June 20, 21, from; 
9 a.ni, - 3 p.m; 9506: Lochside Drive,; 
'Sidney^ 5680-24
i "GROW ;YOUR a OWN". ./ Cedar 
/ greenhouses; 8x10, cornpletely finished.: ;
:aBehches/astained. etc. $975 /652-9617 
: ::384 -9790. 5329-RTS26
a BEDROOM SUITE, double bed, 4
drawer dresser; buffet with mirror and 
chair, $450.656-1617. 5496-rts27:
10240 - 5th STREET. Saturday, June 19, a 
::Sunday June 20 frorn 9 /5 p maDresser,':; 
.chaise , lounge,.around oak table, : dak; 
;Vcha(rCsiinaiLtable, chairs; bicycle, china/; 
arugS;DimplexheateC/ :;:/,/ /: 5700-2C; 
INTERESTING GARAGE SALE,arear of:
Vista del Mar, 10016 Third St/Saturday, 
June 19,9-4 p.m. p-24
DENIM-WEST
WAR
Operale-your own warehouse dis-: 
couiitaoutlel of ;brand name: and 
designer blue: jeans. / Western 
wear, work clothes. ; shirts, 
/sweaters. close-ouis,:and surplus 
' jnerdhandise etc .C; / >/ :':' >
: Exc I u s iyea reas, / i u crative /deal, 
^complete setup,/ small capital
TENT MEETING! the public is cordially ;
: invited tohear 3:Sacred Musical Concert a 
a cal led : ‘The New Covenant" by johri a ; 
Fisher/ sung by a 22 voice youth choir/- / 
Irom Kent Washington. The concert will - 
begin at 7 p.m./ June 18th,; in a tent 
erected at Central Saanich Rd. and Mt.
/; Newton X Rd.jThis eiffort is sponsored by a 
Friendship Baptist Church.477-8487.;
■ >2.4;a:''a.' "a'/;// ;
CRAFT FAIR, STRAWBERRY TEA AND /
BAKE SALE Saturday June 19, 10 a.m;
4 pjm. Stj Davids ChLirch Hall, 5186 
Cordova Bay Rd.; Pottery, ; Jewellery,/ > 
woodcut prints and many others for sale. :; 






7 j: "Big or,Small
1 We Do Them All"
;':;;':;S'/;:;79810'Fourth''St. :7;''^:’:'^
Sidney 6 SB-1811
OBri IVlOrrBy > : : now construction anU Repairs
■ 1 SretntitiiH niiimher • Specializing in Hot Water HeatingUcensed Plumber ^ phone 6561580
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, a at the Jumping /;
: ; Mouse. A great/selection of; gpodaand a 
a ; bea u t if u 1; books fora 11 ages/ Beside t he;
:> Royal Bank on Beacon. ; a /. :5523-tfn /
12’ BOAT/ MOTOR AND TRAILER; 3 ”
• suction pump and;7 5’ hose; 2 small; 
motors, -7. and 14 HP; 3000 lb. com­
pressor; gold.;tnining equipment. Iron 
horse, sulkey and motor; 652-0740.
5 5„66'-24 "//'/.a'
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP/a SHOP/Next/
ato/Travelodge/Sundays' 9/ a;m.>- J/p.m;/
- Adm. ; 2Sc;: adults./ Every : 25th person 
. Tree a ’ Many/; bargains; /:;2;: door: prize 
draws; Info/ 656-5316 eves. ; / // P:28 ; 
SATURDAY, ■ JUNE 19. 10-4 >p.m; at/
SPRINGWdOD,:936 Mt. Newton X Road: 
/VVe’ve fgot kid’s toys, books, games,: 
clothes and: much more. Proceeds to 
Springv/ood Residents. Ref reshments.
5 67 0/2 4./' .'.'/ ■
Call or write (incl. tel. no.,) 
Bluebrand Inc. (Denim-West) 
5450 Cote Des Neiges Bd. 
Montreal Que. H3T 1Y6 
Tel. (514) 733 3311)
MONEY MATTERS in / s,eparatipn pnd 
divorce is the topic of Divorce Lifeline's ^ 
a Public meeting June 23, 8 p.m. Room 
" 217, 932 Balmoral St. Speaker Lynne 
: / MacFarlane, stock broker and lecturer. 
No admission fee. Info 386-4331. 24
a5637-26f
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR A 
PHARMACIST/with/lirnited funds; 
/Drugstore, TullYlnrnished, for lease; Fop 
rnore i n f d r m a t io n ca 11;112 -5 66-444 5. n a a 
:25___________ _____________________
SKATE SHARPENING BUSINESS for
sale.656-7722 or656-3105.; 5619-24
/ JOEL ANDREWS/ harpist/metaphysi^l 
' a concert/lecture June
. 10, 8 p.m. Unity Church, 2124 Cham­
bers. Admission $4. Also a day workshop 
on healing, June 13,10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. - 
at 5500 Hamsterley Rd. 384-2974 info. / 
24 _______ ,
AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality and
personal service./Try us and see. We 
deliver. Ask about our. wholesale pur- ; 
chase plan. 656-0014. /5575-25
FOR~SALE~bR RENT. Graduation arid 
/ wedding gowns. 4 youth jackets, ;/l 
gentleman’s tuxedo, shirt and tie/ 





656-0626 Eaves & Chimnoy
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS / Flashing
SANDAK SHOES for all the family. 5
year, 50% replacement warranty.; For 
shoe parties or individual sales,/652- 
■ 3038 i / p-30
LEAD CANNON BALTS, mo^ sizS 8bc 
lb/656-4545. / 5641-26;;:
; ' For; all your Roolifig .Needs:;' Mornings, or Evenings, 
Shakes/Shingles/ Tar //;SAM
;AIRLINE'"TICKEf" Victoria/Ottawa
return. Leave July 3, return July 19. 
$350.656-3281 evenings, 5666-25 
2~BiD^ otie“doutale7“one single, good




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
$34,000 PLUS! California corporation
setting up operation in B.C. Need key 
; people: for; supervision, ' Will train,/ 
Applicants phone , 656-3733 Sunday, 
between 10 a.m: -3 p.m./ /' 5685-24
: REQUiRTbEALERS to sell from shop or
home TRAMPOLINES or JOGGERS or :
; both. Sky-High Trampolines Ltd. :P.O.
Box 4 92. M illet . Alberta. TO C l ZO, Phone 
.(403)387-4174. ■ ; ^ :/na-24::
PENINSULA RESIDENTS of 25 yea^rs or ; 
more are:invited;to attend a special tea /
/ to ; be: sponsored; by/ Sidney &/ North/-/ 
Saanich Community Hall : Assoc./ at 
Sanscha Hall, Sunday, June 27 at 2 p.m.// 
Into. 656-4523 /.WEd./. 10-12 noon;-; 
Thursdays 7-9 p.m. No charge, > 24 ,
WESTERFrELD and’CHAIR. Excelicnt
condition, damask covering, turquoise,: 
only $300/ Call 656-5169 mornings or 
/altet"4p.m. 5673-24
Livestock
FULL OR PART TIME WE ARE
looking FOR SOMEONE WHO: 1.
Requires a minimum of $35,000 to 
$75,000; yearly /and more; 2. Corripany 
training and backup support Program 
and will assist in future growth: 3. 
Refundable $9,600 required for 
protected area and will provide a, 
written 100 percent buy / back 
agreement, For more information and; 
descriptive brochure phone 294-9667 or
INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE resided 25-/
years or more on the Saanich Peninsula 
are invited to attend a Tea and Recep­
tion, June 27, 2-4 p.m. at Sanscha Hall. 
^Refreshments will be provided, and 
there is no charge for this event. Those 
:/planning to attend are asked to register;/ 
by phoning 656-4523 /Wednesdays 
betweeri /10-12> nbon or Thursdays: 
between 7-9 p.m. (Sponsored by Sidney 
arrd North Saanich Community Hall 
/;"Assoc,)'.' -;:>, >;/.; ;'24::
WCtORIA R.E.A.D. ■ Society, Summer 
School offers Reading, spelling and 
math, locations in Victoria, Sidney and 
Colwood, July 5-23, Monday to Fridays,
■ 9-5 p;m. lnfo. 388-7225/^^^^^^^^
write: Westland Foods Franchise
7 STEWART & WI LLSON ROOFI NG
Wespecialize -> FreoB^mam, Guaranteed Workmanship
in RG-^Roofing 656-3492
.. '.;SPlED""^EEN7’*washer'“and / dryer,.;
: Harvest gold; $400 pair; Wostinghouse; 
/ deeplruezo, 15 cu; It/$300,656-7020,
'5 64,8/2 6.7:/..,-:.:. //,: '.'/"":/7_:.7''
paddlFfans’-
Don't be; disappointed! .












, Th’o’^qrigingl Ian store,
Wholesale and Retail. Froo.cotaloguos:
/ Ocean pacific Fao Gallery Inc; 4(300 East 
; Hastings /Street, Burriaby,:: B.C : V5C; 
/; 2K5. Phoncl 12-299;0666na-tl 
: CANOPY FOR S/TiEDTrame anJlaco 
cover/ $35; tnatching yellow bedspread,
$ 10; Queen size Hudlson's Bay blanket;
$110.656-7943bvonings, j, ,5368*26
fOP'SOIL, mixocTwitiirsand and manure,
$10 peryd, delivered. 656 :M59T c-26
wROWJoT’Watkins';?Voducts help
bring back the good taste pf Grandma's 
cooking? Call mo at 652'9744 anytime, K 











Director, 385 Boundary Road South, 
Vancouver/ B.C, Y5K:3S1/ All replies^ 
strict ly confidential; >: na-24 ;
WATERFRONT - ONLY $25,000 CASH 
:: down ;• ?5 seat ,)icenccd dining room • 
and 4 bedroom hbrno on Sunshine Coast 
Highway, / Distress / sale. / $159,000//; 
oifors. Phonobwneril2-487-9225v na-. 
'24_ _ 
i97>_ ___ ■j^^vyith/'sell loader. Steady;:/
contract job also with H Plato, Call 112* :
832-863^__________________n£:H
BUSY GROCERY STORE near’^’Long 
Beach Vancouver Islarid:. living puar// 
tors, pliis bachelor house;: Many extras.: 
$265,000 plus/ stock Includes; land, 
building, equipinont, $60,000 down; 
sttwk. Box 188. Ucluelet, B.C VOR 3A0. 
Phono 112-726-4240. 7 T ha-24
n.'
7Tiie B.C. Heart
; / 1008 Blansharil St. 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2H5
Please stind donations in 
lieu ot (lowers 
10
'J./.-'
’TENTTRAILERr ft'/S”'liorToT hil'dlop, 
1,86 Stove, ice box, etc, Excellent 
cohdition, sleeps 6, $2,300; also Moffat 
.Gourmet range,white, new conditions, 2
ovens, oyolovel broiler, rotlsserie, $300, 
656-4845 or 384-006e. 5635 RTS30
" oatrKn|6oWCuprli?t7$85T3 wh^(^^^
CHICKS. BROWN EGG LAYERS, white 
egg layers, moat birds. Order oarly - 
shipanywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 6/43 
- 216Ur St:. Box;59, Milner, B,C. VOX 
;::;.:TT0..534-7222:/ ;4/64*tf
ilAUfiFUL "" 'PUREBREI3 T
^ UPHOiStERlNOt 4tc. JorryHoveal
e,aMail»nl»*»cl Custom Work •Onulny Fahrifik
::f Pwrrpl,fervicu ».|-rwLH.maira. ' ' '/ ' Sennlchton, B.C.
bike, $285; folding bike, $95; All new 




player, car ramsp, tiros, Windows, rabbit
with cage, dirt bike. 656-04/7 - 5694-24 
/tfenuipsiD .’lASAKAmi^c'Tw^ 
.board,..mobji,, .hCW,,Li.dlcty, .uu.e,.,lJ!u!
carrying strap, $ 150; 2 rtevy approved 
litejackCls, $40 656-2585. 5696-24
___ . RED .
Diilmafionmalo. 1 year bid: Must sell, 
Lovely rabbits, guinea; pigs/and,.house 
Dlanls!656-/991^ c-24
jSiUST 'sTursr pot-;/
purebred, registered, spayed, obedrent, 
32 manlhs old, reasonable, 6566.602,:
/'5 6 5 2"*2 S"/' ■;>';■"■ ■/ ■'■'/7!7...;7_:.„;„;„_""
calico halt persiau kittens,, 056 J30'
7 allbr7p.,m:'.
:';;tWO‘''RpistfR|D maib.-mlniature^ 
PnnriiR piipiVies; Had shots, very ♦riendly 
>656-4195',';,''/.,5665*25
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services (or the family, 
individual, marrlaBb and family coun­
selling, 656-1247, 9813 Fifth St., Sid-
';.'.n«y,'/ >>■' >.'..;'/.'^-':;';.,;',.i;;;..';'/>.t(,.;
, LOSE WEiOHfrdtfier weiihr’ioss'plans/ 
ask you tp: pay to lose weight. We pay you:/ 
$1.00 tor every pountl that you lose on 
Tho Shaklee Slim-Plan, For , more Iif
;77'L090S|/:'
■|NIOtlC®8. 7^
(of mat ion, call 656 17'/ 6,
3(3”6'"B'RjCKS, .250 each; wide/carriage; 
'/typcwri'ta," 135,;':30. .cup "perc. "$42:'': 
toaster, llO; 2 hand mixfjrs, $4 and $7;
: (an hea'Jer', $6;:i!portrilight.l.lO/tfothw:
dryer, $125 65G'7670: 5698 25
ALFALFA HAY, $ 132 per tort, 1982 
/WasWngtnn tirtt cut $ 144.00 pof ton, 
Within so miles 61 Mission; Order now - 
■ 7aii Bros, TianapoH lid.: Phone: 112- 
'"B26 «3r.2'rir1 J7'8?6 6820 •> ' na-24
TOWN OF SIDNEY
TO TENDER
Sealed Teiadors marked ''Tondet lor 
Ono Ton C8b & Chassis Truck y/lll be 
received byilio Town ol Sidnoy; 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney,B.C. up to 
4:o6 P;M7 localTime on Juno 2Slh7 
1982, Specifications and ebridiliohs 
ol Tonder rnay bo obtained fiotn the 
■ nhovb address: ‘"/''/';'^ '77>"'
Clarke: Direciof 
Works and Services/ 
Town ol Sidney,
SENIORS '166 ,OR. MORE].:NewT'O;Sid-; 
neyT: Don't knowTunyone? Ihe;Silver, 
I hreada Centre otters classes, activities 
and « warm welcome. Drop in to lOOTO 
Resthaven orcall us at 6S6-5537 ; tf
/'/'
C6 THE REVIEW
Wednesday, June 16, 1982
It takes 200 gallons of gasoline, 
sometimes 300, to make those 
columns of black smoke that 
have been appearing over the 
airport this summer and last, but 
if available it is contaminated gas 
that can’t be used for fuel.
The fires are set as part of a 
training program for airport 
firefighters. The gas is sprayed 
automatically on top of a shallow 
pool of water in the midst of 
which sits an assembly made of
old boilers and culverts that 
simulate an airliner crashed and 
broken in pieces.
When the fuel is ignited a man 
drives up in a yellow tank truck 
with a large nozzle mounted 
above the cab. He directs a spray 
of foam from the nozzle without 
getting out of the cab and the fire 
goes out.
The driver is probably an 
equipment operator from a small 
airport, not a full-time fireman.
He may make basic mistakes, 
such as spraying against the wind 
or not approaching close enough, 
but the fire goes out anyway, the 
system is that effective.
The mixture sprayed is 94 parts 
water, six parts chemical. It 
forms a foam that is lighter than 
the gasoline and spreads out over 
it, cutting it off from the air.
The gas is still there un­
derneath, but it can’t burn. Most 
of the work involved in the
operation is in clearing the foam 
away so it won’t prevent the next 
fire from burning.
Victoria International is one of 
two airports in the province 
where the training is given. 
Trainees last week were from 
Williams Lake, Abbortsford, 
Smithers and Sandspit.
Although the fires seem to 
snuff so easily they are hot while 
they last. Airplane fuselages were
used at first but the aluminum 
couldn’t take the heat, they 
melted.
It doesn’t seem that any one 
inside would have much of a 
chance, but at least they are
spared one hazard. Foam sprayed 
on top of the fuselage runs down 
and smothers the fire, so the 
nozzle doesn’t have to be aimed 
at the door where people are 
trying to get out.
